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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This study, conducted by the College of
Forestry at Oregon State University, provides In-
formation needed by Oregon's Governor, Board
of Forestry, legislators, and Interested citizens so
that they can better understand issues of timber
availability in the state. The study makes four
contributIons: (1) it draws together into a single
document management plans for public lands in
Oregon: (2) it provides up-to-date timber Inven-
tories, Information on forest management prac-
tices and growth, and projections of future tim-
ber availability from private lands in Oregon: (3)
it provides projections by us and others of the
sustainable (baseline) harvests for different re-
gions of the state, their varied impacts on the
forest, and their contributions to the economics
of local areas (timbersheds) within the state: and
(4) it discusses possible events which could af-
fect the level of the projected sustainable har-
vest.
Timber availability In Oregon varies now,
and will continue to vary, by geographic area
within the state and by the resources, policies,
and actions of the owners of Oregon's forest
lands. Over the past 20 years, the harvest has
drifted generally downward, reaching a low at
the depth of the 1981 recession and then climb-
ing in 1988 to the highest level since 1973 (Fig-
ure 1).
The public lands account for mostofthe
variability in total harvest. Although decreasing
gradually, the harvest from private land, espe-
cially that owned by forest Industrywhich is by
far the larger component of the private harvest
has been relatively stable. This does not mean,
necessarily, that public timber offerings have
been unstable over time but rather that the har-
vest rate reflects market conditions for timber.
Under terms of sale, timber purchasers have
several years during which to harvest the timber
purchased. When product demand Is high, pur-
chasers harvest: when demand is low, they hold
the timber on the stump.
For this analysis, we divided the state into
nine timbersheds (Figure 2), sIx in Western Ore-
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Figure 1. Board-foot harvest for Oregon, 1968
through 1988. Broken lines indicate harvests in
the reference periods. 1968-1973 (1976 study)
and 1983-1987 (this study), and the projected
1991-2000 baseline harvest.
gon (west of the Cascade Mountains), and three
In Eastern Oregon (east of the Cascade Moun-
tains). Each timbershed contains at least one
major timber-processing center heavily depend-
ent on timber harvested within that timbershed.
Currently, approxImately 60 percent or more of
the timber processed In each timbershed is also
harvested there.
Five owner classes were recognized in each
Western Oregon timbershed: National Forest:
Bureau of Land Management (BLM): state and
other public: forest industry; and nonindustrial
private. In Eastern Oregon. the BLM and state
and other public classes were combined into
"other public:" all other classes were the same as
for Western Oregon.
The contrasting conditions among owner
classes in Oregon have been well described in
the 1976 study conducted by John H. Beuter, K.
Norman Johnson, and H. Lynn Scheurman
(Beuter et al.1976). popularly known as the
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Figure2. OregonUmbersheds.
Beuter Report." Generally, the federal lands
(National Forest and BLM) are characterized by
Inventories of older trees (160 years old), low
growth rates of trees, and demand for nontim-
ber resources" such as recreation, water, and
wildlife habitat. The private lands contain little
timber over 100 years of age and a considerable
inventory of young (less than 40 years). rapidly
growing trees. Thus, these lands will have less
merchantable timber available In the near term.
1991-2000, but will have substantial harvest po-
tential for the more distant future, 2011-2020
and beyond.
A baseline harvest projection is presented
for each owner class In each timbershed. These
projections cover the next 10 decades (called the
projection cycle). Decade 1 covers 1991-2000,
decade 2 covers 2001-2010, and so forth. We
used the average harvest for the years 1983-
1987 as a reference against which to compare
the projections because It represents whatwe
have become accustomed to in the recent past: it
is not meant to connote "what ought to be."
For public owners, the baseline projection
is derived from an aggregation of their existing
management plans (BLM and state) or proposed
4
management plans (National Forests). For forest
industry, the baseline projection is a computer
simulation of the maximum sustainable harvest
from period to period and is based on beginning
timber inventories and assumptions aboutman-
agement intensity collected by confidential sur-
vey. For nonindustrial private owners, we ran
two projections: One assumed these owners
would continue to manage their landsas they
have in the recent past and would continue to
harvest at their 1983-1987 level; the otheras-
sumed they would manage their lands somewhat
more intensively In the future and would harvest
in each period at their potential capability.
Our projections are predicated on the fol-
lowing assumptions:
(1) Public managers will have the administrative
direction and resources to implement their
management plans, which are generally
based on intensive management and nonde-
dining harvest flow (that is. harvest does not
decline from decade to decade).
(2) Forest industry, which has now largelycom-
pleted the transition from old growth to
young plantations, will grow and harvest
their stands consistent with the managementOregon Overview
objectives specified in the confidential sur-jected for 1991-2000. This trend suggests that a
vey. Forest Industry owners do not necessar-harvest decline Is likely within the next decade.
ily manage their lands under nondecliningHowever, II it does occur, harvest would proba-
flow. Nevertheless, considering the currentbly recover to the 1983-1987 level by the fourth
distribution of age classes on these lands,decade and subsequently rise to 7 percent above
with large acreages of Immature stands more that level.
or less evenly distributed over the younger Itis important to understand that the age classes, and the financial objectives ofrelative decline in board-foot harvest will exceed industry owners, we have assumed that thisthat for cubic feet because of the smaller stand group, in aggregate, will harvest at the sus-diameters to be harvested in the future (Fig- tamable rate in the future. As the Immatureure 3). Board-foot harvestwilldecline by 8 per-
stands reach ages consistent with harvestingcent In decade 1. objectives, they are projected to be harvested
and regenerated. Although forest industry
could continue harvesting at the rate of the
recent past (1983-1987) for at least one more
decade, they are unlikely to do so because
the age of the trees cut would not be consis-
tent with the reported management objec-
tives. Thus, the maximum rate of harvest will
be limited by the number of acres of trees
reaching acceptable harvest age. Each pass-
Ing decade over the next several will see a
greater number of acres approaching mer-
chantable age, in effect permitting harvest to
increase on forest Industry lands.
(3) At the time of this analysis, it seemed likely
that nonindustrial private owners would con-
tinue to harvest at levels of the recent past,
even though they could harvest more by
managing more intensively. Increasing har-
vest levels In 1987 and 1988 suggest that
recent market conditions may be inducing
these owners to increase their rate of harvest
toward their capabffity.
The harvest projections in the report are
not intended to be forecasts of what will or
ought to happenand should not be inter-
preted as such. Instead, they indicate what Is
likely to happen if an assumed set of conditions
is realized. Through these projections, weaddress
the following major (and subsidiary) questions
relating to the baseline harvest projection and
its impact on the forest over the next century.
** **a a .**aa*a* a.
Are We Currently Cutting More Than the Sus-
tainable Harvest?
Answer: When 1983-1987 Is used as the frame
of reference (Figure 3), the answer is YES, both
In cubic feet and board feet. This Is evident in
the 4 percent declthe in cubic-foot harvest pro-
10
I:ij
x
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FIgure 3. Sustainable harvest for Oregon. by dbh
class, in (a) cubic feet and (b) board feet. Broken
line indicates harvest in the reference period,
1983-1987. Average dbh for the decade Is given
in parentheses.
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Are All Timber-Producing Areas Equally Af-
fected?
Answer: No.The effects will not be felt evenly
around the state (Table 1) because of the differ-
ing contributions of public and private harvest
among timbersheds, differences in the age class
distributions on private lands, and the Impacts
of proposed land reallocations on individual Na-
tional Forests. In Table 1, the harvest is pre-
sented In board feet for the short term because
that is the measure currently used In timber
sales. However, the cubic-foot harvest is more
appropriate over thelongterm because it better
reflects the volume of timber available for proc-
essing In the future.
Who Is Growing the Trees To Be Harvested
for the Future?
Answer:Under the baseline harvest projection.
roughly 53 percent of the cubic-foot harvest will
come from public lands and 47 percent from
private lands in decade 1. These proportions are
projected to remain fairly constant over the next
10 decades (Figure 4). During the 1983-1987
period, the private contribution was about
44 percent of the cubic-foot harvest (Table 2).
cwners
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Figure 4. Contribution to the total Oregon harvest,
by owner class. Broken line indicates harvest In
the reference period, 1983-1987.
Table 1. Average annual baseline harvest by timbershed, relative to 1983-1987 reference period average, for the short term
(decade 1, 1991-2000) and long term (decade 10, 2081-2090).
Million board feet per year Million cubic feet per year
Half-state 1983- 1991-Percent 1983- 2081-Percent
by timbershed 19871 20002change 1987 2090 change
Western Oregon
North Coast 1289 1640 +27 279 410 +47
Willamette 1165 854 -27 227 205 -10
Eugene 1247 1091 -13 234 227 -3
Roseburg 1331 1096 -18 252 241 -4
Medford 496 449 -10 97 113 +16
South Coast 568 550 -3 108 154 +43
6096 5680 -7 1197 1350 +13
Eastern Oregon
Klamath-Lakeview 637 610 -4 131 130 -1
Bend-Prineville 481 427 -11 100 81 -19
Blue Mountain 806 658 -18 157 139 -11
1924 1695 -12 388 350 -10
State 8020 7375 -8 1585 1700 +7
Includes unknown amount of submerchantable material.
2Includes no submerchantable material.
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Table 2. Average annual baseline harvest by owner, relative to 1983-1987 referenceperiod average, for the short term
(decade 1, 1991-2000) and long term (decade 10, 2081-2090).
Million board feet per year Million cubic feet per year
1983- 1991-Percent 1983- 2081-Percent
Owner 19871 20002change 1987 2090 change
Public
National Forest 3370 2803 -17 628 547 -13
BureauofLandManagement951 1019 +7 184 198 +8
State and other 387 438 +13 79 157 +99
Private
Forest industry 2952 2755 -7 608 712 +17
Nonindustrial 360 360 0 86 86 0
8020 7375 -8 1585 1700 +7
IIncludes unknown amount of submerchantable material
2 Includes no submerchantable material.
Will Any Stands of Old Trees Remain?
Answer: Yes. The area in older stands is an un-
portant Issue In Western Oregon where, at the
beginning of decade 1, about hail of the 3 mil-
lion acres in stands 160 years or older Is esti-
mated to be unavailable for harvest because of
wilderness designations, management require-
ments, or discretionary decisions by the National
Forests and BLM (Figure 5a). Barring cata-
strophic events, it Is estimated that there will be
2.2 mffliori acres of stands greater than 160
years of age by the beginning of decade 10 (Fig-
ure 5b).
Will We Continue to Harvest the Same Spe-
cies?
Answer: YesIn Western Oregon for the short
term, but species types will shift somewhat on
National Forest lands in later decades from
Douglas-fir to high-elevation true fir and moun-
tain hemlock. Public owners plan to manage pri-
marily for softwoods, with only the Siuslaw Na-
tional Forest including hardwoods in the
baseline harvest. Forest industry will probably
continue to harvest hardwoods, but in declining
amounts, because of their emphasis on convert-
ing hardwoods to commercially valuable soft-
woods. Nonindustrial private owners are ex-
pected to continue to concentrate their harvest-
ing on softwoods.
NoIn Eastern Oregon for the short term,
when the proportion of pines Is projected to fall
rapidly. Ponderosa pine contributed just over
hail of the 1983-1987 board-foot harvest from
Figure 5. Acreageofpublic forest land in Western
Oregon at the beginningofdecades I and 10. by
age class.
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National Forest lands. As a result of past selec-
tive harvests that emphasized ponderosa pine on
both public and private lands, however, this
contribution is projected to decline to about
40 percent of the harvest In decade 1. Harvest of
lodgepole pine also will decline during decade I
as salvage logging in connection with the moun-
tain pine beetle epidemic comes to a close, par-
ticularly in the Bend-Prineville timbershed.
Lodgepole pine will not be available again in
large quantities for another 40-50 years. Thus,
if the projected harvest levels are to be sus-
tained, mixed conifers (Douglas-fir. true fir,
spruce) will have to be harvested to offset the
loss of the pines.
Will the Average Age of Trees at Harvest
Change?
Answer: No In the short term, yes In the longer
term. Harvest ages will remain nearly the same
for at least decades 1 and 2 on National Forest
lands and for at least decade 1 on BLM lands,
although average ages will vary by timbershed,
with the northern BLM districts having the
smallest inventory of older trees and the south-
ern districts the largest. The average harvest age
for the National Forest lands Is projected to shift
from the current 160+ years to 80-90 years over
the next 5 decades. Three to 5 decades from
now, the average harvest age for BLM lands Is
projected to drop toward 50 years and then rise
to 60 to 80 years by decade 10. On state lands,
the current harvest age of 70 to 110 years Is
projected to fall to 60 to 90 years; on forest In-
dustry lands. itIsprojected to fall toward the
45- to 65-year range, depending on tlinbershed
and decade.
Will We Rely on Clearcutting in the Future?
Answer: YesIn Western Oregon In the short
term, where clearcutting is projected to continue
to be the predominant harvest system. However.
the number of acres clearcut will decline slightly
over time, and the number of acres thinned will
increase. An Increasing proportion of the harvest
will come from thinnings, so the number of acres
subject to some form of harvesting will Increase.
NoIn Eastern Oregon clearcutting will be
relied upon less than In Western Oregon. How-
ever, acres clearcut are forecast to remain at a
relatively high level for decades 1 and 2 because
of the accelerated harvest of lodgepole pine and
then decline rapidly to about 20 percent of the
decade 1 level by decade 7. Thlnnings will In-
8
crease rapidly to four times their decade 1 level
by decade 10, and shelterwood harvests will In-
crease. Selection harvests, once thought to be on
the decline, will remain constant over the
10 decades.
Will Management Intensity Increase?
Answer: Yesfor National Forest and BLM
lands. Not much for other owner classes.
The National Forests and BLM plan to Im-
plement intensive forest management on virtu-
ally all of their forested acres allocated to timber
production In Western Oregon. These manage-
ment plans requIre that thinning be increased 5
times the decade 1 acreages over the 100-year
projection. In addition, the area fertilized is to be
doubled, and virtually all low-elevation acres are
to be planted with genetically improved stock
and precommercially thinned.
The Oregon Department of Forestry man-
ages young-growth state forests and has been
active In management Intensification for many
years. Their forest plans for the future call for a
more moderate level of management Intensity, as
measured by the amount of Investment, than do
the Forest Service and BLM.
Forest Industry landowners are continuing
to manage many acres Intensively, but their level
of intensification is not projected to be as great
as that of the federal forests. No evidence sug-
gests that nonindustrial private owners in aggre-
gate are Intensifying their management practices
to any significant extent; however, that is not to
say that individuals among the 20000 owners
are not practicing intensive management. Many
are, but their acreage is not significant enough
to change the average for the owner class.
How Do Harvest and Growth Relate?
Answer: In aggregate, harvest from Oregon's
public forests still exceeds growth by about
37 percent; this relation reflects the large pro-
portion of slow-growing older stands that remain
on National Forest and BLM lands. As older
stands are replaced by young, faster-growing
stands, growth and harvest will come Into bal-
ance. We expect growth to equal harvest by dec-
ade 5 and then exceed harvest through decade
10 (Figure 6a).
Growth on private lands currently exceeds
harvest there because of the large acreages of
young plantations on forest industry lands andFigure 6. Growth and harvest on (a) public and (b)
private lands in Oregon. Broken line Indicates
harvest In the reference peric4 1983-1987.
the low harvest rate, relative to available Inven-
tory, on nonindustrial private lands (Figure 6b).
What Are the Economic Costs of Harvesting
at the Baseline Harvest Level, as Opposed to
Continuing to Harvest at the 1983-1987
Level?
Answer: In the primary timber industries (log-
ging. sawmllllng, veneer, plywood, pulp and pa-
per), there would be 2800 jobs displaced by
1995 as a result of the lower baseline harvest
levels. In Industries manufacturing secondary
and composite wood products, there would be
800 fewer jobs by 1995 than would have existed
If the 1983-1987 harvest levels continued. The
declines In the timber industry that could ac-
Oregon Overview
company the lower baseline harvest levels would
ripple through the economy: statewide, the 3600
fewer wage and salary jobs in the timber indus-
try In 1995 could cost an additional 5000 jobs In
other economic sectors and as much as $340
million per year in wage and salary income (In
1988 dollars). In addition, 3000 jobs in the pri-
mary timber industries would be expected to be
lost as a result of continuing technological
change.
Will Economic Impacts of Adopting Baseline
Harvest Levels Be Similar Throughout
Oregon's Timbersheds?
Answer: Noin accordance with the distribution
of harvest increases and declines, the largest
negative impacts will occur In the Umbersheds
along the Cascade Range and the Blue Moun-
tains.
If we look more broadly at Oregon's eco-
nomic future, metropolitan areas will likely ab-
sorb most of Oregon's future economic growth.
largely In the nonrnanufacturing sector, while
the manufacturing sector outside of the Portland
metropolitan area is likely to decline. Despite
reductions levels,
total wage and salary employment is expected to
grow 2.4 percent per year through 1995. but
this growth will be concentrated in metropolitan
areas.
Will the Importance of Timber in Oregon's
Economy Change?
Answer: Yes. if harvest levels drop to those pro-
jected as sustainable, wage and salary employ-
ment In the timber industry will drop from
6.8 percent of the total statewide wage andsal-
ary employment in 1988 to 5.3 percent in 1995,
and from 36 percent of the wage and salary em-
ployment in manufacturing in 1988 to 31 per-
cent in 1995. Even if 1983-1987 harvest levels
could be maintained, wage and salary employ-
ment in the timber industry would drop to
5.6 percent of the total and to 32 percent of
manufacturing by 1995.
Can Growth in the Manufacture of Secondary
and Composite Wood Products Offset Losses
in Employment in the Timber Industry that
Would Accompany a Declining Harvest Level?
Answer: Not likely. Wage and salary employ-
ment in the manufacture of secondary and com-
posite wood products has increased at a rate of
4.9 percent per year since 1980, to 16400 em-Oregon Overview
ployees in 1988. By the mld-1990s, the employ-
ment in secondary and composite wood products
could grow by 2500 employees, even with a de-
cline in the projected harvest. However, this
growth is not sufficient to offset the projected
7800 jobs lost from 1988 employment in the
timber Industry: 2800 jobs lost because of har-
vest levels being below the 1983-1987 level;
3000 jobs lost because of changing technologies;
and an additional 2000 jobs lost because of the
late-1980s surge in harvestabovethe 1983-
1987 average levels.
How Will Funding of Local Governments be
Affected if Harvests Decline to Projected
Baseline Levels?
Answer: Statewide, funding to local govern-
ments will be mlnhnally affected, but impacts on
particular taxing districts may be substantial.
Local taxing districts (including county
governments, school districts, road districts,
educational service districts, fire districts) relied
upon timber-derived revenues for 10 percent of
their total funding over the reference periods.
Thus, the projected decline in timber availability
reduces total funds available to local govern-
ments by less than 1 percent.
These values, however, are influenced
heavily by school districts, which account for
over 70 percent of the total local government
budgets and rely on timber revenues for less
than 4 percent of their funding as a result of the
infusion of state and federal monies to educa-
tion. County governments themselves rely upon
timber-derived revenues for over 25 percent of
their funding, and the projected decline in tim-
ber harvests could decrease county funds by
substantial amounts.
Can Owners Produce More Timber Than mdl-
cated by Our Projections?
(a) Through Further Management Intensifi-
cation?
Answer: For the National Forests and BLM, yes
but unlikely. For the state and forest industry.
possibly. For nonindustrial private owners, yes.
The National Forests In Western Oregon
are expected to manage much more intensively
over our projection cycle than they have in the
past. It Is unlikely that major additional oppor-
tunities for intensification exist. Harvest levels
could rise if National Forests reduced minimum
10
final harvest age. Such a change, In combination
with some limited opportunities to intensilr,
might increase National Forest harvests in the
southwest timbersheds by 5 to 10 percent, with
lesser increases elsewhere.
The BLM is also expected to manage much
more intensively over the projection cycle than it
has in the past. Some limited opportunities for
managing more intensively appear to exist in the
northern and southern districts. Harvest levels
could rise slightly in these areas as a result.
More likely, it may prove difficult for fed-
eral landowners to obtain the budget needed to
fund intensification measures embedded in the
baseline projection. Further intensification on a
broad scale beyond these levels seems unrealis-
tic.
The Oregon Department of Forestry has a
commitment to growing quality wood and mak-
ing each investment In management intensifica-
tion pay its own way on state lands. Both of
these commitments may reduce the sustainable
harvest level that can be achieved in the near
future. Lowering the minimum diameter for har-
vest could increase the harvest level In the state
holdings on the north coast and north Willam-
ette Valley, but at a cost of producing a some-
what smaller and poorer quality product. In-
creased management IritensilIcation, such as
additional fertilization, combined with a smaller
minimum diameter for harvest, could raise the
sustainable level in these two areas still further.
Forest industry has been Implementing in-
tensive forest-management practices consistent
with economic viabffity. Undoubtedly, some ad-
ditional harvest could be gained above that re-
ported In the confidential survey, but we did not
investigate that possibfflty here.
Nonindustrial private owners have suffi-
cient inventory to increase their baseline har-
vest. They could, in aggregate, increase their
harvest during decade 1 by 350 million board
feet over that in 1983-1987 (almost a doubling);
however, a significant proportion of that poten-
tial is hardwoods. By increasing their manage-
ment intensity to include full conifer stocking
and thinning, these owners could more than
double their 1983-1987 harvestan increase
that could substantially offset the harvest reduc-
tions anticipated for forest industry over the
next several decades.Oregon Overview
(b) Through a Departure from the Baselinevolume from the National Forests than reported
Harvest Level? here as the baseline harvest.
Answer: On public lands, Increasing the harvest
above the baseline level will generally Increase
harvests in decade 1 and reduce them In later
decadeswith little overall net gain. Public
lands no longer contain a "surplus" of mature
timber that would allow an increase in short-
term harvest with little effect on future levels.
On forest Industry lands, Increasing the
harvest above the maximum sustainable level
could maintain their hIstoric 1983-1987 level for
one decade In all Western Oregon timbersheds
where it Is projected to decline, but doing so
would result in final harvesting of rapidly grow-
ing Immature stands 35 through 40 years old.
Indeed, harvesting these stands early will result
in less cubic-foot volume and lower wood quality
over time.
-(C)Through Other Measures?
Answer: For both federal forest owners, some
forested lands have been allocated at the discre-
tion of the agencies to uses which preclude tim-
ber production or allow less than full produc-
tion. Examples of these uses include "backcoun-
try recreation," which allows neither roads nor
timber harvest, or "bIg game habitat," which in-
volves longer rotations than normal. While these
allocations go beyond legal requirements, we
consider it unlikely that these lands will be real-
located to intensive timber production and did
not evaluate that option.
On the National Forests, the sustainable
harvest reported here does not include volume
produced through special salvage sales or sub-
merchantable material such as cull logs (logs
with considerable rot) In old-growth forests. In
Western Oregon. these additional volumes could
increase the National Forest harvest byupto
14 percent and the total harvest by up to 4 per-
cent above the baseline projected here. In East-
ern Oregon, the increases could be up to 9 per-
cent on the National Forests and up to 6 percent
overall.
We do not know how much of this salvage
and cull volume will find Its way to the market
place in the future. With the emerging emphasis
on leaving standing dead trees and down trees,
the amount of salvage and cull material offered
for sale may rapidly dwindle. Still, these volumes
offer the potential for a somewhat higher harvest
Can Nonlndustrial Private Timber Offset Eco-
nomic Impacts of Changing Timber Avallabifi-
ties on Public or Forest-Industry Lands?
Answer: Yes, almost 50 percent of the economic
declines could be mitigated.
If nonindustrial private owners were to
harvest closer to their potential and adopt mod-
erate increases In management intensity, then
53 percent (1900) of the displaced timber jobs
could be recovered. Accompanying the increases
in timber-industry activity would be an addi-
tional 2800 jobs in other economic sectors and
$190 million In wage and salary payrolls.
How Much Could Decisions about Protection
of the Northern Spotted Owl Affect Oregon's
Harvest and Economy?
Answer: Some protection of habitat for the
northern spotted owl has already been provided
in National Forest and BLM management plans
used to calculate the sustainable harvest under
current agency guidelines. Debate continues,
however, over whether this Is adequate protec-
tion, and the outcome is not clear.
If the northern spotted owl is listed as
threatened, or endangered, it seems likely that
additional low- and mid-elevation land with ma-
ture and old-growth stands will be reserved. Un-
der the most restrictive scenariowithdrawing
most mature and old growth on the National
Forests and BLM lands in Western Oregonthe
baseline harvest could drop at least 1.1 billion
board feet per year in decade 1. In Western Ore-
gon, this Is about 40 percent of the baseline
public harvest and 20 percent of the baseline
total harvest. Under this scenario an additional
6400 timber industry jobs could be lost plus an
additional 9000 jobs in other economic sections,
in comparison with the baseline projection. The
estimated added loss in total wage and salary
income would be $610 million per year.
Following recommendations of the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife (BLM lands) and
the Blue Ribbon Audubon Panel (National Forest
lands) would lead to a more moderate decline in
the baseline harvest: approximately 330 millIon
board feet per year. Under this scenario an addi-
tional 1800 timber industry jobs could be lost
plus an additional 2600 jobs in other economic
sectors. The estimated loss in total wage arid
salary income would be $170 million per year.
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Impetus and Background
Oregon's forest resource is varied, exten-
sive, and economically important. The over 24
million acres of commercial forest stands provide
about 17 percent of the nation's softwood har-
vest and about 22 percent of its softwood
sawtirnber Inventory.
In 1976, In response to a need by the
Oregon State Board of Forestry to formulate a
forestry program for the state, Oregon State
University's School of Forestry published the re-
sults of an analysis of timber availability: Timber
for Oregon's Tomorrow by John H. Beuter. K.
Norman Johnson, and H. Lynn Scheurman,
popularly known as the Beuter Report (Beuter et
al. 1976). The study established 1968 through
1973 as the reference period ('recent past") for
harvest, against which future harvests were
compared, and concluded that there were rea-
sonably possible conditions under which the av-
erage annual timber harvest could continue at
or above levels for the reference period In both
Western and Eastern Oregon. However, under
conditions more closely reflecting then existing
policies and actions by forest owners, the report
concluded that harvest could significantly de-
cline In Western Oregon by the year 2000.
Since the 1976 study (and through
1987). average harvest dropped 20 percent from
the reference-period level, hitting a 30-year low
of 40 percent below it in 1981. However, with
strong domestic and International markets, pro-
duction since 1985 has exceeded 8 billion board
Organization
This report is divided into two major sec-
tions (by half-state). Western Oregon and East-
ern Oregon. Each major section is further di-
vided into timbersheds, six in Western Oregon
and three in Eastern Oregon.
feet per year and may reach 9 bififon board feet
in 1989 for the first time since 1973. The pro-
duction average during the 1968-1973 reference
period was 9.1 billion board feet.
Do events since the 1976 study change
its projections? The major forces that caused the
projected significant decline in timber harvest In
Western Oregon continue to operate today. For-
est Industry has sustained a harvest of approxi-
mately 90 percent of the 1968-1973 reference-
period average, further depleting its Inventory of
merchantable timber. More important, the Na-
tiorial Forests in Oregon, with more than half the
merchantable timber in the state, have modified
their land allocations significantly since 1976,
and accordingly have affected the prospects for
timber harvesting In the future.
This report,Timber for Oregon's
Tomorrow: the 1989 Update, is designed to pro-
vide Oregon's governor, legislators, State Board
of Forestry, and Interested citizens with an as-
sessment of
The likely Umber harvest from both public
and private ownerships In Oregon, relative to
a new reference period, 1983 through 1987,
over the next 100 years. beginning with dec-
ade 1 (1991 through 2000) and ending with
decade 10 (2081 through 2090).
The cumulative economic impacts on the
state of the projected harvest levels over the
next decade.
Within each half-state section and in the
same sequence, we
explain how the study was conducted by
identllylng the sources of inventory data and
the key management assumptions
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summarize the harvest and growth projec-
Uons, including related opportunities to in-
crease Umber availability and constraints on
productivity, for all timbersheds over the
short term (decade 1, 1991-2000) and the
long term (decade 10, 208 1-2090)
estimate the economic impacts of the pro-
jected harvest levels over the next decade
detail the growth and harvest projections for
each individual Umbershed.
The Questions
Questions Addressed by this
Study
At the hall-state and tlmnbershed levels,
the study addresses the following four main (and
various subsidiary) questions:
(1) What is the baseline harvest in the short
term (decade 1) and the long term (decade
10)?
Who will grow the trees?
How big will harvested trees be?
How old will harvested trees be?
What species will be harvested?
How are harvest and growth related?
How many acres of treeswillbe harvested?
What will the forest structure be over time?
What management activities will be needed
to assure baseline harvest levels?
(2) What are some options for increasing Umber
availability?
Can owners grow and harvest more tim-
ber?
Can management activities be intensified?
Can owners simply cut more now, and if
they do, how will that affect Umber availa-
bility In the future?
(3) What are the possible impacts on Umber
availability II more land is withdrawn from
Umber producUon to provide habitat for the
northern spotted owl?
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The definitions of technical or other spe-
cial terms and commonly used abbreviations are
listed for reader convenience in the "Glossary"
and Abbrevlations" sections that complete this
"Reader's Guide." Note that numbering of tables
and figures starts over in each section. There Is
a mini-table of contents at the beginning of each
major section.
(4) What are the economic implications of
changes in timber availability?
What contributions do the Umber indus-
tries make to employment and income?
How much do the Umber Industries con-
tribute to local government revenues?
What level of support do the timber indus-
tries provide to the other sectors of the
economy?
What changes can we expect In the contri-
butions of the Umber industries?
Other Issues
Oregon's forests are much more than
timberlands-theyalsoprovide "nontimber re-
sources": recreation, water, wildlife habitat, and
scenic beauty. Any study of Umber availability,
therefore, has implications for the availability of
these nontimber resources as well.
(1) What is our implied treatment of nontimber
resources?
This study is based on projections by the
managers of the public lands and on our projec-
tions for private lands. The Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Management are required to
consider multiple use in their management plan-
ning. The management of private lands will also
continue to be shaped by the public Interest,
mainly through the various state forest-practice
and land-use laws, and by marketplace de-
mands.
(2) What are the linkages between the availabil-
ity of Umber and nontimber resources?There are countless linkages In a mul-
tiple-use model of forestry: however, roadirig and
the age distribution of stands are probably cen-
tral to the nontimber implicaUons of this study.
Roading affects two Important nontlrnber
values directly: water quality and recreation. In
some soils, more erosion is caused byroading
than harvesting, and although more intensive
roading in an area can Improve access for rec-
reation, it can decrease the quality of water and
some recreational activities.
The age distribution of stands affects wild-
life habitat and visual qualities of forests. No
single age distribution is Ideal for all wildlife spe-
cies: ungulates such as deer require more forest
openings for browse, whereas cavity-nesting
birds require a more continuous canopy with
intermittent snags. From a visual standpoint, an
unbroken forest may be monotonous, but too
little continuity in the landscape looks unnatu-
ral.
(3) Why does this study not explicitly analyze
the nontimber issues covered in these link-
ages?
It was intended that this study focus on
Umber availability and related economic effects.
The linkages to nontimber resources are ac-
counted for indirectly by the laws and regula-
Uons that guide planning and management on
public lands and forest practices on private
lands. Because no illegal policies and actions
were assumed In this study, it must be pre-
sumed that basic protection for nontimber re-
sources and environmental values has been ac-
counted for. Obviously, there are differences of
opinion about the optimal mix of resources, but
it was beyond the scope of this study to delve
into that issue.
(4) Where can the interested reader obtain more
information about availability and produc-
tion of nontimber values from Oregon's forest
lands?
Several sources are available. The Na-
tional Forest plans and the Timber Sale Program
Information Reporting System (TSPIRS) provide
insight into the alternative harvest levels and
nontimber resources on National Forests. These
can be obtained through the local NaUonal For-
est office. Oregon's State Comprehensive Out-
door Recreation Plan 1988-1993 (SCORP), avail-
able from the Oregon State Parks and Recreation
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Division, Salem, Is perhaps the best source of
information on recreation opportunities at a
statewide level.Oregon State University's Col-
lege of Forestry, the Forest Service, the Bureau
of Land Management, and others are collaborat-
ing in the Coastal Oregon Productivity Enhance-
ment (COPE) Program, which is intended to pro-
vide managers with Information relevant to the
management of fish, timber, water, wildlife, and
other resources of the Oregon Coast Range. For
a comprehensive overview of the statusof all
forest resources In Oregon, see Lettman (1988).
(5) How does this study account for climate
change and its likely effects on forest growth
and stability?
The EPA recently estimated that central
Oregon could have a temperature regime compa-
rable to that of central California by 2030. This
finding is so recent, however, that in this study
we could not account for its impact on future
Umber availability. Much work remains before
forest scientists can determine how such an
eventuality would affect species distribution and
Umber growth.
(6) How does this study account for the effects
of widespread pathogens, such as laminated
root rot(Phellinus)and blackstain root rot,
on forest productivity?
Because of the differing sources of infor-
mation, the study does not account consistently
for such effects. In general, the public land-man-
agement plans include reductions in acres and
yields to offset anticipated insect and disease
outbreaks. The projections for private lands In-
clude explicit percentages of reduction for
Phellinusthat vary by timbershed: these reduc-
tions are based on estimates made by forest-
practices officers. Finally, the basic yield-projec-
tion models account for long-term mortality and
yield reduction as reflected by stands measured
to create the database from which the models
were derived. The BLM estimates that about
50 percent of their plantations in northwest
Oregon (North Coast Timbershed), the area pro-
jected to be most productive over the next few
decades, are Infected with laminated root rot.
(7) How does this study account for other natu-
ral "catastrophic events"e.g., large wildflres
like those 2 years ago in Southwest Oregon,
or major insect epidemics?
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Wildllres and insect epidemics are not ac-
counted for explicitly, except to the extent that
events in the recent past are reflected by the
starting database for the projections. Future
catastrophic events are unlikely to change the
prospects for the near future, and their effects
over the longer run will have to be accounted for
In periodic updates of this study.
(8) How does this study account for the likely
detrimental effects of intensified manage-
ment practices on soil biologye.g.. declin-
ing soil fertility, especially with respect to ut-
trogen, and decreased levels of soil organic
matter?
There is continuing research into the ef-
fects of Umber management pracUces on long-
term ecosystem productivity. The proceedings of
a recent conference provide the state of the art
on this topic for the Pacific Northwest (Perry et
al.1989); however, there Is no evidence that
there will be significant declines in productivity
within the time horizon of this study. Any de-
clines that might occur would be masked by the
sampling errors in this study. As new data be-
come available, this study should be updated.
Glossary
Note: Some of these definlUons are uniquecompensate local governments for foregone
to this study and may differ in other contexts, taxes.
Cultural Treatments
FertilizationThe application of fertilizer to In-
crease the rate of tree growth.
Management IntensityThe assumed set of
silvicultural treatments that will be used to grow
the stand. "Higher intensity" implies more ex-
penditure of labor or capital as contrasted to
"lower Intensity."
PlantingThe planting of seedlings. Seedlings
are divided into two types of planting stock: (1)
normal or (2) genetically improved.
ReleaseThe removal of competing undesirable
vegetation to permit young trees to grow.
RestockingThe replanting of areas because of
Insufficient survival of seedlings to meetman-
agement objectives.
Economics
Local governmentAll administrative bodies
with the right to levy property taxes, inclusive of
county governments and road, fire, school, and
education service districts.
Payments In lieu of taxesFixed paymentson
federal, state, and County lands established to
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Real and personal property taxesLocal gov-
ernment revenues from real estate (land and
buildings) and movable property registered toa
business (Inventories, equipment, etc.).
Real average wagesMean annual Incomeper
worker after adjusting for inflation.
Revenue sharesPercentage of public Umber
harvest receipts allocated to local governments
by prescriptive payment plans established by
federal, state, or county governments. These
payments serve as property tax offsets.
Severance taxesLocal government revenue
from fees collected when Umber is harvested
from private lands. These taxes substitute for
property taxes on registered timberland.
Wage and salary employmentFull- and part-
time employees who come under state employ-
ment insurance.
Wage and salary payrollEarnings, prior to
deductions for taxes or federal social security
withholdings, of full- or part-time employees who
come under state employment insurance.
Forest Lands
Forest landLand at least 10 percent stocked
with live trees or land formerly having such tree
cover and not currently developed for nonforest
use.Available forest landFederal forest land that
has not been withdrawn for Wilderness, for other
management requirements, or for discretionary
allocations, plus all nonfederal forest land.
Private forest landLands not publicly owned.
These are divided Into forest Industry lands and
nonlndustrlal private forest lands. Forest Indus-
try lands are those lands owned by companies or
Individuals who operate wood-using plants or
manage forests for timber production. Nonlndus-
trial forest lands are all other private forest
lands.
Public forest landLands publicly managed.
The major public managers are the National For-
ests (NF), the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), and Oregon State Department of Forestry
(state). Other public managers include counties,
municipalities, and federal managers other than
the NF and BLM, such as the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA). In this study, the state and other
public are grouped together for reporting pur-
poses.
TimberlandForest land that is available for
timber production and Is capable of producing
merchantable timber economically.
Harvest Methods
ClearcutRemoval of all trees at the time of
harvest. Considered a regeneration harvest be-
cause of the implication that regeneration will
occur.
Commercial thinRemoval of trees to provide
growing room for other trees. Implied Is the
stipulation that the trees removed have a com-
mercial value.Nota regeneration harvest.
Overstory removalRemoval of the mature
trees in a two-story stand. Not a regeneration
harvest.
Precommercial thinRemoval of very young
trees to provide growing room for other trees.
Implied is the stipulation that the trees removed
have no commercial value.Nota regeneration
harvest.
Regeneration harvestHarvest alter which a
new timber stand is established.
SelectionRemoval of selected individual trees
from a stand. In contrast to clearcutting, selec-
tion harvesting leaves a residual stand of timber.
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Considered a regeneration harvest.
ShelterwoodA gradual removal of the entire
stand In a series of partial cuttings that extend
over a fraction of the rotation. Considered a re-
generation harvest.
Industry Classifications
LoggingEnterprises involved with harvesting
and transporting logs to mills. TransportaUon
that is independent of harvesting Is not in-
cluded.
Other Wood ProductsEnterprises involved in
the manufacture of products as diverse as parti-
cleboard. structural wood composites, moulding
and mlllwork, cabinet components, wood con-
tainers, pallets and skids, wood preserving, pre-
fabricated buildings, and mobile homes.
PlywoodEnterprises involved with laminating
veneer into plywood products.
Pulp and PaperEnterprises Involved with the
breakdown of wood into cellulose pulp, the proc-
essing of pulp into paper, or the manufacture of
products such as envelopes, bags, and boxes.
SawmifflngEnterprlses involved with sawing of
logs into cants. lumber, or dimension stock.
Timber industriesLogging, Sawmllling. Ply-
wood and Veneer preparation, Pulp and Paper
processing, and the manufacture of Other Wood
Products.
VeneerEnterprises involved with the slicing
and/or peeling of wood for use In plywood or
other laminated products.
Measures
Board footA measure of lumber yield. One
board foot nominally measures 12 inches by
12 inches by 1 inch. This measure implies
12 board feet per cubic foot. In practice, both
board-foot and cubic-foot measurements are ad-
justed to account for log taper, saw kerf (width
of sawblade). shrinkage, and other factors that
affect the output of usable wood.
Board foot/cubic foot ratioThe relationship
between the board-foot and cubic-foot measure
of a log, tree, or lumber. The number of board
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feet in 1 cubic foot of log varies with log lengthlatest available Information. The baseline projec-
and log diameter. In this study, the board foot Uons for the BLM and state lands are the projec-
(Scribner log rule) to cubic foot ratios vary fromUons In the published plans. The baseline pro-
3 to over 6 board feet per cubic foot of timberjecuon for forest industry Is the level of maxl-
volume, mum sustainable production of timber given a
set of management assumptions. The baseline Cubic-foot volumeRefers to timber volume in
the stem (inside bark) to a specified top. projection for nonindustrial private owners isa
continuation at the level of the 1983-1987 refer-
Diameter at breast height (dbh)The diameter
of a tree, measured outside the bark at a height
of 4.5 feet above the ground.
OverrunThe difference between the number of
board feet of lumber actually produced and the
board feet predicted by the log rule (in thiscase
the Scribner log rule). Board-foot measure for
lumber usually exceeds board-foot measure for
logs: thus, overrun.
Scribner ruleThe common board-foot rule
used locally in determining the number of board
feet of sawtlmber that can be produced froma
log. The Scrlbner log rule incorporates a specific
set of assumptions regarding mill technology
and lumber products. In this study, following
local custom, Scribner volume is reported In 32-
foot lengths (long log") in Western Oregon and
in 16-foot lengths ("short log") in Eastern Ore-
gon.
General Terms
Age classA classification of trees by age. In
this study, trees up to 55 years old are classified
as Inthe 0-50 year age class, trees 56 to 105
years old are classified as In the 60-100 year age
class, trees 106 to 155 years old are classified as
in the 110-150 year age class. etc.
Allowable cut effect (ACE)A situation in
which surplus mature Umber can be harvested
in the short term because of anticipated addi-
tional timber production from forest investment.
Allowable sale quantity (ASQ)The number of
board feet that the National Forests or BLMcan
sell over a period of time. The ASQ generally
includes little salvage or cull material.
Baseline harvestA harvest projecUon byus or
others for each owner class; it constitutes the
"likely" future harvest. The baseline harvest for
the National Forests is the harvest projection
given In the final or draft forest plan or thepro-
jection that seems most likely on the basis of the
20
ence period.
CullLogs with defects, caused primarily by rot,
that do not meet minimumstandards for net
merchantable volume.
Culmination of mean annual incrementThe
age at which a stand wifi develop its maximum
average annual growth under a specified man-
agement intensity.
DecadeA 10-year period. In this study, decade
and period are used interchangeably. The study
covers the following 10 decades:
decade 1 (the "short term")= 1991-2000
decade 2 =2001-2010
decade 3 =2011-2020
decade 4 =2021-2030
decade 5 =2031-2040
decade 6 =2041-2050
decade 7 =2051-2060
decade 8 =206 1-2070
decade 9 =207 1-2080
decade 10 (the "long term") =208 1-2090
ExportIn this study, export refers to transport
of logs out of the timbershed in which theywere
harvested and into another timbershed or out of
state. Offshore export refers to logs shipped to
another country from Oregon.
Forest structureThe distribution ofacres
among the various age classes at a point in time.
Harvest scheduleThe Umber volume projected
to be harvested each decade over the projection
cycle.
Harvest sustalnahility checkUsed in the de-
termination of the maximum sustainable harvest
for private lands. This check requires that at the
end of the projection cycle the projected harvest
must come entirely from stands in the oldestage
class for the specified rotation age. Thisrequire-ment ensures that the distribution of age classes
will be suitable to provide for sustained yield in
the long run.
ImportIn this study, import refers to transport
of logs Into a timbershed from another timber-
shed or from outside the state.
Long-term sustainable yield (LTSY)The
maximum sustainable harvest for a forest In the
long run when management intensity and har-
vest age are consistent with the owner's long-
term management objectives.
Look-ahead periodUsed In the determination
of the maximum sustainable harvest for private
lands. The look-ahead period is the length of
time over which the harvest must be sustain-
able. In this study the look-ahead period is gen-
erally equal to one rotation.
Nondedilning flowA harvest schedule for
which the harvest does not decline from period
to period. Under this schedule, the harvest may
remain the same (even flow) or increase from
period to period.
ORGANON growth and yield modelA com-
puter model for projecting growth and yield for a
specified management intensity. This model was
used to develop yield tables that were used with
the TREES computer model to project harvests
for the Medlord Timbershed.
Owner classClass of owners or managers of
forest land. In this study there are three classes
of public owners and two of private owners. The
public owners are National Forests (Nil, Bureau
of Land Management (BLM), and state and other
public (called simply "other public" for Eastern
Oregon). The state and other public class in-
cludes the Oregon State Department of Forestry.
counties, municipalities, and miscellaneous fed-
eral owners other than the NF and BLM. The
private owners are forest industry and nonin-
dustrial.
PROGNOSIS growth and yield modelA com-
puter model for projecting growth and yield for a
specified management intensity. This model was
used to develop yield tables that were used with
the TREES computer model to project harvests
for Eastern Oregon.
ProjectionA set of future harvests that are
likely to occur on the basis of a specified set of
assumptions.
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Projection cycleThe 10-decade period begin-
ning with 1991 and ending with 2090.
Reference-period harvestThe average harvest
during a period indicative of the level of harvest
during the "recent past." In this study, the refer-
ence period Is 1983-1987. In the 1976 study, the
reference period was 1968-1973.
RegenerationEstablishment of a new Umber
stand.
RotationThe period of years required to grow
a crop of Umber to a specified condition under a
specified management intensity.
SalvageThe removal of dead or high-risk
standing or down trees of commercial species.
ScenarioThe set of assumptions underlying a
projection.
Site indexA measure of the Inherent produc-
Uvity of forest land.
SPS growth and yield modelA computer
model (Stand Projection System) that was used
to develop yield tables for all Western Oregon
timbersheds except Medlord.
StockingThe number of trees per unit area,
e.g., trees per acre.
Submerchantable materialMerchantable vol-
ume recovered from salvage orculllogs.
Timber harvestThe volume of roundwood
(Umber and fuelwood) removed from forest land
for Umber products.
TlmbershedsGeographic regions of the state.
Timbershed boundaries are chosen to include a
major wood-processing center and the surround-
ing area that supplies most of its raw material.
TREES harvest-scheduling modelA computer
program for determining alternative harvest
schedules given an initial Umber inventory and
harvest priorities and timber growth resulting
from assumed management practices.
Utilization standardA set of measurements
that defines the smallest tree, smallest log, and
the assumed stump height for determining the
volume that can be harvested from a stand of
trees.
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Abbreviations
ACE = Allowable cut effect
ALL OG = Management alternative for the north-
em spotted owl on BLM lands
Alternative L = Management alternative for the
northern spotted owl on Forest Service lands
Alternative M = Management alternative for the
northern spotted owl on Forest Service lands
ASQ = Allowable sale quantity
BIA = Bureau of Indian Affairs
BLM = Bureau of Land Management
dbh = diameter at breast height
DEIS = Draft Environmental Impact Statement
EPA = Environmental Protection Agency
FEIS = Final Environmental Impact Statement
Fl = Forest Industry
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LTSY = Long-term sustainable yield
mbf = thousand board feet
mcf = thousand cubic feet
MI = Management Intensity
mmbf = million board feet
mmcf = million cubic feet
NF = National Forest
NIP = Nonindustrial private
ODFW = Oregon State Department of Fish and
Wildlife; can also refer to management alterna-
tive for the northern spotted owl on BLM lands.
OSDF = Oregon State Department of Forestry
SEIS = Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement
SOHA = Spotted owl habitat areaWHAT WAS DONE
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The Timbersheds
In the 1976 Umber availability study
(Beuter Ct al. 1976). Western Oregon was divided
into seven timbersheds, each surrounding a tim-
ber processing center primarily dependent on
volume harvested within that timbershed. For
the current (1989) study, the North Willamette
Valley and Mid-Willamette Valley Timbersheds of
the 1976 study have been combined Into the
Willamette Timbershed (Figure1), thereby re-
ducing the current number of tinibersheds to
six. The two were combined because the North
Willamette Valley contributed relatively little tim-
ber volume and had the least identifiable center
of timber processing among all the timbersheds.
Combining the two for the current study makes
it easier to allocate the public harvest by timber-
shed, fits better with the zone" breakdown used
to gather informaUon about the forest-industry
Inventory, and provides a better plot distribution
for the nonthdustrial private Inventory. Each
timbershed in the current study still meets the
criteria for designating timbersheds in 1976, al-
though the percentages of timber harvested
within each timbershed have changed (Table 1).
In general, keeping the same timbersheds makes
it easier to relate the results of the current
(1989) and past (1976) studIes.
In 1985. the most recent year for which
information is available, at least 58 percent of
Figure 1. TImbers heds (those for Western Oregon shaded) used for the current (1989) study. (Note: For
the 1976 study, the Willamette Timbershed was divided Into North Willamette Valley and Mid-WWamette
Valley Timbers heds along the boundary between Marion and Clackamas counties.)
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Table 1. Timbershed composition by county and
percentage of timber consumed (processed for domestic
use or purchased for offshore export) that was harvested
within the timbershed. Data for 1976 from Howard and
Hiserote (1978); data for 1985 from Howard and Ward
(1988).
Harvest divided by
consumption x 100
Timbershed 1976
(county)
North Coast 78
(Benton, Lincoln, Polk, Yamhill,
Tillamook, Clatsop, Columbia,
Washington)
WiHamette 85
(Multnomah, Clackamas,
Hood River, Marion, Linn)
Eugene (Lane) 80
Roseburg (Douglas) 84
Medford (Jackson, Josephine) 75
South Coast (Coos, Curry) 79
1 985
-(%) -----
86
66
81
76
58
63
Inventory Data
Current Study
Five owner classes are recognized: Na-
tional Forest. Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), state and other public, forest industry,
and nonindustrial private. We divided private
owners into forest industry and noniridustrial
private using the same criteria as does the For-
est Service (Gedney et al. 1987).
The basic growth, inventory, and harvest
data are in cubic feet. To convert from cubic feet
to board feet, we have used our own conversion
ratios by dbh class, although the resulting ratios
differ slightly according to source of information
(Table 2). For public-forest administrative units
that spanned timbershed boundaries, the har-
vest volume projected from management plans
was prorated by the proportion of acres in the
respective timbershed. For National Forest
lands, the acres were prorated exclusive of es-
tablished Wilderness Areas. All board-foot num-
bers for Western Oregon are Scribner Decimal C.
long log (32-foot log length).
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the timber consumed in each timbershed was
harvested in that same timbershed (Table 1). By
consumption, we mean that the timber was ei-
ther processed for domestic use or purchased for
offshore export within the timbershed. Unfortu-
nately, timber statistics are not available in such
a way as to separate domestic from export mar-
kets on a tlmbershed basis. From Table 1 we can
see that although the tlrnbersheds are still heav-
ily dependent on their own timber, there appears
to be increasing log flow among one another.
Table 2. Board footicubic foot ratios used to convert
volume (long log).
Conversion ratio
dbh class (inches) Public forest Private forest
8.0-11.9 3.3 3.1
12.0-15.9 4.1 3.9
16.0-1 9.9 4.7 4.6
20.0-23.9 5.2 5Q1
24+ ____2
1Pertains to 20-inch dbh and up.
2For the Forest Service, ratio used was 5.7 for decades 1
through 5 (except for the Willamette National Forest where
5.9 was used for decades 1-5) and 5.4 for decades 6-10.
For the BLM, ratio used depended on timbershed.
1976 Study
The method for establishing starting In-
ventories in the current study differs from that
for the 1976 study. In the latter, inventory datafor public lands were collected directly from rec-
ords of Forest Service, BLM, and state and other
public owners. Inventory data for forest industry
lands were collected by confidential survey and
cross-checked against Oregon Department of
Revenue ad valorem tax records. Inventory data
for nonindustrial private lands were developed
from Forest Service plot data and ad vatorem tax
records, which were averaged to obtain volumes
per acre by site and age classes. The Initial num-
ber of control acres, the benchmark for private
lands, was based on published Forest Service
statistics but was adjusted to reflect judgment
about acres likely to be used for timber produc-
tion. The distribution of acres by site and age
classes also was adjusted on the basis of ad
vol orem tax records.
National Forest
Forest Service data come from the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for each
National Forest, post-DEIS analysis, or the Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). In all
cases we have used Information which we be-
lieve to most closely reflect Forest Service direc-
tion (Table 3).
Our projections may differ from pub-
lished Forest Service data (DEIS or FEIS) for one
of two reasons. First, the post-DEIS analyses of-
ten lead to different results. Second. we have
applied a consistent set of board foot/cubic foot
ratios (see Table 2) to the underlying cubic-foot
information for public lands, which may cause
slight discrepancies between our numbers and
published Forest Service data (Table 3).
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Bureau of Land Management
BLM data come directly from the allow-
able-cut analysis underlying their published
plans. Because these plans were completed in
the early 1980s, we have used their decade 2
data as the starting point for our decade 1
(1991-2000) projections. The published BLM
data (Table 4) are for the 1980s whereas our
projections are for the 1990s. The difference be-
tween the two arises from (1) a slight difference
in the board foot/cubic foot conversion ratios
and (2) the fact that decade 2 data from the
published BLM plan may reflect harvest of
slightly smaller or slightly larger timber. All
plans are based upon an even-flow cubic-foot
yield.
Table 4. Comparison of allowable sale quantities (ASQs) for
BLM lands as published by BLM and projected by us, by
district (converted to long log).
District ASQ (millionbd ft/year)
(Master unit) Published1 Projected2
Coos 216 216
Eugene 189 180
Medford (Jackson, Josephine)153 156
Medford (Klamath) 28 28
Roseburg 210 207
Salem
East (Santiam,
Clackamas-Molalla) 77 76
West (Alsea-Rickreall,
Columbia) 133 132
Total 1006 995
11980s; depends on district.
2Decade 2 data from published BLM plan
Table 3. Sources of inventory data, by National Forest, and comparison of allowable sale
quantities (ASQs) for decade 1 as published by the Forest Service and projected by us.
Source of projected ASQ (million bd ft/year)
National Forest ASQ Published Projected
Mt. Hood DEIS preferred alternative
adjusted to eliminate
departure from nondeclining yield 265 236
Rogue River Post-DEIS analysis 137 123
Siuslaw Post-DEIS analysis 295 329
Siskiyou Record of Decision from FEIS 160 162
Umpqua Post-DEIS analysis 340 332
Willamette Post-DEIS analysis 568 530
Total 1765 1712
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State and Other Public
State data come directly from the allow-
able-cut analysis underlying their published
plans under an objective of a nondeclining
board-foot yield. The state projects a rapidly ris-
ing harvest in its North Coast administrative
unit. Because the plan for that unit started in
the 1980s, we have used decade 2 data from the
published state plan as the starting point for our
decade 1 projections (Table 5), and also In-
creased it by 4.5 percent to reflect hardwood
harvests.
In all timbersheds, other public owners
(counties, municipalities, Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs) in aggregate are a minor holder of forest
land. We estimated the harvest from other public
owners by multiplying the state harvest informa-
tion by an expansion factor," the proportion of
other public land in each timbershed (Table 6).
Table 5. Comparison of allowable sale quantities (ASOs) for
state lands as published by the state and projected by us,
by administrative unit, for decade 1.
ASO (million bd ft/year)
Administrative unit Published Projected
North Coast 90/1 471 1542
Willamotte 53 53
South Coast 63 63
Total 206/263 270
1Decade 1(1984-1994)/decade 2(1994-2004).
2Docade 2data from published state plan increased by
4.5 percent to account for hardwood harvests.
Table 6. Expansion factors for state and other public
harvest projections derived from state and other public
acreages, by timbershed.
State Other publicExpansion
Timbershed (thousand acres) factor1
North Coast 511 44 1.086
Willamette 72 66 1.917
Eugene 24 3 1.125
Roseburg 4.3 8 1.186
Medford 8 21 3.625
South Coast 64 14 1.219
1See text for explanation.
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Forest Industry
Forest industry owners were confiden-
tially surveyed during 1986 and 1987 to deter-
mine their current timber inventories. The sur-
vey was designed to obtain information specific
to four zones that initially were intended to be
the timbersheds In the current study (Figure 2).
Overall, the response to the survey accounted for
86 percent of the industrial timberland (Table 7).
(IC)
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TillamookWashin ton ood-,.
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Figure 2. Zones (and subzones) used as reference
for the forest-Indus try inventory survey.
Table 7. Forest-industry acreage ascertained from the
confidential survey, as a proportion of the total acreage in
published Forest Service reports (Gedney et al. 1986a,b,
1987), by zone.
Forest Confidential
Service survey Survey % of
Zon& ----- (thousand acres) ----- Forest Service
931 805 86
II 1473 1409 96
III 1300 1151 89
IV 343 220 64
Total or
Average4047 3685 86
1See Figure 2 for delineation of zones by county.Alter surveying forest industry owners,
we decided to use the TREES harvest-scheduling
model (Gourley et al. 1980. SchmIdt and Tedder
1980, Tedder et al. 1980a,b), used for the 1976
study, in the current study as well to facilitate
comparisons between the two. However, to make
these comparisons, it was necessary to adapt
the inventory from the four zones to the six tim-
bersheds. Fortunately, the industry respondents
in Zones I. II, and III had been asked to speclf'
their inventories to subzones roughly east and
west of Interstate 5 (see Figure 2); that made it
much easier to translate inventory Information
from zones to timbersheds.
The first step in deriving timbershed in-
ventories was to establish the total forest-indus-
try acreage for each timbershed from Forest
Service plots. With minor exceptions, the totals
from the survey corresponded to those In pub-
lished Forest Service reports (Gedney et al.
1986a,b, 1987). Zone and subzone data from the
forest-industry survey were then used to deter-
mine acreage distributions for the following hier-
archy:
Species type: Softwoods and hardwoods.
Site class:I.II,III,IV, and V. (Note: Site
classes correspond respectively to the follow-
ing King's 50-year site indexes: 135+, 115 to
135, 95 to 115, 75 to 95, and less than 75.)
Age class: 5, 15, 25 ..... 125+, and non-
stocked.
Stocking level: Low, medium, and high.
INote: Stocking levels correspond respec-
tively to (midpoints in parentheses) less
than 40 percent (25 percent), 40 through
69 (55), and 70+ (85); less than 10 per-
cent Is nonstocked. Stocking levels are
used only for age classes 5, 15, and 25,
in lieu of volumes per acre.I
Volumes per acre by age class were de-
rived by acre-weighted averages from the Initially
proposed zones and subzones.
Table 8 shows the correspondence be-
tween zones and tlrnbersheds for deriving tim-
bershed inventories. We believe that the timber-
shed inventories so derived are as reliable as the
inventories used In the 1976 study, and are at
least as reliable as ones that might have been
developed from the extensive plots measured on
private lands by the Forest Service in 1986.
However, there are some differences, by timber-
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Table 8. Correspondence between the currently used
timbershods and initially proposed zones (see Figure 2) for
deriving timborshed inventories for forest industry lands.
Timbershed Zone/subzone combination
North Coast Subzones IC and DC
Willamette Subzones IA and hA
Eugene Subzones hA and hIC
Roseburg Subzones lilA and one-half IIIC
Medford Zone IV and subzone lilA
South Coast Subzone luG
shed, In the cubic-foot volumes derived from the
Forest Service plots and the industry survey
(Table 9).
Industry-supplied data showed about
10-percent less cubic volume than did Forest
Service plot data across Western Oregon as a
whole. Differences were greatest in the Medford
and South Coast Timbersheds, in which
industry data were 40 and 30 percent,
respectively, below Forest Service estimates. It
was not possible to completely reconcile these
differences, but there are some logical reasons
for deciding to use industry information for
these two timbersheds:
(1) Most industry Information is based on inven-
tories that are more intensive than those
taken on Forest Service plots. Each Forest
Service plot on industry timberland repre-
sents about 7500 acres. In the complex
mixed-conifer forests of the Medford Timber-
shed, there were only 40 plots across
343 000 acres, about 8500 acres per plot.
Although the Forest Service Information is
reliable for broad estimates of acres and vol-
ume, it becomes less reliable when broken
down into timbersheds. species types, site
classes, and age classes. Total volume esti-
mates at the timbershed level are subject to
sampling errors of roughly ±6 to 20 percent,
with the larger errors attributable to the
smaller timbersheds such as Medford and
South Coast. Sampling errors for acres by
age class within site class could be 100 per-
cent or more. Therefore, information sup-
plied by forest industry is likely a better ba-
sis for projecting management and harvest
trends at the timbershed level.
(2) Except for Zone IV (Medford Tlmbershed),
industry data generally showed 10-percentWestern Oregon: What Was Done
Table 9. Area and volume comparisons, by timbershed, for forest industlylands.1
Current study
Forest Service plots Forest industry survey 1976 study
(thousand (million (Cuftl (million (Cuftl (thousand (million (Cuft/
Timbershed acres)2 cu ft) acre) cu ft) acre) acres) cu ft) acre)
North Coast 1266 3975 3140 4054 3203 1301 3952 3038
Willamette 571 1534 2687 1340 2347 572 1699 2970
Eugene 568 1550 2729 1600 2817 593 1496 2523
Roseburg 750 1821 2428 1586 2114 763 2925 3834
Medford 343 785 2289 466 1358 272 515 1893
South Coast 551 1684 3062 1177 2136 578 1425 2465
Total or
average 4049 11 349 2804 10223 2525 4079 12012 2945
1Standard for all volumes is a 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
2Same acreage applies to both Forest Service and industry data in the current study.
higher volumes per acre In age classes 25+
than Forest Service data. At the same time,
industry data showed far fewer acres in
those age classes than Forest Service data
(49 vs. 69 percent). It Is this disparity In the
distribution of acres by age class that ac-
counts primarily for the disparity in total vol.
ume. Assuming intimate knowledge by com-
panies about their own lands, and consider-
ing the lumpiness" and diminished reliabil-
ity of Forest Service data for attributes as
specific as age classes, we feel Information
from Industry to be more reliable.
(3) The heavy concentration of acres In younger
age classes Is logical, given the harvesting
patterns on Industiy lands over the past 20
to 30 years. Moreover, some of those lands
that have been intensively harvested since
1986 may not be reflected in the 1986 survey
of Forest Service plots but would likely be
accounted for in company inventories.
Industry also underreports hardwood inven-
tories, which may account for part of the dis-
parity. Forest Industry owners may discount
the hardwood component of their Inventory.
Both the Medford and South Coast Timber-
sheds have substantial percentages of hard-
woods on industry lands.
(4) Because forest industry inventories for
Medlord and South Coast are substantially
lower than those estimated from the Forest
Service plots, using industry inventories may
lead to more conservative estimates of timber
availability.
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(5) Finally, although it Is important to have cur-
rent cubic-foot inventory as accurate as pos-
sible, it is even more important for the pro-
jections in this study to have acres accu-
rately distributed by age and site classes in
order to correctly model future growth. Age
and site are key attributes for determining
management intensity, growth, and yield
from now on.
The current study includes 31 000 fewer
acres owned by forest industry than the 1976
study, a reduction of 0.76 percent. and the
starting total cubic-foot inventory has declined
by 5.5 percent (see Table 9).
Nonindustrial Private
Forest Service plot data were used to de-
velop the nonindustrial private inventory. Plots
were restratified from the Forest Service survey
regions (northwest, west-central, southwest) to
the timbersheds used In this study, resulting in
only minor differences in total acres and vol-
umes from published Forest Service reports
(Gedney Ct al. 1986a,b, 1987). Plot Information
was used to distribute acres and volumes by age
class within species type, site class, and timber-
shed.
The current study includes 353 000 fewer
acres owned by nonindustrial private landhold-
ers than the 1976 study, a reduction of 16 per-
cent, and the starting total cubic-foot inventory
has declined by 8.9 percent (Table 10).Western Oregon: What Was Done
Table 10. Area and volume comparisons, by timbershed, for nonindustrial privatelands.1
Currentstudy2 1976 study
(thousand (million (CuIt! (thousand (million (cu It!
Timbershed acres) cu It) acre) acres) cu It) acre)
North Coast 500 1842 3684 574 2104 3666
Willamette 365 1212 3320 367 1212 3302
Eugene 220 580 2638 220 470 2136
Roseburg 287 663 2312 362 608 1680
Medford 268 545 2036 403 732 1816
South Coast 218 492 2262 284 721 2539
Total or
average 1858 5334 2873 2210 5847 2646
1Standard for all volumes is a 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top
2Based on Forest Service plot data.
Site Class
Public Lands
Data concerning distribution of acres by
site class were not collected for public lands be-
cause we accepted agency yield projections.
which already take site class into consideration.
Table 11. Distribution of forest industry acres, by site class.
Forest Industry
As part of the confidential survey, timber-
land managers were asked to show the distribu-
tion of acres by site class (Table 11). There was
good agreement among the current study, the
Forest Service plots surveyed In 1986, and the
1976 study.
Area (thousand acres [%]), by siteclass1 Average
site
Source I II Ill IV V Total2 index3
Current study 342 1738 1440 491 37 4048 114
[8] [43] [36] [12] [1] [100]
ForestServiceplots 572 1456 1183 603 199 4013 112
[14] [36] [30] [15] [5] [100]
l976study 1912 1657 510 4079 113
[47] [41] [13] [100]
1For the current study, all site classes are King's 50-year site indexes for Douglas-fir: site class I, 135k; II, 115-135; lIt, 95-115;
IV, 75-95; V. less than 75. For the 1976 study, only three broad site classes were available: high (average of current I and II),
medium (Ill), and low (average of IV and V).
2Forest Service plot acreage varies from the control acreage for each timbershed because restratifying plots to timbersheds
changed the aggregate acreage expansion factors associated with each plot.
3For the current study, aggregate King's 50-year site index calculated using 140 for site class I, 125 for II, 105 for III, 85 for IV,
and 70 for V. For the 1976 study, acres classified "high' and "low" allocated to site classes I and II and classes IV and V.
respectively, in the same proportions as found for the current study.
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Key Assumptions
Management Intensities
Public Lands
Data about management assumptions
were collected directly from the public plans and
are displayed with the harvest projections for
public owners in Table 3 of the "Summary of
Harvest Projections" and by Individual timber-
sheds.
Forest Industry
Managers' intentions were derived from
the confidential survey. Individual responses
were aggregated by attributes such as site class
and stand size class within the Initially proposed
subzones. These responses were then translated
into management Intensities (MIs) compatible
with the TREES harvest-scheduling model
(Gourley et al. 1980, SchmIdt and Tedder 1980,
Tedder Ct al. 1980a,b), while maintaining sensi-
tivity to differences by location and site class.
The correspondence between zones and timber-
sheds for MI was the same as that for inventory.
Specification of MIs In the current study
(Table 12) dIffers from that in the 1976 study
because a different procedure was used to estab-
lish the relationship between management In-
tentions and yield. For the earlier study, forest
managers were not asked about the details of
their own management prescriptions, but in-
stead were asked to allocate their existing and
future stands among predescribed MIs so as to
reflect the distribution of anticipated yields. For
the current study, managers were asked to pro-
Table 12. Specifications for management intensities used
for forest industry lands in the current study.
Ml level Specification
Ml2 Hardwood conversion
M13 Plant and final harvest only
M14 Plant, commercial thin, final harvest
M15 Plant, precommercial thin, final harvest
M16 Plant, precommercial thin, commercial
thin, final harvest
M17 Plant, precommercial thin, commercial
thin, fertilize, final harvest
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vlde details about their prescriptions; this Infor-
mation was then averaged within zones, trans-
lated to tlmbersheds, and used to derive sets of
MIs which In turn were used to derive yield
tables corresponding to the appropriate MI level.
There was no explicit accounting for ge-
netic Improvement In the distribution of MIs. As
In the 1976 study, genetic Improvement is Im-
plied to the extent that precommercial and com-
mercial thinning select for better crop trees; the
more optimistic assumptions about regeneration
lag and stocking levels (reduced lag, higher lev-
els) for future stands are presumed to reflect the
care and selection associated with genetic tin-
provement.
Existing stands were distributed among
MIs according to responses from the confidential
survey. Future (regenerated) stands were so dis-
tributed according to responses addressing man-
agement practices in the "near term." Responses
addressing management practices in thefar
term" were often incomplete, and those that
were usable did not differ significantly from re-
sponses for the near term. Therefore, near-term
responses were used for the entire projection
cycle, except that after the year 2005 fewer re-
generated acres are assumed to revert to hard-
woods than in the near term (Table 13).
Nonindustrial Private
MIs for nonlndustrial private lands were
derived from a survey of forest-practices forest-
ers about what nonindustrial owners are cur-
rently doing, and from previous Oregon Depart-
ment of Forestry studies of compliance on pri-
vate lands with forest-practices rules and regu-
lations (Table14). Except for M12 (hardwood
conversion), the TREES-compatible MIs for this
owner class differ from those used in the 1976
study and those used for forest industry In the
current study. M13 and MI4 pertain only to ex-
isting stands and reflect a range of current man-
agement regimes for those stands. MIS and M16
pertain only to future (regenerated) stands and
are intended to reflect yields over a range of soft-
wood stocking levels: these two MIs assume that
nonindustrial private owners will continue toTable 13. Allocation of acres to future MIs for forest ndustry
lands, by timbershed and half-state.
Timborshed, by Current Futuredistribution3
MIlevel1 distribution2 To 2015After 2015
(%) ------------
North Coast
NS 1 1 1
M12 6 5 2
M13 41 10 10
M14 4 21 21
M15 7 15 15
M16 4 11 12
MI7 37 37 39
Total 100 100 100
Willamette
NS 2 1 1
M12 6 2 1
M13 23 5 5
Ml4 11 3 3
MIS 4 7 7
M16 t 7 7
Ml7 54 76 76
Total 100 100 100
Eugene
NS 1 1 1
M12 6 3 1
M13 32 6 7
M14 8 8 8
M15 6 10 10
MIS 3 13 13
M17 44 59 60
Total 100 100 100
Roseburg
NS 3 1 1
MI2 4 3 1
M13 16 11 11
M14 1 1 1
MIS 28 26 27
MI6 9 18 18
Ml7 39 40 41
Total 100 100 100
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Table 13 continued.
Timbershed, by
MIlevel1
Current Futuredistribution3
distribution2 To 2015After 2015
(%)- -----------
Medford
NS t 1 1
MI2 6 1 1
MI3 19 15 15
MI4 2 1 1
MI5 31 30 30
MI6 17 22 22
MI7 25 30 30
Total 100 100 100
South Coast
NS 4 1 1
M12 19 5 2
MI3 19 11 11
MI4 3 1 1
MI5 10 16 16
M16 5 19 20
M17 40 47 49
Total 100 100 100
Western Oregon
NS 2 1 1
MI2 7 4 2
M13 28 9 10
MI4 5 8 9
Ml5 13 17 17
M16 6 14 14
Ml7 39 47 47
Total 100 100 100
1See Table 12 for MI specifications. NS = nonstocked.
2Current allocation of acres (by percentages) in the various
MIs, as indicated by the forest industry survey. No attempt
was made to smooth the results. The distribution varies by
site class. t = less than 0.5 percent.
3Shows how acres are allocated in TREES following final
harvest. For example, on the average (all sites combined), if
100 acres are harvested in 1995, 1 percent will be
nonstocked, 4 percent will revert to hardwoods, and the rest
will be regenerated to softwoods and distributed among MIs
3-7 as shown in the table. In the long run (beyond 2015),
forest industry timberland acres would be distributed as
shown in the right-most column of the table. The distribution
varies by site class.
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Table 14. Specifications for management intensities used for nonindustrial private lands in the current study.
Stand type, by
Ml level Specification
Hardwood conversion
M12 Pertains to Forest Service plots with no significant conifer stocking and, generally, no manageable
stand component. Stands with no cover type are carried as nonstocked.
Existing stands
M13 Grown with SPSmodel1to reflect current management practices. Pertains only to Forest Service
plots classified as having a manageable softwood component. TREESmodel1yield tables include
only the softwood component of the SPS projections.
Ml4 Same as M13, except TREES yield tables include both softwood and hardwood components of the
SPS projections.
Future stands
M15 Low stocking success (50 softwoodtrees/acre).2Note: Hardwood component is included in the
growth and yield model, but not in the harvest volumes, a simulation of what is currently happening
(analogous to M13).
M16 Same as Ml5, except assumes stocking of 100 softwood trees/acre. No hardwood harvest
anticipated.
M17 Plant (full stocking), with thinning conditional upon site, slope, and roading based on information
from Forest Service plots. Two TREES yield tables ("with" and "without" thinning). Thinning is
assumed to occur only on site class Ill or better land. Hardwood component included in the harvest.
1SPS growth and yield model (Arney 1985); TREES harvest-scheduling model (Gourley et at. 1980, Schmidt and Tedder 1980,
Tedder ot al. 1980ab).
2Oregon State Department of Forestry (1987).
behave as they do In the present. M17 pertains
to future stands and reflects full stocking and
intensive timber management of stands so allo-
cated.
In our baseline harvest projection, we as-
sume that nonindustrial private owners con-
tinue to harvest the same species composition
and at the same level as they have done from
1983 through 1987, the reference period for this
study (see later, "Reference Period"). At the time
of this analysis, it seemed likely that nonindus-
trial private owners would continue to harvest at
levels of the recent past, even though they could
harvest more by managing more intensively. In-
creasing harvest levels In 1987 and 1988 sug-
gest that recent market conditions may be In-
ducing these owners to increase their rate of
harvest toward their capability. We assume that
they will continue to harvest the softwoods but
not utilize the hardwoods except possibly as fire-
wood. We make this slmpll1r1ng assumption for
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two reasons: (1) this Is what Oregon State De-
partment of Forestry forest-practices foresters
are reporting, and (2) hardwoods do not make
upmuch of the total private harvest, of which
the nonindustrial component Is a small part
(Table 15).
Table 15. Total hardwood volume harvested by
nonindustrial private owners, by timbershed, during the
reference period (1983-1987).
Timbershed Percentage of total harvest
North Coast 9.0
Willamette 1.8
Eugene 0.9
Roseburg 0.9
Medford 0.0
South Coast 5.3
Average 3.5
Source: Oregon State Department of RevenueWestern Oregon: What Was Done
G d v 11 for Medlord (with the SYSTEM 1 model (Hester et
rowtii. an iiei...t al. 1989) used to grow stands to age 25 for entry
Public Lands Into ORGANONI, by growing the stand on each
of the five measurement points recorded for each
The growth and yield data were collectedForest Service plot. The yields for the five points
directly from public plans and are displayed with were then averaged to create a yield table for the
the harvest projections for public owners in theplot. Each plot becomes a basic resource unit in
'Sumrnaiy of Harvest Projections" and by mdi-the TREES model, and has a corresponding
vidual timbershed. grouped resource unit that contains the plot
yield table and other assumptions. Plot yield
Forest Industry tables were used only to grow existing stands
Included In the confidential survey were
questions about plans for thinning (precomrner-
cial and commercial), fertilization, and stocking.
This information was used to develop represen-
tative management regimes for each species
type, by site class, within each timbershed. For
all timbersheds except Medford, these manage-
ment regimes were used as assumptions in the
SPS growth and yield model (Arney 1985) to cre-
ate a set of yield tables for each timbershed, one
yield table for each MI level. The ORGANON
growth and yield model (Hester et al. 1989) was
similarly used for the Medford Timbershed.
The initial inventory entered into the
TREES harvest-scheduling model consisted of
acres and volume per acre (stocking level for age
classes less than 35) by age class within MI
within site class within species type within tim-
bershed. TREES grew the volumes in existing
stands from decade to decade by comparing the
existing volume per acre with the volumes in the
yield table (generated by SPS or ORGANON) ap-
propriate to the MI assigned. Yield-table volumes
for fully stocked stands were considerednor-
mal," and growth was modified by an "approach
to normality" factor to account for understocking
or overstocking.
Once an existing stand was harvested,
TREES allocated the acres to specified MIs for
future stands and regenerated those acres to a
specified distribution of stocking levels (high
stocking midpoint = 85 percent stocked: me-
dium stocking midpoint = 55 percent stocked:
low stocking midpoint = 25 percent stocked).
TREES then grew the future stands using yield
tables (also generated by SPS or ORGANON) ap-
propriate for the specified MIs.
Nonindustrial Private
Yield tables for existing stands were con-
structed with the SPS model for all timbersheds
except Medlord, and with the ORGANON model
unu narvesLaaiuonai yieiu raoies ior juture
stands were constructed with SPS or ORGANON,
as previously described, to represent each of the
MIs discussed earlier.
Relationship of Current and Past
Projections
At the time of the 1976 study, growth and
yield simulators were not available for general
use. Yield functions were derived with Bulletin
201 (McArdle et al. 1961) and research results
from the Forest Service and forest lndustiy. In
the current study, forest-industiy yields on all
timbersheds but the Medford, projected by SPS
and based on Initial stocking of 85 percent of
normal, were generally higher than those of the
1976 study (Table 16). Yields for Medford, pro-
jected by ORGANON, were closer to those of
1976. The magnitude of the differences depends
on site class and MI and would be affected by
differing levels of Initial stocking, although this
hypothesis was not tested.
To determine how change in the yields
from 1976 mIght be affecting our projections, a
single comparison was made for the Eugene
Timbershed. The inventory and assumptions for
the current study were rerun with TREES using
the 1976 yields, holding all other factors con-
stant. The decade-to-decade sustainable harvest
with the 1989 SPS-based yields was 2 to 13 per-
cent higher than that with the 1976 yIelds. The
long-term sustainable yield Is about 13 percent
higher.
Interestingly, Forest Service reports in
1986 estimate higher site productivity for forest
industry land than was reported in 1975 (Table
17). The productivity classes combine site index
and estimated yields at culmination of mean an-
nual increment. There apparently has been a 7-
percent aggregate gain in average site productiv-
ity, possibly due to reclassIfring the site index
for some lands, or Improving the estimate of
yield functions, or other reasons.
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Table 16. Comparison of yields used in the current and 1976 studies for forest industry lands (85-percent initial stocking,accu-
mulated yields at age 55). Current results projected with the SPS (Arney 1985) and ORGANON (Hester et al. 1989) models.
Values in parentheses are the ratios of current to 1976 yields.
Highsite1 Medium site Low site
M13 Ml4 M17 M13 M14 M17 M13 Ml4 M17
Source ------------------------(Cuft per acre per year) ------------------------
Currentstudy2
SPS 263 263 281 161 162 167 79 80 85
(1.50) (1.37) (1.19) (1.23) (1.14) (0.92) (1.05) (1.03) (0.79)
ORGANON 197 196 197 134 135 147 70 73 75
(1.13) (1.02) (0.83) (1.02) (0.95) (0.81) (0.93) (0.94) (0.69)
1976 study 175 192 237 131 142 181 75 78 109
1Site classes based on King's 50-year site indexes: high = 115k, medium= 95-115, low = 95 or lower. Ml specification (see
Table 12): M13, final harvest only; Ml4, commercial thin and final harvest; M17, precommercial thin, commercial thin, fertilize,
and final harvest.
2SPS used for all timbersheds but Medford, for which ORGANON was used.
Table 17. Comparison of site productivity over time for forest industry lands.
Productivity (thousand acres [%]), by siteclass2 Average
Forest Service cubic-foot
source1 I II lii IV V Total3 productivity4
1986 198 1150 1588 815 247 3998 149
[5] [29] [40] [20] [6] [100]
1975 140 651 1954 758 392 3895 139
[4] [17] [50] [19] [10] [100]
1For 1986: Gedney et al. (1986a,b, 1987); for ca. 1975: Jacobs (1978). Bassett (1979), and Mei (1979).
2Cubic-foot productivity class I, 225+; II, 165-225; III, 120-164; IV, 85-119; V, 20-84.
3lotals differ from control acres (Table 9) because the Forest Service analysis of site productivity does not include plots
representing small contiguous areas of forest.
4Aggregate average cubic-foot growth of natural stands at culmination of mean annual increment calculated using 250cu ff1
acre for site class I, 195 for II, 142 for III, 102 for IV, and 50 for V.
Other Key Assumptions
Public Lands
We accepted other key assumptions from
public management plans as given. Utilization
standards for natural stands are a 9-inch dbh
to a 6-inch top for the National Forests and a 7-
inch dbh to a 6-Inch or 4-inch top for state and
other public owners. Utilization standards for
managedstands are a 7-inch dbh to a 4-inch
top for all public owners. All standards are for
merchantable cubic volume. Data from National
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Forests and the BLM were obtained In cubic feet.
Data from state lands were obtained in board
feet and then converted to cubic feet.
Private Lands
Many Important assumptions were made
for projections on private lands regarding shifts
in land use; regeneration success; species con-
version; age priority for commercial thinning and
final harvest, sustalnabllity criteria for volume
yields, and utilization standards; and yield re-
ductions. These assumptions were based largelyon the confidenUal forest-Industry surveyand
analyses by the Oregon State Department of For-
estry of harvest permits, forest-practices compli-
ance, and field experience. The following listing
is a cursory overviewdetails will be available in
a supplementary report.
(1) Acreage reductions and other land-use
shifts:
For forest Industry, no acreage reductions
or land-use shifts are assumed.
For nonindustrial private, the number of
acres used In our projections was reducedby
5 percent Initially to account for areas not likely
to produce timber, except for the Portland met-
ropolitan area (based on location of Forest Serv-
ice plots In the metropolitan fringe unlikely to be
used for Umber production), where the initial re-
duction was 15 percent. In addition, over dec-
ades 1 through 10 In our projection cycle,
1 to 2 percent of the remaining acres each dec-
ade were shifted from timber production to other
uses for all timbersheds except Medford, for
which no additional shifts are assumed.
(2) Regeneration:
For forest Industry, the regeneration lag Is
assumed to be 3 years. For growth and yield
simulation, we assumed that 400 trees per acre
would be planted and that 275 trees per acre
would remain after precommercial thinning (if
any). Of the acres In the nonstocked backlog
each decade. 33 percent are assumed to be re-
generated. Of the acres regenerated In each dec-
ade: 1 to 2 percent (varies by MI) are assumed
to revert to nonstocked; 1 to 5 percent (varies
by timbershed, site, and decade) are assumed to
revert to hardwoods; and the percentage distri-
bution of acres by stocking level (high, medium,
and low) Is assumed to vary by MI (e.g.. acres
allocated to high stockIng (85-percent average)
varied from 50 to 90 percentj.
For nonindustrial private, the regeneration
lag Is assumed to be 2 to 5 years (varies by tim-
bershed). For growth and yield simulation, we
assumed that 350 trees per acre would be
planted and that 250 trees per acre would re-
main after precommercial thinning (if any). Of
the acres In the nonstocked backlog each dec-
ade, 3 to 25 percent are assumed to be regener-
ated (varies by timbershed and MI). Of the acres
regenerated In each decade, 3 percent are as-
sumed to revert to nonstocked. Assumptions
about reversion to hardwoods and percentage
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distribution of acres by stocking level are Im-
plicit In the growth and yield simulations.
(3) Species conversion:
For forest Industry, 90 percent of the soft-
wood sites currently occupied by hardwoods Is
assumed to be converted to softwoods over the
first 2 decades.
For nortlndustrial private, 12 to 100 per-
cent of the softwood sites currently occupied by
hardwoods is assumed to be converted to soft-
woods over the fIrst 4 decades (varies by timber-
shed and MI).
(4) ThinnIng and harvest age:
For forest Industry, harvest priority is old-
est age first, but harvest age ranges by timber-
shed and site class. Minimum harvest age is
25 years; however, In projection results, the low-
est age tended to be 45 years, and In a few In-
stances 35 years. The length of the harvest sus-
talnability check is 5 decades, and all timber In
the last decade of a cycle must come from ages
greater than or equal to 55 or 65 years (varies by
timbershed). When commercial thinning is
specified, the number of such thinnings (one to
three) and thinning age are assumed to vary by
timbershed and site class. Thinning cannot re-.
move more than one-third of existing volume nor
reduce it below 60 percent of normal at the
specified thinning age. For thinning to occur, the
volume to be removed must be at least 800 cu-
bic feet per acre. The utilization standard for
harvest is a 7-Inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
For nonindustria.1 private, harvest priority
is oldest age first. Minimum harvest age is
45 to 65 years (varies by site and silvicultural
regime). The length of the harvest sustainability
check Is 5 decades, and all timber In the last
decade of a cycle must come from ages greater
than or equal to 45, 55, or 65 years (varies by
timbershed). When commercial thinning is
specified, there Is one such thinning at age 35.
with 150 trees per acre remaining after thinning.
Thinning can occur only on accessible land with
less than 35-percent slope, of site class I, II, or
III (based on data for each Forest Service plot).
The utilization standard for harvest is a 7-Inch
dbh to a 4-Inch top.
(5) Yield reductions:
For forest industry, harvest volumes are
reduced as follows: 1 to 3 percent to account for
unstockable acres (varies by timbershed), plus
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an additional 3 to 17 percent on site class IV
and V land In the Roseburg and Medlord Tim-
bersheds only (based on data from spedllc For-
est Service plots); 1 to 2.7 percent for PhelUnus
root rot (varies by timbershed), except for the
South Coast Timbershed (no reduction): 1 per-
cent for restricted harvesting in riparian
(streamside) zones: and a minimum of 1 percent
for cull timber and breakage in harvest age
classes 45 years and older, with the reduction
increasing 1 percent for each 10-year age class
above 45.
Harvest Projections
Current Study
A baseline harvest projection was devel-
oped for each owner class in each tlrnbershed.
The baseline projections indicate what Is likely
to happen if an assumed set of conditions is
realized. Baseline projections for the public for-
ests came directly from their management plans.
Baseline projections for the private forestswere
developed by us.
Harvest projections for public lands were
obtained directly from administrative-unit man-
agement plans prepared by the respective public
agencies. We allocated these projections by oth-
ers to timbersheds according to the proportion of
administrative-unit acreageineach tirnbershed.
We simulated the harvest projections for
private lands with the TREES model (Gourley et
al. 1980, Schmidt and Tedder 1980, Tedder et
al.1980a,b), much as was done In the 1976
study. TREES can determine sustainable har-
vest levels over time, while considering a variety
of MIs for existing and future stands.
The projections for private owners began
with the decade 1991 through 2000 (decade 1)
and proceeded 140 years through the decade
2121 through 2130 (decade 14), to assure that
the harvest projected for decade 10 Is sustain-
able. The harvest was maximized each decade in
turn, subject to its sustalnability for approxi-
mately one rotation into the future andan as-
surance that an adequate age-class distribution
would be maintained beyond that. It should be
emphasized that these are not supply projec-
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For riontndustrial private, harvest volumes
are reduced as follows:1 to 2 percent to ac-
count for unstockable acres (varies by timber-
shed) in all timbersheds except Willamette and
Eugene (no reduction): up to 6.9 percent for
Phelltnus root rot (varies by Forest Service plot);
and the same cull and breakage percentagesas
for forestry industry (see directly preceding). The
other yield reductions specified for forest Indus-
try are implied for nonindustrial private In the
Forest Service plot inventories or the growth and
yield simulations.
tions"that Is, they do not incorporate forecasts
of economic variables that would affect thesup-
ply and demand for timber. Rather, they arees-
timates of the volume of timber that might be
harvested under a specified set of management
assumptions and the overall objective of sus-
tainability.
The projections for all owners werecom-
bined to determine the aggregate harvestover
time for each timbershed, and the timbershed
results combined to obtain the aggregate results
for all of Western Oregon.
1976 Study
The structure of the current study differs
somewhat from that of the 1976 study. In the
earlier study, there were two primary harvest
simulations:
(1) Attempt to maintain the average level of har-
vest of that study's reference period, 1968
through 1973 (see following section). 1400
million cubIc feet, for 3 decades, and then
switch to a policy of maximum sustainable
production. Allowable cuts on public forests
would be taken as given in the public plans,
and those on private forests would be used
to make up the difference between public
harvest and maximum yield during the first
3 decades. This scenario was simulated
twice, once for low MIs and once for high
MIs.
(2) Maximize sustainable timber production by
owner on both public and private lands. Al-lowable cuts are not taken as given in the
public pians. This scenario also was simu-
lated twice, once for low MIs and once for
high MIs.
Reference Period
For both the 1976 study and the current
one, relative changes In future harvest aredis-
cussed with respect to a reference period: 1968
through 1973 for the earlier study, and 1983
through 1987 for this one. For readers wishing
to compare the 1976 projections with occur-
rences since then and with the projectionsfrom
this study, we need to emphasize a subtle differ-
ence in how the reference period is considered.
For the 1976 study, the total projected
harvest for each timbershed was a reflection of
what was actually harvested during the refer-
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ence period. Reference-period volumesfor public
lands were their announced annual allowable
cuts at the time of the study, allocated to tim-
bersheds. and subtracted from the average an-
nual timbershed total (for the reference period)
to determine the harvest volume needed from
private lands to maintain that total Isee harvest
simulation (1) In "1976 Study"I. Thus, relative
changes over time were discussed with respect
to "allowable cuts" for public owners and "what
was needed to fill the gap to meet the timber-
shed total" for private owners. In some timber-
sheds, thesevolumes by owner class differed
significantly from what actually had been har-
vested by the respective owners during the refer-
ence period.
In contrast, for the current study, the pro-
jections are discussed with respect to the actual
average annual harvest for each owner class
during the reference period.
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PROJECTIONS
In Western Oregon, over
one-half of the forest land area Is
publicly owned (Table 1). The larg-
est public landowner Is the Forest
Service (National Forests), followed
by the BLM, and then the state of
Oregon. Approximately two-thirds
of the private forest land is owned
by the forest industiy. Forest in-
dustly lands have the highest site
productivity. National Forest lands
the lowest. About 32 percent of the
public forest Is unavailable for tim-
ber production.
DurIng 1983 through 1987.
the reference period (recent pasti
for the current study, approxi-
mately 1.2 billion cubic feet
(6.1 bIllion board feet, Scribner
long-log scale) was harvested an-
nually from all timberlands in
Western Oregon, approximately
half from public and half frompri-
vate owners (Figure1). Although
forest industry has only 26 per-
cent of the growing stock, their
lands have recently contributed
43 percent of the harvest.
Table 1. Forest area and growing stock, by owner class.
Forest land Available
AvailableNot available growingstock1
Owner class (thousand acres) (million cu ft)
Public
National Forest 2900 19722 13441
BureauofLandManagement1623 381 6461
State and other 689 97 2749
Private
Forest industry 4049 0 10223
Nonindustrial 1858 0 5334
Total 11119 2450 38208
1National Forest: 9-inch dbh to a 6-inch top for natural stands, and 7-inch
dbh to a 4-inch top for managed stands.
BLM and state: 7- inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
Private: 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
2Does not include 272 000 acres of low-productivity forest on the Siskiyou
National Forest. Of these acres, 88 000 are tanoak hardwoods and the
remainder softwoods.
3Does not include 130 000 acres of low-productivity forest in Jackson and
Josephine counties.
Figure 1. Board-foot harvest for Western Oregon
from 1968 through 1988. Broken lines indicate
the 1968-1973 and 1983-1987 reference-period
harvests arid the projected decade 1 (1991-2000)
harvest.
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Projected Harvest and Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
For all owners In aggregate, the harvest
trajectory over time often appears U-shaped, and
the Western Oregon timbersheds generally can
be placed somewhere on this curve (FIgure 2).
The Wifiamette. Roseburg, and Eugene Timber-
sheds face reductions In harvest In the short
term (decade 1). Baseline harvests in the
Medlord and South Coast Timbersheds could
rise above reference-period levels, and those In
the North Coast Timbershed are rapidly increas-
Ing.
On National Forest lands, acres allocated
away from timber production and multiple-use
constraints on the remaining timberland have
reduced the short-term harvest levels, compared
to those previously authorized when a larger
landbase was available for timber production. In
the long term, timber production on National
Forest lands could rise as cutover acres mature
and the effects of intensive management take
hold. On forest Industry lands, the harvest of
old-growth stands may be completed before
enough plantations reach maturity. Harvest will
fall and then rise, although it may not rise as
high as the Initial level if the volume per acre in
the old-growth forest was greater than that un-
der second-growth management. Taken in
aggregate. Western Oregon is approachingTable2.Comparison of the harvest in the1983-1987reference period the bottom of the U" and Is capable of1flwith the projected harvest for decade 1. creases In baseline harvests in the future-
(Figure 2).
crease the harvest above baseline levels if those
owners can be motivated to cut more of their
Inventory.
Willamette
Roseburg
100-
U)
I-
-J
0
Medford SouthCoast
Relative Position of Timbershed Today
Figure 2. Schematic of a typical transition from
old-growth forest to long-term sustainable yield
(LThfor all owner classes combined, by timber-
shed.
With planned MIs, the baseline har-
vest level In the short term is 1.17 billion
cubic feet per year, rising to a long-term
level in excess of 1.35 billion cubic feet
per year. During the reference period. ap-
proxImately 1.20 billion cubic feet were
harvested annually. Thus, expressed in
cubic feet, the short-term baseline harvest
is about 2 percent below the average for
the reference period, but could exceed
1983-1987 levels by decade 2 and con-
tinue to rise. Expressed In board feet. the
short-term baseline harvest is about
7 percent below the average for the refer-
ence period (Table 2). Opportunities exist
on nonindustrial private forests to in-
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Owner class
Million bd fWear
198319871 1991 20002
Percent
change
Public
National Forest 2013 1654 -18
Bureau of Land Management918 983 +7
State and other 276 337 +22
Private
Forest industry 2614 2431 -7
(1935) (1400) (-28)
Nonindustrial 275 275 0
6096 5680 -7
119831987values include an unknown amount of submerchantable
material.
219912000values include no submerchantable material.
3Without the North Coast Timbershed.
4Totals include the North Coast Timbershed.Although the timbersheds are discussed
Individually later In this report, we should em-
phasize here, In the context of Western Oregon
as a whole, that timber availability in theNorth
Coast Timbershed differs considerably from that
In the other timbersheds. The North Coast is the
only timbershed In which private lands signifi-
cantly outnumber public lands and In which
second-growth Inventory is large enough to sus-
tain future harvest at substantially higher levels
than In the recent past, both In cubic-foot and
board-foot terms. Its highly productive sites and
cutting and fire history have fostered a large
number of forest-Industry acres approaching
55 to 65 years old. Stands In the other timber-
sheds are generally less than 40 years old.
Therefore, timber availability for Western Oregon
looks much less favorable without than with the
North Coast Timbershed (Figure 3).
A word should be said about the relation-
ship between current and past projections. For
decades 1 through 8 (1991 through 2070), the
estimates from the 1976 study were higher than
those from the current study (Figure 4a. b).
However, the 1976 study could not account for
(1) the revision of public management plans, (2)
the forest-products recession of 1979-1982, and
(3) the bull market of 1988-1989 combIned with
Injunctions of federal timber salesall of which
A Western Oregon
Western Oregon w/o North Coast
North Coast
1000
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0
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200
01
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Figure 3. TImber availablllbg wlLh and without the
North Coast Tlrnbershed, relative to the 1983-
1987 reference period (broken line).
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Figure 4. Cubic-foot harvest projected by the cur-
rent (1989) and past (1976) studIes (1976 projec-
tions varying according to management Intensity),
for (a) all owner classes combined, (b) public own-
ers, and (c) private owners.
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occurred since that study report was released.
The revision of public management plans, par-
ticularly National Forest plans, has had a major
downward Impact on baseline harvest and Is
largely responsible for the differences in total
harvest projected by the two studies (Figure 4a).
In contrast, the current study includes the
generally favorable impacts on private timber In-
ventory created by the reduced demand for tim-
ber during the 1979-1982 recessIon (Figure 4c).
The picture is mixed, however, In that the same
recession left many stumpage purchasers with
high-priced federal timber, which they defaulted
on or delayed cutting while, In some cases, turn-
Ing to private supplies to keep mills running.
Overall, the harvest from private forests during
1976-1988 Is bracketed by the 1976 projections
(Figure 4c).
Whether the combined effects of the 1979-
1982 recession and the 1988-1989 bull market
will offset each other for the decade is not known
because complete harvest figures are not yet
available. We can surmise that the impacts of
the bull market will negatively affect private in-
ventories as the increasing shortage of federal
timber puts pressure on private landswhich
may lead to harvesting rapidly growing younger
timber to supply forest-products demands.
Who Will Grow the Trees?
The proportion of the cubic-foot harvest
from federal forestsIsprojected to decline from
42 percent of the total harvest in decade 1 to
38 percent in decade 10 as their harvests re-
main stable while those of other owners rise (Fig-
ure 5). In the reference period, federal forests
provided about 45 percent of the cubic-foot har-
vest. The baseline harvest from private and
state-owned forests Is expected to increase rap-
idly as stands reach harvest ages consistent with
ownership objectives, generally 50 to 60 years
for private forests and 60 to 80 years for state
forests.
The lion's share of the increase in private
harvest In the short term Is from forest industry
In the North Coast Tlmbershed. Although pro-
jected first-decade cubic-foot harvest from forest
industry over all Western Oregon timbersheds is
about 3 percent higher than the 1983-1987 av-
erage, outside the North Coast Timbershed there
is an aggregate drop of about 15 percent. Forest
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Figure 5. Total cubic-foot harvest (oJ with and (b)
without the North Coast Timbers hed, by owner
class.The broken line Indicates the 1983-1987
reference-period harvest.
industry output In Western Oregon, outside of
the North Coast Timbershed, is not projected to
again reach 1983-1987 average levels until dec-
ade 8.
How Big Will Harvested
Trees Be?
Average size of trees harvested will decline
from a little less than 21 to around 17 inches
dbh and then begin to increase again as second-
growth forests mature (Figure 6a).
After the second decade, average tree size
will begin to fall rapidly as the proportion ofDb4l class (inchos)
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Figure 6. Total cubic-foot harvest (does not in-
clude trees less than 8 inches dbhj for (a.) all
owner classes combined, (b) National Forest, (c)
BLM, (d) state and other public, and (e) private
owners, by dbh class. The broken line indicates
the 1983-1987 reference-period harvest. In (a).
average dbh of harvest is in parentheses.
trees In the 24+ dbh class falls (Figure 6a). This
progressive decline has important implications
for the forest-products industry, which has de-
pended upon large-diameter trees.
The rate of decline varies by owner. On
National Forest lands, the proportion of large
trees probably wifi not change much from the
current 24 inches dbh during the next 2 or 3
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decades (Figure 6b). On BLM lands, the propor-
tion of large trees will begin to fall rapidly from
25 to 17 Inches dbh over 4 decades (Figure Ge).
On state and other public lands, average tree
size will decline slowly from 20 to between 17
and 18 Inches dbh (Figure 6d). On private lands,
average tree size will decline slowly from 17 to
16 inches dbh (Figure 6e).
Expressed In long-log Scribner Decimal C,
the projected harvest level rises slightly, then
returns to the decade 1 level In decade 6 before
rising slowly (Figure 7). The board-foot harvest
for decade 1 is about 7 percent below the refer-
ence-period annual average because of the in-
creasing proportion of smaller diameter trees
and the bias In the Scribner log rule that under-
estimates product yield for small logs. The differ-
ence between actual product yield and yield cal-
culated with the Scribner rule Is called "overrun"
(Figure 8). II the cubic-foot harvests are trans-
lated directly into lumber In board feet, the
product yield over time follows a similar pattern
to the cubic-foot yield.
-
Figure 7. Total board-foot harvest (Scrlbner Deci-
mal C. 32-foot log lengths) for all owner classes
combined, by dbh class. The broken line indicates
the 1983-1987 reference-period harvest.
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Figure 8. Total board-foot harvest calculated with
the Scribner log rule and the resulting overrun
(dJference between actual product yield and
Scribner yield).
How Old Will Harvested
Trees Be?
The proporuon of trees harvested by age
class varies by owner (Figure 9a-e). In the long
run, private owners and BLM will harvest at
younger ages than the National Forests and
state.
On National Forest lands for the next 4
decades, most of the harvest Is projected to
come from trees exceeding 160 years of age.
Thereafter, the majority will come from trees in
the60- to 100-yearageclass.After
decade 3. volume from thinnings in stands
50 years of age and younger will average about
10 percent of the total harvest volume (Figure
9b). The temporary Increase in harvest of trees
in the 210+ year age class after decade 1 Is due
to the large existing acreage of trees about 200
years old that will move into the oldest age class
in decade 2.
On BLM lands, the volume from trees
older than 160 years will decrease rapidly. By
decade 5, more than 50 percent of the cubic-foot
volume will come from trees 50 years of age or
younger (Figure 9c).
On state and other public lands, most
harvest already comes from stands 60 toWestern Oregon: Summary of Harvest Projections
What Species Will Be
Harvested?
The planned harvest from public lands
comes from conifers, except for the Siuslaw Na-
tional Forest, which Initially has approximately
8 percent of its ASQ In hardwoods, and the state
lands on the north coast, where harvests also
Include some hardwoods. Within the conifers,
there will be somewhat of a shift from lower to
higher elevation species over time. In some
cases, such as the Rogue River National Forest,
the shift will be significant, with the production
of Douglas-fir declining and that of true fir In-
creasing.
During decade 1, about 10 percent of the
harvests from private forests is projected to be
hardwoods, primarily alder, after which the pro-
portion of hardwoods will decline (Figure 10). No
significant amounts of hardwood are projected to
come from nonlndustrial private lands if current
harvesting practices are continued.
I
FIgure 10. Softwood and hardwood harvest from
private forests. The broken line indicates the
1983-1987 reference-period harvest.
How Are Harvest and
Growth Related?
Typical of the transition from older, slower
growing stands to younger, faster growing ones,
the lrwentory on public lands is decliningas
harvest exceeds growth. By decade 4, however.
growth will exceed harvest and inventories will
increase (Figure ha). Projected growth will ex-
ceed projected harvest for two reasons: (1) the
BLM uses even-flow scheduling, which does not
permit increases over time, and (2) mInimum
harvest ages on National Forest lands prevent
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Figure 11. Growth and harvest on (c1 public and
(b) private forests. The broken line indicates the
1983-1987 reference-period harvest.increased harvests during the 10 decades, but
projected growth and harvest come into balance
in decades 11 to 14.
The transition from older to younger
stands Is much farther along on private lands.
which on average are characterized by Increas-
ing Inventories as projected growth exceeds pro-
jected harvest (FIgure 1 lb). The problem for pri-
vate owners in the short term, particularly forest
industry. is that this rapidly increasing volume
is in immature stands and will not be available
for harvest for 10 to 20 years.
How Many Acres Will Be
Cut?
On public lands, the major harvest
method will continue to be clearcutting. On Na-
tional Forest and BLM lands, however, a decline
in acreage clearcut alter decade 2 will be more
than offset by an increase In thinning (Figure
12a). On state and other public lands, little thin-
ning is scheduled In future harvests.
On private lands. clearcutting con-
tinue to be the major harvest method (Figure
12b). The number of acres thinned will rise, but
not nearly as dramatically as on public lands.
partly because current harvests already include
a significant amount of thinning, and partly be-
cause not as much thinning is anticipatedfor
private lands as for public.
What Will the Forest
Structure Be?
On public lands at the beginning of decade
1. about 40 percent of the forest land will have
stands older than 160 years. About one-half of
the acreage of stands 160 years and older will be
unavailable for harvest because those acres have
been withdrawn as Wilderness, because some
legal requirement must be met, or because they
have been withdrawn at the discretion of the
agency (Figure 13). By decade 10. barring cata-
strophic events, a total of 2.2 million acres
(29 percent) of public forest land is projected to
have stands 160 years or older (Figure 13).
Very few public acres on which timber will
be harvested will be forested with stands over
Western Oregon: Summary of Harvest Projections
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Figure 12. Acres harvested on (a) public and (b)
private forests, by harvest method.
100 years old (Figure 13). Thus, a gap In age
classes may appear unless unavailable lands
cycle back to young stands as a result of natural
destruction and rebirth.
The National Forests have by far the larg-
est current acreage of older stands not available
for harvest (Figure 14). By decade 10, banlng
catastrophic events, almost one-third of the Na-
tional Forest acreage will be In stands older than
200 years (Figure 14).
The BLM has only about 20 percent of the
acreage the National Forests do in older stands,
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Figure 13. Acreage distribution on public foresls at Figure 14. Acreage distribution on National Forests
the beginning of decades 1, 5, and 10, byage class.In decades 1, 5, and 10, by age class.
The state currently has virtually no acre-
and this acreage is projected to decline toaage In stands older than 150 years. because the
somewhat greater degree than that of the Na-state holdings originated largely in cutoveror
tional Forests (Figure 15). burned lands (Figure 16). In the future, theacre-0
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Figure.15.Acreage distribution on BLM forests In
decades 1,5,and 10, by age class.
age distribution among age classes is projected
to remain much the same. We assume that
county and municipal lands will appear similar
to state lands (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Acreage distribution on state and other
public forests In decades 1.5,and 10, by age class.
On forest industry lands, virtually all
stands will be 60 years old and younger by the
end of decade 1 and are projected to remain
concentrated in that age range over time.
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What Management Activitiessons: (1) industry and the state are already man-
aging more Intensively than are federal owners, Will Be Needed?
To achieve the projected harvest from fed- Table3.Distribution of acres amongMIsprojected for all
eral forests, management intensification will be owners in decade 10. (See Figure18.)
required. The public management plans assume
that the use of genetically Improved stock, con- MI Acres (% of total)
trol of undesirable competing vegetation (re-
lease), precommercial thinning, commercial NELM State ElNIE(NIP+V
thinning, and fertthzation will increase over tIme 1. Plant, final harvest
(Figure 17a). Planned long-term MIs on National (FH) 5 2330 1063(38)
Forest and BLM lands are very high (Table 3 and 2.Plant, fertilize, FH 0 040 0 0
Figure 18). The few National Forest acres as- 3.Plant, precommercial
signed to lower MIs are primarily concentrated thin (PT), FH 3 0 1117 0
In higher elevation stands.
4.Plant, commercial
thin (CT), FH 2 0 0 937(62)
On forest industry (Figure 17b) and state 5.Plant, PT, CT, FH 13 0 014 0
lands, MIs will not increase as much for two rea- 6.Plant, PT, fertilize,
FH 22 219 0 0
j'::'' ..,,
:WWA _
....:
Figure .17. Cultural treatments on (a) public and
(b) private forests. (Release only on public for-
ests.)
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7.Plant, PT, fertilize,
CT,FH 55 75 047 0
BOther 0 0 0 3 0
Total 100100 100 100100
'Values in parentheses assume higherMIs(see
discussions in individual timbersheds).
High
Medium
JLow
Figure .18. Distribution of acres among MIs pro-
jected for all owners in decade 10. Note: "Low" MI
here is Mu and M18 from Table 3; 'rnedium" MI
sums MIs 2-4, "high" MI MIs 5-7. "High" MIs use
genetically improved stock. MP+ assumes higher
MIs.Western Oregon: Summary of Harvest Projections
and (2) the long-term MIs on industry and state Nonindustrial private owners, in aggre-
lands are not projected to be as high as those ongate, are currently managing the least inten-
National Forest arid BLM lands. sively of all owners, which is not likely to change.
Options for Increasing Timber
Availability
Can Timber Be Offered
Beyond the Allowable Sale
Quantity?
Timber volume In addition to the baseline
harvest volume might be available. The baseline
harvest reported here for National Forest lands
is the allowable sale quantity (ASQ) estimated by
the Forest Service. It accounts for dead timber
encountered In regular timber sales but does not
include volume from incidental harvest or sal-
vage sales, or submerchantable material largely
from regular timber sales.
Incidental harvest volume comes from
lands deemed unsuitable for timber production
but on which timber Is occasionally cut to meet
other objectives. For example, on the Mt. Hood
National Forest, the Forest Service plans to har-
vest timber in the Bull Run Watershed with the
objective of reducing fire hazard. According to
the Forest Service, incidental harvest could con-
tribute an amount equivalent to approximately
1 percent of the ASQ.
Salvage harvest volume comes from spe-
cial timber sales aimed at the sporadic mortality
that occurs across the National Forests, espe-
cially in old-growth stands. It does not include
the volume from major catastrophic events, such
as the 1987 Silver Fire on the Siskiyou National
Forest or the January 1990 windstormmuch of
that volume is blended into the ASQ. According
to the Forest Service, salvage harvest could con-
tribute an amount equivalent to approximately
2 percent of the ASQ.
Submerchantable volume in Western Ore-
gon comes largely from cull logs, which are a
significant resource in old-growth forests. Most
of this harvest occurs as part of regular timber
sales, with the material often sold on a "Per
acre" basis. On some National Forests, such as
the Willamette, submerchantable timber can be
a major source of volume above the ASQ. Across
the National Forests of Western Oregon, accord-
ing to the Forest Service, harvest of cull logs
could contribute an amount equivalent to ap-
proximately 12 percent of the ASQ.
The 1983-1987 harvest reported in
Table 2 contains incidental and salvage volume.
as well as estimates of cull volume for most
years. We do not know how much of this timber
volume above the ASQ will find its way to the
marketplace In the future. The Forest Service's
primary commitment in its Umber sales program
is to provide the ASQ. With the emerging empha-
sis on "flew forestry" and its focus on leaving
standing live and dead trees and fallen trees, the
amount of salvage and cull material offered for
sale may rapidly dwindle. Still, incidental, sal-
vage, and cull volume could augment the har-
vest volumes specified In the baseline harvest for
Western Oregon by up to 4 percent (Table 4).
Table 4. National Forest volume that may be available
above the baseline level, by timbershed.
Additionalvolume1
Timbershed (million bd ft/year)
North Coast 5
Willamette 81
Eugene 76
Roseburg 55
Medford 16
South Coast 9
Total 242
1Most additional volume is submerchantable; a small
amount is incidental or salvage.Western Oregon: Summary of Harvest Projections
BLM and state lands have much less po- Management Intensification can help pro-
tentlal for volume above that reported as theirvide the needed volume in the crucial decades in
baseline levels. BLM lands have little Incidental two ways:
and salvage volume above the baseline level; al-
though they have some potential for cull volume.(1) Increasing the volume available for harvest
the amount has not been estimated. The state, during those decades by growth-enhancing
with its young-growth forests and few acres investments such as Improved site prepara-
deemed unsuitable for timber production, has tion, planting genetically improved stock.
little potential In any of the three supplementary precommercial thinning, and fertilization.
volume categories. Commercial thinning can also Increase avail-
h1e vniinie in nitb'ii1r lei'lPQ hid- In ii-1- The Forest Service reduces timber harvest
on the National Forests to meet a variety of legal
requirements for maintaining certain levels of
water quallty and wildlife habitat. Beyond those
legal requirements, the Forest Service generally
reduces timber harvest to meet other recrea-
tional, scenic, wildlife, and water-quality objec-
tives. On the National Forests of Oregon, these
objectives reduce the total baseline harvest be-
tween 10 and 30 percent, depending on the par-
ticular forest. The potential for reducing these
impacts on timber harvest was not estimated.
The BLM and state have reduced timber
harvest much less to accommodate other objec-
tives. Little opportunity exists to increase the
baseline harvest substantially on their lands
through land-allocation changes.
Can Management Be
Intensified?
Federal Lands
Managers of federal lands calculate their
baseline harvest by using a nondedlinlng-yield
constraint in which the projected sales level is
not permitted to decline from decade to decade.
The harvest schedule that results generally has
the characteristics of a "deficit timber inventory,"
in which the nondeclinlng-yield harvest level
starts below the LTSY of the National Forest and
remains at the Initial level for a number of dec-
ades. Moving the starting harvest level upward
toward LTSY requires that Increased volume be
available during the critical decades in which
the nondeclining-yleld constraint is binding on
the first-decade harvestusually the first 6 to
10 decades. Growing timber that can be har-
vested at that time would have effects that ripple
back to the present, allowing existing stands to
be cut at a more rapid rate.
dition, can have the offsetting effect of
lengthening time until culmination of mean
aimual increment and thereby delaying final
harvest beyond what It would otherwise have
been.
(2) Lowering final harvest ages so that more
acres are available for harvest during those
decades. The Forest Service has a policy of
not harvesting timber stands until they
achieve 95 percent of culmination of mean
annual increment (generally 60 to 80 years
of age, depending on site and MI). Relaxing
that constraint such that future stands
could be harvested at 10 to 20 years short of
95 percent of culmination could allow an in-
crease in the starting nondeclining-yleld level
at the cost of taking longer to reach LTSY.
The Mt. Hood, Willamette, Umpqua, and
Siuslaw National Forests plan to employ the
maximum intensity on the vast majority of
lands, except for the final harvest age permitted.
Lowering that age would ailow more stands to be
harvested at 50 to 60 years of age and would
raise the starting nondeclinlng-yield level slightly
(less than 5 percent).
The Siskiyou National Forest has an older
minimum final harvest age for future stands
than other National Forests in Western Oregon;
thus, the nondedlinlng-yield level could increase
more than that of the other National Forests If
this constraint was lifted. Also, the Slsklyou Na-
tional Forest has proposed some lands for low-
Intensity management, in part because of an as-
sociated younger final harvest age permitted
with low intensity. Thus, higher MIs could be
chosen as part of the Interaction between man-
agement Intensity and fInal harvest age. A mod-
est increase (less than 10 percent) In nondeclin-
ing-yleld level might be expected from these
changes.Western Oregon: SummaryofHarvest Projection
The Rogue River National Forest prescribesharvest level that Is relatively Insensitive to In-
lower MIs for its low-elevation Douglas-fir thanvestments that Increase future growth. As an cx-
do other National Forests. Increasing those MIample, its policy on minimum diameter for har-
levels while lowering final harvest age could mod-vest (17 Inches dbh In some places) has a down-
estly increase the nondedlinlng-yield level (lessward impact on decade 1 harvest.
than 10 percent) unless other constraints pre-
cluded such an increase.
The BLM has the same investment choices
as the Forest Service. Because theBLM allows a
minimum final harvest age as soon as significant
merchantable volume appears on allintensive
timber production lands"which make up over
90 percent of their commercial timberland
minimum final harvest age Is not an Issue here.
The maximum management intensity has
been assumed by the BLM for the vast majority
of acres In the Eugene, Roseburg, and Coos Bay
Districts. Some additional acres could be as-
signed to regimes that prescribe stocking control,
fertilization, and commercial thinning In the
Medlord District, which might allow a modest In-
crease In nondeclining-yleld level there.
The most significant gains possible would
be in the Salem District, where more stocking
control, fertilization, and commercial thinning
could raise the nondeclinlng-yield level some-
what, perhaps more than 10 percent. As a re-
sult, final harvest age would move toward the
minimum.
On the whole, however, It may prove difil-
cult for federal landowners to obtain the budget
needed to fund intensification measures embed-
ded In the baseline projection. Further IntensifI-
cation on a broad scale beyond the baseline level
seems unrealistic.
State Lands
The state of Oregon's forest management
differs from that of the federal agencies In at
least five respects. First, the state manages a
forest containing very little old growthstands
over 100 years of age are rare except on the
southern unitbecause most state holdings are
made up of land that was cut or burned before
acquisition. Thus, the state is deeper Into a pro-
gram of active management of young-growth
stands than are the federal agencies.
Second, the state's interest in wood quality
and other considerations results in a proposed
Third, the state has a financial screen that
eliminates those investments that are projected
to yield less than a 4.5-percent real rate of re-
turn when considered on a per-acre basis. Thus,
the state does not undertake all opportunities
that might Increase yield.
Fourth, the state takes the view that care-
ful planning can eliminate the need for some
practices. Thus, the state attempts to space
trees at planting such that they will yield the
number of desired crop trees at final harvest,
thereby eliminating the need for precommercial
thinning.
Finally, the state takes a more cautious
attitude toward the increase In yield assumed
from Intensive managementperhaps because
of its experience In implementing a management
program on Its young stands. As an example,
the state does not assume that genetic improve-
ment will lead to increased yield, although it
does participate In a genetic improvement pro-
gram. Also, It does not plan to commercially thin
Its stands on a regular basis.
Harvest on state lands could increase in
the near future If the state would relax Its pur-
suit of tree quality through its tree-size and re-
lated policies. Then, more 60-year-old stands
would be harvested, and the harvest for dec-
ade 1 would move closer to that projected for
future decades. Such a change should be able to
increase decade1harvestona sustainable ba-
sis more than 10 percent for northern and cen-
tral units, including the Tillamook State Forest.
In conjunction with these changed policies on
final harvest age, further management Intensifi-
cation (e.g.. more fertilization or stocking con-
trol) could allow some additional harvest in-
crease.
Forest Industry
Forest industry has a shortage of mer-
chantable inventory, and Increasing MI will not
greatly increase short-term timber availability.
Increases In MI over thelongterm will depend
upon economic viability; however, we should
emphasize that the forest industry, on average,
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currently manages the most intensively among
all owner classes. In theory, somewhat more
timber might be produced in the long run with
rotations lengthened to capture more of the
growth potential, but this Increase could only
occur at the cost of a lower harvest now. This
eventuality Is not likely for economic reasons on
Industry lands.
Nonindustrial Private
Management practices could be intensified
on nonlndustrlal private lands, but owners could
significantly Increase their short- and long-term
harvests by simply cutting more of their Inven-
tory. Softwood harvests could be roughly
doubled from the baseline level, Increasing from
65 to 140 million cubic feet per year, and held at
that level through decade 10 with the current
MI. Most of the potential Increase is in the
southwest Oregon timbersheds. Furthermore, ii
MIs were increased on nonlndustrial lands to
Include utilizing existing hardwoods, achieving
full stocking of softwoods after harvest, and
thinning future stands, an addItional 20 mIllion
cubic feet per year could be realized Immediately
(160 mIllion cubic feet per year In total) and an
additional 40 mIllion cubic feet could be realized
In the long run (200 million cubic feet per year
in total) (Figure 19). The 1988 harvest for these
owners was 108 million cubic feet.
Figure 19. Potential timber harvests from nonin-
dus trial private forests under moderately In-
creased MI. The broken line indicates the 1983-
1987 reference-period harvest.
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We should note that the proposed In-
creases in management Intensification for non-
industrial private lands are modest compared to
the plans for public lands and the forest indus-
try. There Is potential for even further gains if
nonindustrial owners could be motivated toward
more intensive practices.
Summary of Management Intensification
Only limited opportunity exists to further
intensify management of Western Oregon's pub-
lic timberland. Much of that further Intensifica-
tion requires lowering future final harvest age.
On private holdings, some opportunity ex-
ists to intensify management on forest industry
lands and considerable opportunity exists on
noniridustrial private land. By themselves, how-
ever, these actions would have only a moderate
positive impact on baseline harvestthey truly
would be an Investment In the long run.
Nonlndustrial private owners have the po-
tential of almost doubling their historic (1983-
1987) harvest simply by moving the harvest rate
up to baseline capacity. Some of that increase
has occurred, response to
rising stumpage prices, but the forces that de-
termine that pattern of harvest on nonindustrial
land remain largely unknown.
Can the Harvest Schedule Be
Changed?
The National Forests and some BLM dis-
tricts have enough mature timber to increase
timber availability in decade 1 through tempo-
raiy rises above the nondecllnlng-yield level fol-
lowed by declines below the nondeclining-yleld
level in subsequent decades. A number of alter-
natives exist for each National Forest. In general,
there will be a modest net gain in timber produc-
tion through such a shift as the land Is turned
over to fast-growing young-growth stands more
rapidly, but this gain will occur at the expense of
a stable harvest over time.
On forest industry lands In the North
Coast, Eugene, Medlord, and South Coast Tim-
bersheds, the projected short-term baseline cu-
bic-foot harvest equals or exceeds the reference-
period harvest. In contrast, forest industry In the
Willamette and Roseburg Tlmbersheds will notsustain a harvest equal to that of the reference
period. Maintaining the reference-period harvest
in these latter two timbersheds to increase
short-term timber availability is possible, but
there are Important, possibly undesirable, Impli-
cations.
The baseline harvest levels presented ear-
11cr already require significant cutting In stands
less than 50 years old to maintain the harvest
level shown for decade 1. Increases In short-term
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harvests wffl Increase the percentage of younger
stands In the harvest, increasing harvesting
cost, reducing utilization, and producing a
greater proportion of wood with less desirable
physical propertiesnot to mention also reduc-
Ing harvest potential for the future. The Implica-
tions of maintaining the reference-period harvest
levels for another decade will be discussed for
the Willamette and Roseburg Timbersheds (see
"Western Timbersheds").
Possible Impacts of Northern Spotted
Owl Management on Timber
Availability
Existing Agency Guidelines
Forest Service and BLM plans referenced
In this study provide habitat for the northern
spotted owl In accordance with the following ex-
isting agency guidelines.
Forest Service
The Record of Decision for the Supplemen-
tal Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for
the northern spotted owl (USDA Forest Service
1988) results In an owl network of roughly 250
sites. About 200 of these, outside of formally
reserved areas (such as Wilderness), are called
spotted owl habitat areas (SOHAs). Average size
of SOHAs is about 1500 acres, ranging from
1000 acres (Slsklyou arid parts of Rogue River
National Forests) to 1500 acres (Mt. Hood,
Deschutes, Willamette, Umpqua, Winema, and
parts of Rogue River National Forests) to 2000
acres (Sluslaw National Forest). All National For-
ests In Western Oregon are affected, along with
minor portions of the Winema and Deschutes in
Eastern Oregon.
Implementing the Record of Decision for
the SEIS has already reduced the harvest level of
eight Western Oregon National Forests approxi-
mately 100 to 110 million board feet per year
and decreased the area of land suitable for tim-
ber production by 160 000 to 180 000 acres.
These reductions are contained in the ASQs re-
ported in this study.
BLM
In Western Oregon. the existing plans al-
low for (1) withdrawal of over 50 000 acres from
timber production to provide mature habitat.
(2) management of another 30 000 acres onlong
rotations to provide such habitat, and (3) with-
drawal of another 430 000 acres (mostly In the
Medlord District) for other reasons (e.g., regen-
eration difficulty, unstable slopes, low productiv-
ity, riparlan areas).
Alternatives
Other management alternatives for the
northern spotted owl have been proposed. We
summarize four here. ThetwoForest Service al-
ternatives, M and L, are described in the SEIS
(USDA Forest Service 1988). The two BLM alter-
natives, ODFW and ALL 0G. refer respectively to
an agreement with the Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife concerning withdrawal of acre-
age and the withdrawal of most low-elevation,
mature and old-growth Douglas-fir.
Forest Service
ALTERNATIVE M: This alternative is re-
garded by Forest Service specialists as equiva-
lent to the recommendations of the Audubon
Society's Blue Ribbon Panel on the Spotted Owl:
it has a greater number of SOHAs and a larger
area per SOHA than proposed by the SEIS Rec-
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ord of Decision. It could remove an additional
143 mIllion board feet per year from the National
Forest harvest In Western Oregon and 12 mIllion
board feet per year In Eastern Oregon (Table 5).
ALTERNATIVE L: This alternative reserves
all suitable owl habitat, that is, most low-eleva-
tion, mature and old-growth stands (minimum
age approxImately 120 to 150 years depending
on species and site). It could remove an addi-
tlorial 734 mIllion board feet per year from the
National Forest harvest in Western Oregon and
43 mIllion board feet per year In Eastern Oregon
(Table 5).
Table 5. Reductions from baseline harvest level for the
various alternatives that consider the northern spotted owl,
by timbershed (all long log).
Forest Service BLM
Timbershed, Aft M Alt L ODFW ALL OG
by half-state----- (million bd ft/year) -----
Western Oregon
North Coast -8 -26 -19 -12
Willamette -42 -224 -5 -22
Eugene -38 -197 -36 -27
Roseburg -26 -163 -67 -121
Medford -22 -77 -12 -90
South Coast -7 -47 -30 -30
Total -143 -734 -169 -302
Eastern Oregon
Klamath-Lakeview -6 -12 -1 -8
Bend-Prineville -6 -31 0 0
Blue Mountain 0 0 0 0
Total -12 -43 -1 -8
BLM
ODFW: The BLM entered into an agree-
ment with the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife to reserve from harvesting 110 SOHAs of
approximately 2200 acres each until the agency
completes its Western Oregon Resource Manage-
ment Plans for the 1990s. The long-term Impli-
cations of this agreement, if it is maintained,
would reduce the ASQ for the BLM 169 million
board feet per year (Table 5).
ALL OG: This alternative reserves from
harvesting most low-elevation, mature Douglas-
fir (stands 120 years of age and older) and would
reduce the ASQ by at least 302 mIllion board
feet per year in Western Oregon and 8 million
board feet per year in Eastern Oregon (Table 5).
Scenarios
From these alternatives, we constructed
two scenarios for both Western and Eastern Ore-
gon:
ScenarIo 1. The recommendations of some
biologists for more and bigger habitats than
planned by the Forest Service and BLI%{ are ap-
plied.Thls could mean Implementing the For-
est Service's Alternative M and the BLM's
ODFW. Permanently reserving these acres would
reduce the federal harvest about 312 mifilon
board feet per year below the baseline projection
for decade 1in Western Oregon (13 million
board feet per year, Eastern Oregon) and the
total Western Oregon harvest roughly 5 percent
(1 percent, Eastern Oregon).
Scenario 2. Most mature and old-growth
timber at low and mid elevations on National For-
est and BLM lands is reservecLThls could
mean Implementing the Forest Service's Alterna-
tive L and the BLM's ALL 0G. Permanently re-
serving these acres would reduce the federal
harvest at least 1036 millIon board feet per year
below the baseline projection for decade 1 In
Western Oregon (51 million board feet per year,
Eastern Oregon) and the total Western Oregon
harvest 18 percent (3 percent. Eastern Oregon).
In spring 1990. an interagency group of
scientists produced a report outlining a conser-
vation strategy for the northern spotted owl
(Thomas et al. 1990). That report largely aban-
doned the "SOHA" approach to northern spotted
owl protection In favor of much larger "Habitat
Conservation Areas" scattered across the Pacific
Northwest and northern California and restric-
tions on timber harvest on the intervening pub-
lic forest land.
Initial estimates of the impacts the Tho-
mas et al. (1990) report will have on ASQs In
Oregon suggest that they approach the 1.1 bil-
lion board feet of the more restrictive Scenario 2.
The distribution of Impacts across tJmbersheds
would be somewhat different, however, with
more effect in the North Coast and less in the
Willamette. In addition, the distribution of un-
pacts across owner classes would be different
with less effect on National Forest, moreon
BLM, and some on state (North Coast).ECONOMIC IMPACTS WITHIN WESTERN OREGON
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In assessing the current and potential fu-
ture role of the timber industries in the local
economies of Western Oregon, four fundamental
questions are addressed:
1. What contributions do the timber industries
make to employment and income?
2. How much do the timber industries contrib-
ute to local government revenues?
3. What level of support do the timber indus-
tries provide to the other sections of the
economy?
4. What changes can we expect in the contribu-
tions of the timber industries?
This assessment is narrowed to primary
and secondary Industries that utilize timber as a
raw material, namely: Logging. Sawmilling, Ply-
wood and Veneer preparation, Pulp and Paper
processing, and the manufacture of Other Wood
Products. This compilation understates contri-
butions of forests to Western Oregon's economy
because it fails to account for employment and
income related to forest recreation, nontradi-
tional forest products (e.g., mushrooms), and
forestry services (e.g., contract trucking, tree
planting, and fertilization).
Discussions of employment and income fo-
cus upon 1988 data with projections compared
to that year. The use of the 1988 comparison
period differs from the rest of the study, where
the 1983 through 1987 average Is used. A differ-
ent base was chosen because lags inherent in
the economic system suggest that the impacts of
the 1983 through 1987 harvest on employment
are best addressed In the year after that period.
Changes in the industry structure following the
timber recession of the early 1 980s also make
the most recently available data the most rele-
vant for impact discussions.
What Contributions Do the Timber
Industries Make to Employment
and Income?
In Western Oregon, the timber Industries'
wage and salary employment totaled approxi-
mately 63 000 people and accounted for
$1.4 billion in payrolls in 1988. This constituted
6.1 percent of nonfarm wage and salary employ-
ment and an estimated 7.2 percent of nonfarm
payrolls in Western Oregon.' In 1988 the wage
and salary employment level in the timber in-
dustries was 10 percent higher and the total
The employment and income figures are derived from sta-
tistics compiled by the State of Oregon Employment Division
(1983-1986, unpublished), the U.S. Department of
Commerce's Bureau of Economic Analysis, (1982, 1983-
1986), and Howard and Ward (1988). ReportIng is such that
owners of firms cannot be segregated by lndustiy; thus, the
reported figures do not Include proprietors or their income.
Logging and sawmilling payrolls could not be segregated.
nonfarm wage and salary employment was
12 percent higher than In the 1983 through
1987 period.
The employment structure in the timber
industries is: approximately 16 percent in Log-
ging. 25 percent in Sawmillthg, 25 percent In
Plywood and Veneer, 14 percent In Pulp and Pa-
per, and 20 percent in manufacture of Other
Wood Products. This last category, which Is from
the Department of Commerce classifications for
industries, includes enterprises involved in the
manufacture of products as diverse as particle-
board, structural wood composites, moulding
and miliwork, cabinet components, wood con-
tainers, pallets and skids, wood preserving, pre-
fabricated wood buildings, and mobile homes.
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The employment and income perspectiveMedlord tlmbershed Is somewhat more diverse
varies greatly from timbershed to timbershed inthan the other southwestern timbersheds due to
Western Oregon. Wage and salary employmentOther Wood Products.
and payrolls range from a high of almost 15000
employees and $340 million in the Willamette
Timbershed to a low of 4700 employees and
$104 million in the South Coast Timbershed
(Figures la and b).
The North Coast and Willamette Timber-
sheds dominate employment and Income levels
because of their geographic size and also due to
the large Pulp and Paper and Other Wood Prod-
ucts sectors. The Eugene. Roseburg, and South
Coast Timbersheds are primarily dependent
upon the more traditional sectorsLogging,
SawmlllIng, and Plywood and Veneer. The
, S.
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Figure 1. 1988 (a) wage and salary employment
and (b) payroll in the timber Industries for West-
ern Oregon tlinbersheds.
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As percentages of total wage and salary
employment and payrolls, the timber Industries'
contribution by timbershed stands in stark con-
trast to the absolute levels, ranging from
3.1 percent of employment and 3.3 percent of
payrolls in the Willamette Timbershed to 29 per-
cent of employment and 31 percent of payrolls
in the Roseburg Timbershed (Figures 2a and b).
Although the North Coast and Willamette Tim-
bersheds dominate the statistics In tenns of ab-
solute levels, the southwestern timbersheds
show far greater reliance on the timber Indus-
tries.
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Figure 2. 1988 (a) wage and salary employment
and (b) payroU in the timber Industries as a per-
centage of total employment and payroll, respec-
tively, for Western Oregon ttmbersheds.Western Oregon: Economic Impacts
IHow Much Do theTimber Industries
Contribute to Local
Government Revenues?
Local governments In Oregon have relied
heavily on revenues derived from activities on
public and private timber lands. In 1983
through 1987, timber and the timber Industries
contributed an average of $215.5 million per
year to county governments and miscellaneous
taxing districts (e.g., road, fire protection,
school, and education service districts) In West-
ern Oregon lestimated from Hackworth and Gre-
ber (1988) with adjustments for harvest levelsj.
This figure includes real and personal property
taxes paid by the timber Industries; severance
taxes paid by private timber owners; revenue
shares from timber harvest by U.S. Forest Serv-
ice. BLM, state forests, and county forests; and
payments in lieu of taxes paid on lands by the
BLM. The figure does not include state and fed-
eral income taxes that are cycled back to the
counties and their taxing districts, nor does it
include the taxes paid by support Industries.
The $215.5 million contributed by forestry
sources represents 9.3 percent of the annual
average local government receipts for 1983
through 1987. Throughout Western Oregon, the
federal timber contributions were 4.9 percent of
the total government receipts (2.2 percent from
national forests and 2.7 percent from BLM).
State and county forests represented 0.7 per-
cent and 0.2 percent of funds, respectively. The
private sector contributed 3.5 percent (1.4 per-
cent from severance taxes and 2.1 percent from
various property taxes).
Contributions by timbershed ranged from
a high of $48.8 million in the North Coast to a
low of $16.5 million In the South Coast (Figure
3a). The composition of the contribution varied
greatly among timbersheds, with 50.6 percent of
the contribution coming from private sources
and 27.8 percent from state sources for the
North Coast, whereas 82.6 percent was from
federal sources for Med.ford. The federal percent-
age of timber-related contributions was
52.1 percent for the Willamette and 68.6 per-
cent for the Roseburg Timbershed.
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Figure 3. Source of Local government funds, 1983
through 1987, (a) in dollars and (b) as a percent-
age of total income for Western Oregon timber-
sheds.
When the contributions of the timber in-
dustries are expressed as percentages of total
local government receipts (Figure 3b), it Is ap-
parent that some areas are more dependent on
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this source of income than are others. The North
Coast and Willamette Timbersheds show the
lowest percentage contribution to local govern-
ments to be 9.1 percent and 3.3 percent of the
total receipts, respectively. Local governments in
the Roseburg Timbershed show the highest reli-
ance upon timber industry receipts (34.7 per-
cent). Within a timbershed, however, the reli-
ance of individual taxing districts on forestry
funds varies greatly, and so the averages do not
necessarily represent the fiscal position of indi-
vidual communities.
What Level of Support Do theTimber
Industries Provide to the OtherSectors
of the Economy?
The previous sections address the Immedi-
ate contribution of timber industries to the eco-
nomic health of Western Oregon. This, however,
represents only part of their importance to the
state's economy. Many of their products are sold
out of state, thus bringing wealth into Oregon.
Also, timber industries buy many of their goods
and services within the state, thereby generating
more jobs and income. By spending much of this
income within Oregon. employees further bolster
economic activity.
It is difficult to assess the economic value
of business support on a timbershed basis, be-
cause the economies of the timbersheds are not
closed. For example, services in the North Coast
Timbershed may be bought from suppliers in the
Wifiamette timbershed and goods from manufac-
turers In the Roseburg Timbershed.
Based upon the average of 1982 and 1985
log-flow statistics, the timbersheds are not to-
tally closed even in terms of the market for logs
(Howard 1984: Howard and Ward 1988). TImber-
sheds shipped from 9.3 to 29.1 percent of their
gross log flows to other timbersheds (Figure 4).
Log shipments into the timbersheds ranged from
15.0 to 39.5 percent of the gross log flow in the
timbersheds (Figure 5). Gross log flow is defined
as the sum of logs harvested Within and logs
transported into a timbershed. The net result of
these shipments was that all Western Oregon
timbersheds were net Importers of logs, except
the Roseburg Timbershed, which shipped out
10.5 percent more logs than it shipped in.
Because of the openness of the economy,
employment and payrolls supported by the tim-
ber industries were addressed ona regional
level, rather than on a timbershed level. Analy-
Figure 4. Logs shipped to other tiinbersheds as a
percentage of 1982 and 1985 gross log flows.
ses of 1988 economic data indicate that 6.1 per-
cent of Western Oregon's employment was In the
timber industries and another 14.1 percent was
supported by them (Figure6a).2On the income
side, while 7.2 percent of the payrolls was in the
timber industries, an additional 10.8 percent of
the payrolls in the region was supported by
these industries (Figure 6b).
Sub-regional differences do exist because
the North Coast and Wifiamette Timbersheds are
dominated by the activities In the Portland and
Salem metropolitan areas. In the four south-
2Supported employment and Income wcr assessed with the
assistance of the IPASS model (Olson et al. 1984).Figure 5. Source oflogsshipped Into Western Ore-
gon timbersheds as a percentage of 1982 and
1985 gross log flows.
western timbersheds, 14.6 percent of the em-
ployment was in timber industries, and an addi-
tional 27.7 percent was supported by them
(Figure 7a). The timber industry In this south-
western subregion was responsible for 16.2 per-
cent of the payrolls and supported an additional
17.8 percent In other Industries (Figure 7b).
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Figure 6. Source of 1988 (a) wage and salary
employment and (b) payroll In Western Oregon as
a percentage of total employment and income. re-
spectively,for that region.
Figure 7. Source of 1988(a)wage and salary
employment and (b) payroll in the four south-
western timbers heds as a percentage of total em-
ployment and Income, respectively, for that re-
gton.
What Changes Can We Expect in the
Contributions of the Timber
Industries?
Three factors that influence the role of
timber in the Western Oregon economy are
changing: (1) technologIes within the industry:
(2) growth in other sectors of the economy: and
(3) timber availability. A model of the statewide
economy was devised to project how these fac-
tors are affecting the role of timber in the state
economy. Appendix I summarizes a range of the
projections for thestate.3In this section we will
address how the economy of Western Oregon Is
Appendix I summarizes economic impacts of maintaining
harvest levels through the year 2000 at levels ranging from
70 percent to 120 percent of the 1983-1987 reference pe-
riod. The tables can be used to analyze timber-availability
trajectories that differ from those reported here by Interpolat-
ing between tabulated values.
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expected to be affected by the baseline harvest
projection through 1995. the midpoint of the
first decade In the timber-availabifity projection.
It Is assumed that the annual quantity of logs
exported offshore will stay at 1983 through 1987
average annual levels. All employment and pay-
roll Impacts are discussed relative to 1988 data,
while local government revenues are discussed
relative to the 1983 through 1987 referencepe-
riod.
Wage and salary employment in the tim-
ber Industries is expected to decline by 6.6 per-
cent (4200 jobs) by 1995 relative to the 1988
employment level (Figure 8a). This reflects a loss
of 6200 Jobs In primary Industries and a gain of
2000 jobs In Other Wood Products.
Of the 6200 jobs lost in primary Indus-
tries, 2300 will be due to changing technologies
and 3900 to changing timber availability from
the late 1980s level. 11 1983 through 1987 har-
vest levels were to be maintained, the number of
Jobs lost due to timber availability would be
2000. This lower estimate is because 1983
through 1987 harvest levels were lower than
those of the late 1980s.
Plywood and Veneer is expected to be the
most heavily impacted sector with declines In
wage and salary employment by 1995 estimated
at over 20 percent (3500 Jobs) given the
baseline harvest projection. Even if 1983
through 1987 harvest levels could be main-
tained. declines in this sector are expected to be
as high as 18 percent by 1995.
The least affected sector under the
baseline harvest projection Is Pulp and Paper,
where wage and salary employment is estimated
to decline from 1988 levels by 3 percent
(300 jobs) by 1995. Logging and Sawmilllng are
anticipated to decline by 9 percent (2400 jobs).
II 1983 through 1987 harvest levels could be
maintained, the decline in Logging and Saw-
milling would be by 4 percent (1100 jobs).
Wage and salary employment in Other
Wood Products Is projected to Increase by over
15 percent (2000 Jobs). despite the changes in
timber availability. 11 1983 through 1987 harvest
levels could be maintained, growth in this sector
could be as high as 20 percent.
Although the impacts on timber-industry
employment are difficult to estimate by timber-
shed due to the openness of the timberecon-
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omy, some generalizations are possible. Employ-
ment In Plywood and Veneer is anticipated to be
heavily affected In all timbersheds. Changes In
Pulp and Paper are foreseen to be moderate.
Changes In Logging and Sawmilhlng will be most
dramatic in the Willamette, Eugene, and Rose-
burg Timbersheds. Barring major alterations In
log-flow patterns in the state, wage and salary
employment In Logging and Sawrnilling in these
three timbersheds may decline by over 17 per-
cent. This area of Oregon could see overall de-
clines In timber wage and salary employment of
over 12 percent.The North Coast Timbershed shows poten-
tial Increases in timber industiy employmentof
more than 10 percent, with potentialgrowth pr!-
manly In Logging. Sawmlllinig, and Other Wood
Products. Employment trends for South Coast
and Medford Timbersheds are anticipated to
mirror Western Oregon averages.
Despite declines In forestry employment in
Western Oregon, economic growth Is anticipated.
Overall wage and salary employment is forecast
to increase by 2.7 percent per year. resulting In
1995 levels that are 20 percent higher than
those for 1988 (Figure 8a). Much of this growth
will be In the nonmanufacturing sector, with in-
creases of 23 percent being likely (3.0percent
per year). Manufacturing, inclusiveof timber In-
dustries, is anticipated to grow 11.2 percent by
1995 (1.5 percent per year). Itis estimated,
however, that if 1983 through 1987 harvest lev-
els could be maintained, overail wage and salary
employment levels in 1995 could increase by
3900 more employees (adding another 3.8 per-
cent to overall growth).
Much of this forecast growth is In the
Portland area. Removal of the Portland metro-
politan area from the statistics shows only a
5.9 percent increase in employment by 1995
(Figure 8b), with wage and salary employment in
manufacturing increasing by less than 3 percent
and In nonmanufacturing by less than 7 per-
cent. Wage and salary employment in the timber
industry in Western Oregon, without the Port-
land area, shows declines of 9.2 percent.
The changing structure of the economy
will result in the percentage of wage and salary
employment from the timber industries dropping
from 6.1 percent in 1988 to 4.8 percent in
1995. In terms of manufacturing wage and sal-
aiy employment within the timber industries, a
drop from 33 percent to 28.1 percent is ex-
pected. Manufacturing wage and salary employ-
ment will decline from 18.6 percent of the
region's wage and salary employment in 1988 to
17.0 percent in 1995.
Real average wages per worker in Western
Oregon are forecast to decline through 1995 due
to larger percentages of employees being In lower
than average paying sectors. Total regional pay-
roll, however, is expected to rise, but at a much
more moderate rate than the general Increase in
wage and salary employment of 20 percent.
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Minor changes in timber contributions to
local governments are foreseen If the stated pub-
lic-sector forest plans hold true. Assuming no
major changes in property assessments, timber
prices, or intergovernmental revenue sources,
then no timbershed In the 1990s would experi-
ence more than a 1 percent decline inlocal gov-
ernment revenues (relative to the 1983-1987 ref-
erence period) due to changes in timberavaila-
bility. Individual taxing districts, however, may
be confronted with significant changes in their
funding base.
Three fundamental questions remain con-
cerning the changing contributions of timber in-
dustries to the Western Oregon economy.
How Will Changes in Wood
Characteristics Influence
Industrial Makeup?
In the first decade, the makeup of the har-
vest in our baseline projection will not differ
markedly from that of the recent past. Hence no
major disruptions are anticipated. By the middle
of the next century, however, average tree di-
ameter will drop from 21 to 17 inches dbh and
the percentage of harvest of trees over 20 inches
dbh will decline from 55 to 20 percent.
The change In age and diameters of har-
vested trees will result in more wood for com-
modity-grade wood products (e.g., 2x4 framing
lumber and sheathing-grade plywood) and re-
constituted wood products (e.g., pulp and paper
and composite panels), and less for higher grade
wood products (e.g., finish-quality plywood and
structural posts and beams). Wood supplies will
thus be reduced for markets where Oregon has
had a competitive advantage and increased for
those markets In which Oregon already com-
petes with producers in the southern United
States. Because Plywood and Veneer has histori-
cally shown the greatest reliance on large old-
growth logs, this sector will be the most heavily
impacted by the decline in large-diametertrees.4
In 1985. westslde veneer and plywood producers relied
upon timber over 100 years old for more than 78 percent of
their mill furnish, while sawmills In the region relied upon
the same age timber for 56 percent of their furnish.Western Oregon: Economic Impacts
How Will the Stated
Alternatives for the
Protection of the Northern
Spotted Owl Change the
Economic Outlook?
The spotted owl alternatives discussed In
the prior section would displace from 1800 to
6400 additional jobs in the timber Industry and
from 2600 to 9000 additional jobs in othersec-
tors of the economy, depending upon which al-
ternatives are selected by the Forest Service and
BLM. The lower figures presume that the Forest
Service adopts alternative M and BLM adopts the
Oregon Department of Fisheries and Wildliferec-
ommendation. Associated with the additional job
displacement is $170 to $610 million in annual
wage and salary income; this includes income
related to displaced workers as well as depressed
wages for existing workers resulting from de-
creased economic activity in the state.
The spotted-owl alternatives will have dis-
parate effects on individual sectors of the timber
industries. If BLM adopted the Oregon Depart-
ment of Fisheries and Wildlife recommendations
and the national forests followed the Audubon
Society's blue ribbon panel proposals, average
diameter of harvested trees would drop from 21
to 20 inches dbh. If most low-elevation old-
growth was removed from the harvest base,aver-
age diameter would drop to 17 inches in the
next decade Instead of In the middle of the next
century as In the base projection. This would
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have an Immediate effect on finns and products
that rely on old-growth wood for raw material.
How Will Changes in
Nonindustrial Private
Harvesting Practices
Influence the Economy?
II nonindustrlal private ownerswere to re-
alize their highest potential harvest and moder-
ately increase management Intensities, there-
sulting increase in timber could allow therecov-
ery of 1700 (40 percent) of the jobs lost In the
timber Industry. Also, 2500 jobs would be added
In other sectors of the economy. The increased
economic activity would result In an increase in
wage and salary income of $165 million
throughout the region.
In summary, the Western Oregoneconomy
Is undergoing a transition. Within the timber In-
dustries, employment will decline due to techno-
logical change and changing timber availability.
The Veneer and Plywood industry Is apt to bea
smaller component of the timber sector, with
Other Wood Products becominga larger compo-
nent. Growth is still anticipated in the othersec-
tors of Western Oregon's economy, but the tim-
ber industry will become less prominent in the
employment picture. Regional impacts will be
disparate as growth will center In the metropoli-
tan areas and declineswillaffect the rural tim-
ber-dependent communities.WESTERN TIMBERSHEDS
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The topics below are discussed within each timbershedsection:
Projected Harvest and Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
Who Will Grow the Trees?
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
How Old Will Harvested Trees Be?
What Species Will Be Harvested?
How Are Harvest and Growth Related?
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
What Will the Forest Structure Be?
What Management Activities Will Be Needed?
Potential Causes of Decreased Harvest on Public Lands
Options for Increasing Harvest on Public Lands
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the Allowable Sale Quantity?
Can Land Allocations Be Changed?
Can Management Be Intensified?
Options for Increasing Harvest on Private Lands
Can the Harvest Schedule Be 1anged?
Can Management Be Intensified?
Glossary and abbreviations are on pages 18-22.WESTERNTIMBERSHEDS
North Coast Timbershed
In the North Coast Timbershed. approxi-
mately37percent of the total forest land Is pub-
lie and63percent Is private (Table 1). About
21percent of public forest is unavailable for
timber production.
Table 1. Forest area and growing stock, by owner.
From1983through1987,public forest
produced about38percent of the total board-
foot harvest (Table2).Board-foot harvest over
the last20years in the timbershed generally
declined until after the1982recession, but has
Forest land Available
Available Not available growingstock1
Owner (thousand acres) (million cubic feet)
Public
National Forest
Bureau of Land Management
State and other
Private
Forest industry
Non md ustrial
187 114 1222
175 44 730
463 56 1579
1266 0 4054
500 0 1842
2591 214 9427
'National Forest growing stock data are based on 9-inch dbh to a 6-inch top fornatural stands and 7-inch dbh to
a 4-inch top for managed stands. BLM and statedata are based on 7-inch dbh to a 4-inch top for all stands.
Private data are based on 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top for all stands.
Table 2. Comparison of the harvest in the 1983-1987 reference period with theprojected harvest for decade 1.
Million board feet per year Percent
Owner 1983.19871 1991.20002 change
Public
National Forest 204 171 -16
Bureau of Land Management 116 127 +9
State and other 167 188 +13
Private
Forest industry 679 1031 +52
Nonindustrial 123 123 0
1289 1640 +27
1lncludes unknown amount of submerchantable material.
2lncludes no submerchantable material.
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now largely recovered. The reference-period har-lion cubic feet per year In decade 1 and about
vest level for the 1989 study Is approxImately411 mIllion cubic feet per year In decade 10.
the same as that for the 1976 study (Figure 1),From 1983 through 1987, approximately
and recent harvests have exceeded that level. 279 mIllion cubic feet were harvested annually:
flitic+l,a l,..o14na n. .hln_f'nnf Ii .,npaof In t1,o flrc,+
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FIgure 1. Board-foot harvest for the North Coast
Timbers hed from 1968 through 1988. The broken
lines Indicate the 1968-1973 and 1983-1987 ref-
erence harvests and the projected harvest In dec-
adel.
Of the 1413 million board feet consumed
(processed or purchased for international export)
In 1985. 86 percent (1220 million board feet)
was harvested within the timbershed (data de-
rived from Howard and Ward 1988): in 1976.
78 percent of the volume consumedwas har-
vested within the timbershed (data derived from
Howard and Hlserote 1978). The North Coast
Timbershed has been a net Importer of logs from
other timbersheds In and out of state, in 1976
ImportIng 200 millIon more board feet thanwere
exported. However by 1985, Imports exceeded
exports to other timbersheds and states by only
21 mIllion board feet.
Projected Harvest and
Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
With the planned management intensities,
the baseline harvest is expected to be 353 ml!-
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decade Is expected to be a little less than
27 percent greater than the 1983-1987 annual
average. Because trees of slightly larger dbh
would be harvested in decade 1. slIghtlymore
than 27 percent more board feet would be har-
vested than in the 1983-1987 reference period
(Table 2). The baseline harvest would beeven
higher If harvest on nonindustrial forest lands
were Increased.
Who Will Grow the Trees?
The high productivity of private lands in
the North Coast Timbershed should increase
their relative Importance In the near future (Fig-
ure 2). From 1983 through 1987. the private
forest provided approximately 66 percent of the
cubic-foot harvest. The percentage Is projected
to increase to 73 percent during decade 1, and
then to decrease over time to 64 percent.
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FIgure 2. Total cubic-foot harvest, by owner. The
broken line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference
harvest
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
The average dbh of harvested trees Ispro-
jected to increase briefly, then to declineover thea
1
10 decades from approximately 19-inch to
17.5-Inch dbh. The harvest schedule follows a
similar pattern whether expressed in cubic feet
(Figure 3a) or in board feet (Figure 3b) because
of minor aggregate changes in the dbh of har-
vested trees.
On public 1ands, average dbh is projected
to be about 22 inches In decade 1 (Figure 4a)
and to decrease to about 17.5 inches in dec-
ade 10. On private lands, dbh Is projected to be
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Figure 3. Total harvest In (a) cubic feet and
(b) board feet (Scribner Decimal C, 32-foot log
lengths), by dbh class. The broken line Indicates
the 1983-1987 reference harvest. Average dbh Is
In parentheses at top.
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18 inches in the first decade, then to Increase
slightly, decrease to just under 17.5 inches in
decade 6. and rise again slowly (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. Total cubic-foot harvest for (a) public
and (b) private forests, by dbh class. The broken
line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference harvest.
How Old Will Harvested Trees Be?
The average age of trees harvested on pub-
lic lands is projected to fall slowly to about
80 to 90 years over the next five decades
(Figure 5a). On private forest, harvest age will
average 50 to 60 years (Figure 5b).
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Figure 5. CubIc volume harvested from
(c1 public and (b) private forests, by age class.
The broken line indicates the 1983-1987 refer-
ence harvest.
What Species Will Be Harvested?
On public lands in the North Coast Tim-
bershed. hardwoods, primarily alder, make up
a portion of the National Forest allowable sale
quantity (ASQ)-8 percent in the first decade.
Also, a small proportionabout 5 percentIs
projected for the state harvest.
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The hardwood component of the private
harvest (FIgure 6) includes only that from forest-
Industry lands (primarily alder). It Is projected to
provide about 8 percent of the Industry harvest In
decade 1. about 5 percent In decade 10. Some
hardwood will be harvested from nonindustrial
lands: however, It Is assumed that nonindustrial
owners of stands that are primarily softwood will
continue to use only the softwood component for
timber products.
Figure 6. Softwood and hard wood harvest from pri-
vate forests. The broken line Indicates the I 9&-
1987 reference harvest.
How Are Harvest and Growth Related?
Growth Is rapidly increasing on public and
private forests In the North Coast Tlmbershed, the
onlytimbershed in which growth volume cur-
rently exceeds harvest volume. Under the baseline
projection, harvest on public lands equals growth
by decade 3 (FIgure 7a). On private lands, It Is
greater than growth during decade 1 (Figure 7b),
but growth exceeds harvest by decade 3, largely
because harvesting In the baseline projection is
below potential on nonindustrial private lands.I
.q Figure 7. Growin and harvest on (aJ public anil
(b) private forests. The broken line indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
The number of acres clearcut on public
lands Is projected to increase about 60 percent
from decade 1 to decade 4 and then to decrease
slowly (Figure 8a). Thinned acreage, mostly on
federal land, will increase from a very small
amount to 50 percent of the amount clearcut by
decade 10. The number of acres clearcut on pri-
vate forests Is projected to remain relatively con-
stant during decades 2 through 10 after a de-
cline In decade 1. The number thinned annually
will vary from about 20 percent to about 50 per-
cent of the amount clearcut (Figure 8b).
Western Oregon: North Coast
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(b) private forests, by harvest method.
What Will the Forest Structure Be?
Because of the fire and harvesting history
of public forest lands, only about 2 percent of
the acres have trees 160 years old and older at
the beginning of decade 1. Over time, the aver-
age age may Increase slightly. By decade 10,
11 percent of these acres are projected to have
trees 160 years old and older, barring cata-
strophic events (Figure 9).
Proj ection for private-industry lands
shows that virtually all stands will be composed
of trees less than 100 years old by the end of
decade 1.
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Figure 9. Acreage distribution on public lands at
the beginning of decades 1, 5, and 10, byage
class.
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What Management Activities Will Be
Needed?
The harvest projections for public forests
were made with the assumption that manage-
ment will be considerably intensified in the fu-
ture. Thinning is not Included In current state
plans for this timbershed, but thinning is pro-
jected to increase on other public lands to an
amount equal to about 8 percent of the harvest
(Figure lOa). In the baseline projection for pri-
vate forests, thinnlngs contribute less than 10
percent of the harvest (Figure lOb).
Softwood stands in the North Coast Tim-
bershed generally will be planted after harvest.
There will be almost no reliance on natural re-
generation. Acres released, precommercially
FUJUW IV. VOLUIJW 1[UJVSUU (fit (UIUOUC UILU
(b) private forests, by harvest method. The bro-
ken line indicates the 1983-1987 reference ha,--
vest.thinned, thinned, and fertilized are projected to
Increase over the next several decades on public
lands (Figure ha); however, fertilization, pre-
commercial thinning, and thinning are projected
to remain relatively constant on private lands
where many owners are already practicing more
Intensive management (Figure 1 ib).
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Figure 11. Cultural treatments on (a)publicand
(b)private forests.(Releaseis identLfied only on
publicforests.)
Potential Causes of
Decreased Harvest on Public
Lands
Over the next few years, an amount of ma-
ture and old-growth timber beyond that as-
Western Oregon: North Coast
sumed in the baseline projections may be re-
served from timber harvest to protect the habitat
of the northern spotted owl, or for other reasons.
Two scenarios for additional reservation have
been assessed.
Scenario 1.Therecommendations of some
biologists for more and bigger habitats than
planned bythe Forest ServiceandBLMare
applied.Forthe National Forests, this could
mean Implementing the Forest Service interpre-
tation of recommendations of the Audubon Blue-
Ribbon panel on the spotted owl (Alternative M
In the Forest Service Supplemental Environ-
mental Impact Statement on the northern spot-
ted owl). For BLM lands, the BLM-ODFW agree-
ment on owl habitat would be Implemented. Per-
manently reserving the habitats in these two
proposals would reduce the harvest from federal
lands In this timbershed approximately 27 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baseline pro-
jection for decade 1 and decrease the total tim-
bershed harvest approximately 2 percent.
Scenario 2. Most mature and old-growth
timber at low and mid elevations on National For-
ests andBLMlands is reserved.Permanently
reserving these acres would reduce harvest from
federal lands In this timbershed at least 38 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baseline pro-
jection and decrease the total timbershed har-
vest at least 2 percent.
(For more discussion of these two possi-
bilities, see the "Summary of Harvest Projec-
tlons for the western timbersheds.)
Options for Increasing
Harvest on Public Lands
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the
Allowable Sale Quantity?
The baseline harvest projected for the Na-
tional Forests is the ASQ estimated by the Forest
Service. It accounts for dead timber in regular
timber sales but does not include incidental har-
vest on land unsuitable for timber production,
volume produced through salvage sales, or sub-
merchantable material such as cull logs. Old
growth produces much of the salvage and sub-
merchantable volume in the Forest Service's es-
timates. Because the National Forest In this tim-
bershed contains very little old growth, little vol-
ume will be available above the ASQ.
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Other public lands have little potential to
offer timber above the ASQ.
(For a more thorough discussion of this
point, see the "Summary of Harvest Projections"
for the western tlmbersheds.)
Can Land Allocations Be Changed?
The Forest Service reduces timber harvest
on the National Forests to meet a variety of legal
requirements for maintaining certain levels of
water quality and wildlife habitat. Beyond those
legal requirements, the Forest Service generally
reduces timber harvest to meet other recrea-
tional, scenic, wildlife, and water-quality objec-
tives. On the National Forests of Oregon, these
objectives reduce the total baseline harvest be-
tween 10 and 30 percent, depending on the par-
ticular forest. The potential for reducing these
impacts on timber harvest were not estimated.
The BLM and state have reduced timber
harvest much less to accommodate other objec-
tives. Little opportunity exists to increase the
baseline harvest substantially on their lands
through land-allocation changes.
Can Management Be Intensified?
The federal agencies have committed
themselves to a high level of management inten-
sity to produce the baseline projections reported
here. Limited opportunities exist, in theory, for
further intensification, with a resulting slight In-
crease In the ASQ; however, agencies may have
difficulty meeting the management-Intensifica-
tion commitments already made In these plans.
Harvest on state lands could increase In
the near future if the state would relax the pur-
suit of tree quality through its tree-size and re-
lated policies. Then, more 60-year-old stands
would be harvested, and the harvest for decade
1 would move closer to that projected for future
decades. Such a change should be able to In-
crease the decade-i harvest more than 10 per-
cent on a sustainable basis. In conjunction with
a changed policy on final harvest age, more fer-
tilization or stocking control could increase the
harvest.
(For more discussion of these points and
of the possibilities on state lands, see the "Sum-
mary of Harvest Projections" for the western tim-
bersheds.)
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Options for Increasing
Harvest on Private Lands
Can the Harvest Schedule Be Changed?
No alternative harvest was simulated for
the North Coast Timbershed because the
baseline cubic-foot harvest of the forest industry
in decade 1 was projected to be 47 percent
above the reference level of 1983-1987. In 1988,
767 mIllion board feet were harvested, 13 per-
cent more than the 1983-1987 reference har-
vest, but less than the level projected for dec-
ade 1.
Can Management Be Intensified?
From 1983 through 1987, nonlndustrial
forest lands in the North Coast Timbershed con-
tributed only about 10 percent of the harvest.
Sufficient inventory exists nearly to double that
harvest from 28 million cubic feet (123 mIllion
board feet) to 45 mIllion cubic feet (200 mIllion
board feet) per year in decade 1 and to maintain
the new level into the future. If nonlndustrlal
private owners were to shift to higher manage-
ment intensities, the harvest might be increased
an additional 5 million cubic feet to 50 million
cubic feet (220 mIllion board feet) per year in the
first decade. A significant part of that increase
would come from hardwoods (Figure 12). In
1988, nonindustrial private owners harvested
approximately the first potential harvest level
projected in Figure 12.
Figure 12. PotentIal harvest from nonindust,-laI
forests under shghtly increased management in-
tensity. The broken line Indicates the 1983-1987
reference harvesLWillamette Timbershed
In the Willamette Timbershed, approxi-
mately 62 percent of total forest land is public
and 38 percent is private (Table 1). About
39 percent of public forest is unavailable for
timber production.
From 1983 through 1987, publIc forest
produced about 57 percent of the total board-
foot harvest (Table 2). Board-foot harvests in the
Western Oregon: Willamette
timbershed during the 1983-1987 reference pe-
riod were about 7 percent less than those of the
reference period for the 1976 study (FIgure 1).
Of the 1.1 billIon board feet consumed
(processed or purchased for international export)
In 1985, 66 percent (747 mIllion board feet) was
harvested within the timbershed (data derived
from Howard and Ward 1988): In 1976, 85 per-
Table 1. Forest area and growing stock, by owner.
Forest land Available
Available Not available growing stock1
Owner (thousand acres) (million cubic feet)
Public
National Forest 713 547 3743
Bureau of Land Management 126 34 564
State and other 86 10 393
Private
Forest industry 571 0 1340
Nonindustrial 365 0 1212
Total 1861 591 7252
tNational Forest growing-stock data are based on 9-inch dbh to a 6-inch top for natural stands and 7-inch dbh
to a 4-inch top for managed stands. BLM and state data are based on 7-inch dbh to a 4-inch topfor all stands.
Private data are based on 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top for all stands.
Table 2. Comparison of the harvest in the 1983-1987 reference period with the projected harvest for decade 1.
Million board feet per year Percent
Owner 1983-1987' 1991 20002 change
Public
National Forest 547 402 -27
Bureau of Land Management 82 86 5
State and other 36 41 +14
Private
Forest industry 455 280 -38
Nonindustrial 45 45 0
1165 854 -27
1lncludes unknown amount of submerchantable material.
2lncludes no submerchantable material.
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Ilgure 1. Boara-Joot tiarvest Jor tite WiLtamette
Timbers hed from 1968 through 1988. The broken
lines Indicate the 1968-1973 and 1983-1987 ref
erence harvests and the projected harvest In dec-
adel.
cent of the volume consumed was harvested
within the timbershed. and It was a net exporter
of 108 mIllion board feet to other timbersheds
(data derived from Howard and Hlserote 1978).
By 1982, the Willamette Timbershed had be-
come a net Importer of logs.In 1985, It un-
ported a net 143 mIllion board feet from other
timbersheds.
Projected Harvest and
Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
With the planned management intensities,
the baseline harvest Is projected to be 176 mIl-
lion cubic feet per year In decade 1 and about
205 millIon cubic feet per year In decade 10.
From 1983 through 1987, approxImately
227 million cubic feet were harvested annually.
Thus, the baseline cubic-foot harvest in decade
1 Is expected to be about 78 percent of the
1983-1987 annual average. The board-foot har-
vest In the first decade Is about 73 percent of
the 1983-1987 level (Table 2).
With the Inventories and planned land al-
locations and management Intensities, there-
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cent level of harvest cannot be sustained. The
major reductions are In land allocations on Na-
tional Forests and In the inventory on forest-
Industry lands. The board-foot contribution of
National Forests In decade 1 is projected to be
27 percent less than the 1983-1987 reference
level and the baseline board-foot harvest on for-
est-Industry lands almost 38 percent less.
Baseline harvests on lands of other public own-
ers are approximately equal to the 1983-1987
reference harvest. Nonindustrial forests may be
able partially to offset the reductions.
Who Will Grow the Trees?
The Inherent high productMty of private
lands In the Willarnette Timbershed should in-
crease their Importance in the future (Figure 2).
From 1983 through 1987, the private forest pro-
vided approximately 43 percent of the cubic-foot
harvest. The percentage is projected to remain
above that level In decade 1 and then to increase
to almost 48 percent by decade 10.
Own
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F(gure 2. Total cubic-foot harvest, by owner. The
broken line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference
harvest..
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
The average dbh of harvested trees under
the baseline harvest projection will decline from
approximately 20.5 inches to 17.5 inches over
eight decades and then begin to rise. The har-
vest rises more uniformly when expressed InCu-bic feet (Figure 3a) than when expressed in
board feet (Figure 3b). The board-foot harvest
oscillates near the decade-i level until it begins
to rise In decade 8.
On public lands, the average dbh is pro-
jected to be about 23 inches in decade 1 (Figure
4a). It decreases to 20 inches over five decades
and then to 17 inches by decade 7, risIng slowly
to 18 inches In decade 10. On private lands,the
average dbh is projected to be about 17 inches
in the first decade, then to oscillate in the range
of 16 to 17.5 inches for five to six decades be-
fore rising to 18 to 19 inches (Figure 4b).
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Figure 3. Total harvest In (a) cubic feet and
(b) board feet (Scribner Decimal C, 32-foot log
lengths), by dbh class. The broken tine Indicates
the 1983-1987 reference harvesL Average dbh is
in parentheses at top.
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1'lgure4.1oi;at cubic -joot narvest Ja(a) pubuc
and (b) private forests, by dbh class. The broken
line indicates the 1983-1987 reference hurvesL
How Old Will Harvested Trees Be?
The age of trees harvested on public lands
Is projected to fall from primarily more than
210 years old to 90 years old in decade 9
(Figure 5a). A significant number of trees more
than 100 years old will still be harvested on pri-
vate forests in the first decade (Figure 5b). but
stands less than 60 years old are projected to
become an increasing part of the harvest, almost
50 percent, by decade 2. Average harvest age
will then rise slightly.
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Figure 5. CubIc volume harvested from (a) pubhc
and (b) private forests. by age class. The broken
line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference harvesL
What Species Will Be Harvested?
No hardwoods are Included in the harvest
schedules for public lands.
The hardwood component of the private
harvest (FIgure 6) Includes only that from forest-
lndustiy lands (primarily alder). It Is projected to
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provide about 6 percent of the Industiy harvest
In the first decade, about 3 percent In dec-
ade 10. Some hardwood will be harvested from
nonindustrial lands: however, it Is assumed that
nonindustrlal owners of stands that are primar-
ily softwood will continue to use only the soft-
wood component for timber products.
Figure 6. Softwood and hardwood harvest from
private forests. The broken line Indicates the
1983-1987 reference haruesL
How Are Harvest'and Growth Related?
Growth is rapidly Increasing on public and
private forests In the Willarnette Timbershed. Al-
though the volume of current growth isonly
65 percent of the volume of harvest on public
forests, it Is projected to exceed harvest volume
by the end of decade 6, as slow-growing older
stands are replaced by fast-growing younger
stands (Figure 7a). Growth already exceeds har-
vest on private forests in the timbershed
(Figure 7b), and the inventory is Increasing,es-
pecially on nonindustrial lands.F
Figure 7. Growth and harvest on (a) public and
(b) private forests. The broken line Indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
The number of acres clearcut on public
lands is projected to remain relatively constant
over the 10 decades (Figure 8a). Thinningwill
increase to more than 4 times the decade-i level
by decade 6. In decade 1, the number of acres
thinned will be about 38 percent of the amount
clearcut; by decade 4, It will be greater than the
amount clearcut. The number of acres projected
to be clearcut on private forests oscillates about
the first-decade level. The acreage thinned over
all decades will average about 34 percent of the
acreage clearcut (Figure 8b).
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Figure 8. Acres harvested on (a) public and
(b) private forests, by harvest method.
What Will the Forest Structure Be?
On public lands at the beginning of dec-
ade 1, approxImately 56 percent of forest acres
have trees 160 years old and older. About half of
these acres are unavailable for harvest because
they are withdrawn for wilderness or for man-
agement purposes. By decade 10. about 42 per-
cent of forested acres are projected to have older
trees, barring catastrophic events (Figure 9).
On private lands, virtually all stands are
projected to be less than 100 years old by the
end of decade 1.
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Figure 9. Acreage distribution on public lands at
the beginning of decades 1, 5, and 10, byage
class.
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What Management Activities Will Be
Needed?
The harvest projections for public forests
were made with the assumption that manage-
ment will be considerably intensified In the fu-
ture. Thinnings will increase, becominga signifi-
cant part of the overall harvest (Figure ba). On
private forest, thinning is projected to contribute
from10to15 percentof the harvest
(Figure lOb).
Genetically Improved stock is projected to
be used for about 90 percent of all planting
stock on public forests. All regeneration will be
by planting. Acres to be fertilized on public lands
(b) private forests, by harvest methoL The bro-
ken line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference har-
vest.will increase rapidly (Figure 1 la). Fertilization
and thinning are projected to increaseslightly
on private forests (Figure 1 ib),while precom-
mercial thinning Is projected to decline slightly.
it
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Figure 11. Cultural treatments on (a)publicand
(b)private forests. (Release Is Ident Wed only on
publicforests.)
Potential Causes of
Decreased Harvest on Public
Lands
Over the next few years. an amount of ma-
ture and old-growth timber beyond that as-
Western Oregon: Willamette
sumed In the baseline projections may be re-
served from timber harvest to protect the habitat
of the northern spotted owl, or for other reasons.
Two scenarios for additional reservationhave
been assessed.
Scenario I. Therecommendations of some
biologists for more and bigger habitats than
planned by the Forest Service andBLMare
applied.Forthe National Forests, this could
mean implementing the Forest ServiceInterpre-
tation of recommendations of the Audubon Blue-
Ribbon panel on the spotted owl (Alternative M
in the Forest Service Supplemental Environ-
mental Impact Statement on the northern spot-
ted owl). For BLM lands, the BLM-ODFW agree-
ment on owl habitat would be Implemented. Per-
manently reserving the habitats In these two
proposals would reduce harvest from federal
lands In this timbershed approximately 47 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baseline pro-
jection for decade 1 and decrease the total tim-
bershed harvest approximately 6 percent.
Scenario 2. Most mature andold-growth
timberat low and mid elevations on National For-
ests andBLMlands is reservecLPermanently
reserving these acres would reduce harvest from
federal lands In this timbershed at least 246 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baseline pro-
jection and decrease the total timbershed har-
vest at least 29 percent.
(For more discussion of these two possi-
bilities, see the "Summary of Harvest Projec-
tions" for the western timbersheds.)
Options for Increasing
Harvest on Public Lands
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the
Allowable Sale Quantity?
The baseline harvest projected for the Na-
tional Forests is the "allowable sale quantity"
(ASQ) estimated by the Forest Service. It ac-
counts for dead timber In regular timber sales
but does not include incidental harvest on land
unsuitable for timber production, volume pro-
duced through salvage sales, or submer-
chantable material such as cull logs. According
to Forest Service estimates for the Willamette
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Timbershed, as much as 81 million board feet
per year of incidental, salvage, and submer-
chantable volume may be available above the
ASQ In the first decade, which would increase
the total tlmbershed harvest about 9 percent
above the baseline projection. Much of thispo-
tential increase Is associated with the harvest of
old-growth timber, and as the proportion of old-
growth in the total federal harvest decreases in
later decades, this potential contribution to the
harvest will also decrease.
Other public lands have little potential to
offer timber above the ASQ.
(For a more thorough discussion of this
point, see the 'Summary of Harvest Projections"
for the western timbersheds.)
Can Land Allocations Be Changed?
The Forest Service reduces timber harvest
on the National Forests to meet a variety of legal
requirements for maintaining certain levels of
water quality and wildlife habitat. Beyond those
legal requirements, the Forest Service generally
reduces timber harvest to meet other recrea-
tional, scenic, wildlife, and water-quality objec-
tives. On the National Forests of Oregon, these
objectives reduce the total baseline harvest be-
tween 10 and 30 percent, depending on thepar-
ticular forest. The potential for reducing these
impacts on timber harvest were not estimated.
The BLM and state have reduced the tim-
ber harvest much less to accommodate otherob-
jectives. Little opportunity exists to increase the
baseline harvest substantially on their lands
through land-allocation changes.
Can Management Be Intensified?
The federal agencies have committed
themselves to a high level of management inten-
sity to produce the baseline projections reported
here. Limited opportunities exist, In theory, for
further intensification, with a resulting slight in-
crease In the ASQ; however, agencies may have
difficulty meeting the management-intensifica-
tion commitments already made in these plans.
(For more discussion of these points and
of the possibifity on state lands,see the Sum-
mary of Harvest Projections" for the western tim-
bersheds.)
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Options for Increasing
Harvest on Private Lands
Can the Harvest Schedule Be Changed?
In 1988, the forest industry harvested
295 mIllion board feet, 35 percent less than the
1983-1987 average, which suggests that it is
rapidly approaching the baseline yield projected
for decade 1. The harvest schedules of allown-
era could be shifted in a number of ways. Be-
cause of the significant difference between the
1983-1987 forest Industry harvest and the first-
decade baseline harvest, theconsequences of
maintaining the reference-level harvest in that
decade should be considered. There Is sufficient
inventory for the forest-Industry to continue har-
vesting at past cubic-foot levels for another dec-
ade. However, doing so would reduce the level of
timber production below the baseline level for
decades, because harvesting above the sustain-
able level would mean cutting into stands that
are currently growing rapidly. Figure 12 illus-
trates the projection for continued cutting at the
decade 1. then shifting to a
sustainable-yield cut based upon the inventory
at that time.
Figure 12. Projectionofthe baseline harvest on
forest-Industry lands with two scenarios for dec-
adel.Can Management Be Intensified?
From 1983 through 1987, nonlndustrial
forest lands In the Willamette Tlmbershed con-
tributed only about 4 percent of the total har-
vest, mainly in the form of overstoryremovals
from conifer stands. In the past, they have con-
tributed substantially more, and they havesuffi-
cient inventory to more than double thebaseline
harvest on a sustainable basis. If nonindustrial
owners would also moderately increasemanage-
ment intensities, they could almosttriple their
harvest (from 11 millIon to 31 million cubicfeet
per year in decade 1), andperhaps exceed that
amount in the future (Figure 13). Asignilicant
part of the Increase would comefrom hard-
woods. Such a change could offset some ofthe
difference between the public and private har-
vest of the 1983-1987 reference period andthe
baseline harvest of decade 1, about 64 percent
In cubic feet. In 1988, nonindustrlal private
owners in aggregate harvestedalmost two-thirds
of the potential level projected under Increased
management intensity for decade 1.
Western Oregon: Willamette
Figure 13. Potential harvest from nonindustrial
forests under sUghtly Increased management In-
tensity. The broken line Indicates the 1983-1987
reference harvest.
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Eugene Timbershed
In the Eugene Tirnbershed, approximately
66 percent of the total forest land Is public and
34 percent Is private (Table 1). About 37per-
cent of public forest is unavailable for timber
production.
From 1983 through 1987, public forests
produced about 61 percent of the total board-
foot harvest (Table 2). Board-foot harvestIn the
timbershed over the last 20 years has beener-
ratic, but has generally declined. The reference-
Table 1. Forest area and growing stock, byowner.
period harvest for this study is about 20 percent
lower than that for the 1976 study, although
recent harvests have been Increasing (Figure 1).
Of the 1.3 billion board feet consumed
(processed or purchased for internailonal export)
In 1985. 81 percent (824 mlilion board feet)was
harvested within the timbershed (data derived
from Howard and Ward 1988): In 1976. 80per-
cent of the volume consumedwas harvested
within the timbershed (data derived from How-
Forest land Available
Available Not available growingstoth1
Owner (thousand acres) (million cubic feet)
Public
National Forest 721 544 3682
Bureau of Land Management 249 29 906
State and other 15 2 77
Private
Forest industry 568 0 1600
Nonindustrial 220 0 580
Total 1773 575 6845
1National Forest growing-stock data are basedon 9-inch dbh to a 6-inch top for natural stands and 7-inch dbh
to a 4-inch top for managed stands. BLM and state dataare based on 7-inch dbh to a 4-inch top for all stands
Private data are based on 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top for all stands.
Table 2. Comparison of the harvest in the 1983-1987 referenceperiod with the projected harvest for decade 1
Million board feet per year Percent
Owner 19831987l 1991.20002 change
Public
National Forest 596 492 -17
Bureau of Land Management 161 164 +2
State and other 8 10 +25
Private
Forest industry 442 385 -13
Nonindustrial 40 40 0
1247 1091 -13
'Includes unknown amount of submerchantable material.
2lncludes no submerchantablo material.1800-1968-73 TolJ
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Figure 1. Board-foot harvest for the Eugene Tim-
bershed from 1968 through 1988. The broken
lines Indicate the 1968-1973 and 1983-1987 ref-
erence harvests and the projected harvest indec-
adel.
ard and Hiserote 1978). The Eugene Timbershed
has been a net Importer of logs from other tim-
bersheds and a minor Importer from out of state.
In 1976, the net Import was 277 million board
feet. Net Imports decreased from 1976 to 1985
(the year of the most recent Forest Service sur-
vey) to the point where exports to other timber-
sheds roughly balanced Imports.
Projected Harvest and
Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
With the planned management intensities,
the baseline harvest Is expected to be 218 mIl-
lion cubic feet per year In decade 1 and in ex-
cess of 227 mIllion cubic feet per year In decade
10. From 1983 through 1987, approxImately
234 million cubic feet were harvested annually;
thus, the baseline cubic-foot harvest in the first
decade is expected to be approximately 93 per-
cent of the 1983-1987 annual average. The first-
decade harvest expressed in board feet (Table 2)
is about 88 percent of the 1983-1987 average
because of the harvest of smaller trees, primarily
from private lands.
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The timbershed has had a significant re-
duction in timber harvest since the 1976 study.
Board-foot harvest levels from 1983 through
1987 were 19 percent below those for the 1968-
1973 reference period of the previous study. Pro-
jections based upon land allocations, inventory,
and planned management intensities show that
the recent level of harvest cannot be sustained,
although there is opportunity on nonindustrial
forests partially to offset the reductions.
Who Will Grow the Trees?
From 1983 through 1987. the private for-
est in the Eugene Timbershed provided approxi-
mately 40 percent of the cubic-foot harvest. The
percentage is projected to Increase to 44 percent
during decade 1, and then to rise over time to
45 percent (FIgure 2).
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Figure 2. Total cubic-foot harvest, by owner. The
broken line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference
harvest.
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
The average dbh of harvested trees Is pro-
jected to decline from approximately 21 inches
to 16 inches over six decades and then to begin
to rise. When expressed in cubic feet (Figure 3a).
the harvest schedule remains rather uniform.
When expressed in board feet (Figure 3b),it
does not, but rather decreases slowly until dec-
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ade 6 because of the Increasing proportion of
small-diameter trees and the bias of the Scribner
log rule.
On public lands, the average dbh Ispro-
jected to be a little less than 24 inches In dec-
ade 1 (Figure 4a). It then decreases to 16 Inches
over seven decades and rises to about
18.5 Inches In decade 10. On private lands, the
average dbh Is projected to be 17 inches In the
first decade and to remain In the 16-inch to 18-
inch range through decade 10 (Figure 4b).
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Figure 3. Total harvest In (a) cubic feet and
(b) board feet (Scrlbner Decimal C, 32-foot log
lengths), by dbh class. The broken line Indicates
the 1983-1987 reference harvest. Average dbh is
In parentheses at top.
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Figure 4.Totalcubic-foot harvest for (a) public
and (b) private forests, by dbh class. The broken
line Indicates the 1983-1 987 reference harvest.
How Old Will Harvested Trees Be?
The proportion of trees more than
210 years old projected to be harvested on pub-
lic lands remains relatively constant over the
first four decades and then declines rapidly.
Trees In the 0-50 age class contribute little to
the harvest until the third decade, during which
their contribution, primarily from BLM lands,
rises rapidly, becoming about one-third of the
total volume by decade 4 (FIgure 5a). On privateks:.ID
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Figure 5.Cubic volume harvested from
(a) public and (b) private forests, by age class.
The broken line indicates the 1983-1987 refer-
ence harvesL
forest, trees more than 100 years old are pro-
jected to be only a minor part of the first-dec-
ade harvest (Figure 5b). Stands in the 0-50 age
class become increasingly Important, and by
decade 6 provide 60 percent of the harvest.
Average harvest age then rises slightly.
What Species Will Be Harvested?
On public lands in the Eugene Timber-
shed, the only hardwood Included in the har-
vest is a relatively small amount of alder from
the Siuslaw National Forest.
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Figure 6. Softwood and hardwood harvest from prl-
vale forests. The broken line indicates the 1983-
1987 reference harvest.
The hardwood component of the private
harvest (FIgure 6) Includes only that from forest-
industiy lands (primarily alder). It Is projected to
provide about 7 percent of the Industry harvest in
the first decade, about 4 percent In decade 10.
Some hardwood will be harvested from nonindus-
trial lands; however, it is assumed that nonlndus-
trial owners of stands that are primarily softwood
will continue to use only the softwood component
for timber products.
How Are Harvest and Growth Related?
Growth is rapidly increasing on public and
private forests In the Eugene Timbershed. Al-
though the volume of current growth on public
forests is only 60 percent of the volume of har-
vest, it is projected to exceed harvest by the end of
decade 4 as slow-growing older stands are re-
placedbyfast-growingyoungerstands
(Figure 7a). Growth already exceeds harvest on
private forest in the Eugene Timbershed
(Figure 7b), and the inventory relative to harvest
Is projected to continue to grow unless nonlndus-
trial owners begin to Increase their harvest signifi-
cantly.
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Figure 7. Growth and harvest on (a) public and
(b) private forests. The broken line Indicates the
198.3-1987 reference harvest.
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
The number of acres clearcut on public
lands Is projected to Increase from decade 1 to
decade 2 and then to decrease slowly to about
80 percent of the first-decade level (Figure 8a).
Thinned acreage will increase from about
55 percent of the amount that is clearcut to
more than twice the amount by decade 10. The
number of acres clearcut on private lands Is pro-
jected to remain relatively constant during the
ten decades, and the amount thirmed annually
wifi average about 30 percent of the amount
clearcut (Figure 8b).
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Figure 8. Acres harvested on (a) public and
(b) private forests, by harvest method.
What Will the Forest Structure Be?
On public lands at the beginning of dec-
ade 1, approximately 47 percent of forest acres
have trees 160 years old and older. Of the acres
with these older trees, 58 percent are unavail-
able for harvest because they are withdrawn for
wilderness or for management purposes. By dec-
ade 10, the total acreage in older trees is pro-
jected to be about one-third of public forest land,
barring catastrophic events (Figure 9).
Virtually all stands on private lands are
projected to be composed of trees less than
100 years old by the end of decade 1.Co
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Figure 9. Acreage distribution on public lands at
the beginning of decades 1, 5, and 10, by age
class.
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What Management Activities Will Be
Needed?
The harvest projections for public forests
were made with the assumption that manage-
ment will be considerably intensified in the fu-
ture. Thinnlngs will increase, becoming a signifi-
cant part of the overall harvest (Figure lOa). On
private forests. thinning is projected to contrib-
ute from 7 to 14 percent of the harvest
(Figure 1 Ob).
Genetically improved stock is projected to
be used for virtually all planting on public for-
ests. There will be no reliance on natural regen-
eration. Acres released. orecommercial thinned.
- 'S..... '-- ' '-"t' It_I ta. "_S-,...-_ (L49flfl. W 0.4
(b) private forests, by harvest method. The bro-
ken line indicates the 1983-1987 reference har-
vest.
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and fertilized on public lands are projected toof the northern spotted owl, or for other reasons.
increase slightly over the next several decadesTwo scenarios for additional reservation have
(Figure 1 la). Fertilization and precommercialbeen assessed.
thinning are projected to remain relatively con-
stant on private forests (Figure 1 ib).
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Figure 11. Cultural treatments on (a) public and
(b) prwate forests.(ReleaseIs Id.entJIed only on
public forests.)
Potential Causes of
Decreased Harvest on Public
Lands
Over the next few years. an amount of ma-
ture and old-growth timber beyond that as-
sumed In the baseline projections may be re-
served from timber harvest to protect the habitat
Scenario 1.Therecommendations of some
biologists for more and bigger habitats than
planned by the ForestServiceand BLM are
applied .For the National Forests, this could
mean Implementing the Forest Service Interpre-
tation of recommendations of the Audubon Blue-
Ribbon panel on the spotted owl (Alternative M
in the Forest Service Supplemental Environ-
mental Impact Statement on the northern spot-
ted owl). For BLM lands, the BLM-ODFW agree-
ment on owl habitat would be implemented. Per-
manently reserving the habitats in these two
proposals would reduce harvest from federal
lands in this timbershed approximately 74 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baseline pro-
jection for decade 1 and decrease the total tim-
bershed harvest approximately 7 percent.
ScenarIo 2. Most mature andold-growth
timberat low and mid elevations on National For-
ests andBLMlands Is reserved.Permanently
reserving these acres would reduce harvest from
federal lands In this timbershed at least 224 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baseline pro-
jection and decrease the total timbershed har-
vest at least 21 percent.
(For more discussion of these two possi-
bilities, see the Summary of Harvest Projec-
tions" for the western tlmbersheds.)
Options for Increasing
Harvest on Public Lands
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the
Allowable Sale Quantity?
On the National Forests, the baseline har-
vest reported here Is the allowable sale quan-
tity" (ASQ) estimated by the Forest Service. It
accounts for dead timber In regular timber sales
but does not include incidental harvest on land
unsuitable for timber production, volume pro-
duced through salvage sales, or submer-
chantable material such as cull logs. According
to Forest Service estimates for the Eugene Tim-
bershed, as much as 76 mIllion board feet per
year of Incidental, salvage, and submerchantable
volume may be available above the ASQ In the
first decade, which would increase the total tim-
bershed harvest about 7 percent above thebaseline projection. Much of this potential In-
crease Is associated with the harvestof old-
growth timber, and as the proportion of old-
growth In the total federal harvest decreases In
later decades, this potential contribution to the
harvest will also decrease. Other public lands
have little potential to offer timber above the
ASQ. (For a more thorough discussion of this
point, see the Summary of Harvest Projections"
for the western timbersheds.)
Can Land Allocations Be Changed?
The Forest Service reduces timber harvest
on the National Forests to meet a varietyof legal
requirements for maintaining certain levels of
water quality and wildlife habitat. Beyond those
legal requirements, the Forest Service generally
reduces timber harvest to meet other recrea-
tional. scenic, wildlife, and water-quality objec-
tives. On the National Forests of Oregon. these
objectives reduce the total baseline harvest be-
tween 10 and 30 percent, depending on the par-
ticular forest. The potential for reducing these
impacts on timber harvest were not estimated.
The BLM and state have reduced the timber har-
vest much less to accommodate other objectives.
Little opportunity exists to increase the baseline
harvest substantially on their lands through
land-allocation changes.
Can Management Be Intensified?
The federal agencies have committed
themselves to a high level of management inten-
sity to produce the baseline projections reported
here. Limited opportunities exist, In theory, for
further Intensification, with a resulting slight in-
crease in the ASQ: however, agencies may have
difficulty meeting the management-intensifica-
tion commitments already made in these plans.
(For more discussion of these points and of the
possibility on state lands, see the 'Summary of
Harvest Projections" for the western timber-
sheds.)
Options for Increasing
Harvest on Private Lands
Can the Harvest Schedule Be Changed?
On forest-industry lands, the baseline har-
vest level in decade 1 is projected to be approxi-
mately the same as the average reference-period
level. A harvest increase in decade 1 would de-
crease harvests for decades to come becauseof
Western Oregon: Eugene
the cutting of rapidly growing stands. Because
forest-industry lands can sustain the cubic-foot
levels of 1983-1987, no other harvest schedule
was examined. The Industryharvested 468 mil-
lion board feet in 1988, 6 percent more than the
1983-1987 average. This amount cannot be sus-
tained, according to predictions.
Can Management Be Intensified?
From 1983 through 1987. nonlndustrial
forest lands In the Eugene Timbershed contrib-
uted only about 3 percent of the harvest, mainly
In the form of overstory removals from conifer
stands. Sufficient inventory exists approximately
to double the baselIne cubic-foot harvest with-
out any change In management intensity except
the decision to harvest more timber. If nonin-
dustrial owners would increase management In-
tensities moderately, they could more than
double their annual harvest from the 1983-1987
average 9 mIllion cubic feet (40 mIllion board
feet) to 21 mIllion cubic feet (83 mIlllon board
feet) in decade 1, and increase the future har-
vest, Such a change could offset about 75 per-
cent of the difference In cubic feet between the
1983-1987 reference-period harvest and the
baseline harvest of decade 1. A significant part
of this increase in the first three decades would
be in hardwoods (Figure 12). In 1988. nonlndus-
trial private owners harvested 64 millIon board
feet, 60 percent more than the 1983-1987 aver-
age.
Figure 12. PotentIal harvest from nontridustrial
forests under slightly increased management In-
tenslty. The broken line Indicates the 1983-1987
reference harvest.
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Roseburg Timbershed
In the Roseburg Timbershed, approxi-
mately 60 percent of the total forest land is pub-
lie and 40 percent is private (Table 1). About
24 percent of the public forest is unavailable for
timber production.
From 1983 through 1987, public forest
produced about 52 percent of the total board-
foot harvest (Table 2). Board-foot harvest in the
timbershed generally declined over the last
Table 1. Forest area and growing stock, by owner.
20 years, the reference-period average for this
study being almost 17 percent lower than that
of the 1976 study (FIgure 1).
Of the 1077 million board feet consumed
(processed or purchased for International export)
in 1985. 77 percent of the volume (824 mIllion
board feet) was harvested within the timbershed
(data derived from Howard and Ward 1988); in
1976, 84 percent of the volume consumedwas
Forest land Available
Available Not available growingstock1
Owner (thousand acres) (million cubic feet)
Public
National Forest 611 285 2602
Bureau of Land Management 522 77 2206
State and other 39 9 219
Private
Forest industry 750 0 1586
Nonindustrial 287 0 663
2209 371 7276
1National Forest growing-stock data are based on 9-inch dbh toa 6-inch top for natural stands and 7-inch dbh
to a 4-inch top for managed stands.BLM and state data are based on 7-inch dbh to a 4-inch top for all stands.
Private data are based on 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top for all stands.
Table 2. Comparison of the harvestin the 1983-1987 reference period with the projected harvest for decade 1.
Million board feet per year Percent
Owner 198319871 199120002 change
Public
National Forest 373 336 -10
Bureau of Land Management 299 323 +8
State and other 19 28 +47
Private
Forest industry 605 374 -38
Nonindustrial 35 35 0
1331 1096 -18
1lncludes unknown amount of submerchantable material.
2lncludes no submerchantable material.
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Figure 1. Board-foot harvest for the Roseburg Tim-
bershed from 1968 through 1988. The broken
lines tnthcate the 1968-1973 and 1983-1987 ref-
ererice harvests and the projected harvest In dec-
ade 1.
harvested within the tlmbershed (data derived
from Howard and Hlserote 1978). The Roseburg
Timbershed has been a net exporter of logs: In
1976, 246 mIllion board feet to other timber-
sheds, and In 1985, 164 million board feet.
Projected Harvest and
Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
With the planned management intensities.
the baseline harvest is projected to be 219 mil-
lion cubic feet per year in decade 1 and in ex-
cess of 241 mIllion cubic feet per year in dec-
ade 10. From 1983 through 1987, approxi-
mately 252 million cubic feet were harvested
annually; thus, the baseline cubic-foot harvest
in the first decade is projected to be approxi-
mately 87 percent of the 1983-1987 annual av-
erage. The baseline board-foot harvest is only
82 percent of the 1983-1987 average because of
the harvest of smaller trees, primarily from pri-
vate lands (Table 2).
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The Roseburg Timbershed has had a sig-
nificant reduction In timber harvest since the
1976 study. Projections based upon the inven-
tory and planned management Intensities show
that even the recent levels cannot be sustained.
Data for the 1988 private-forest harvest indicate
that it may be approaching the harvest level of
the first decade now.
Who Will Grow the Trees?
Although the productivity of public lands
is lower than that of private lands, their contri-
bution to the harvest Is projected to increase in
decade 1 (Figure 2). From 1983 through 1987.
the private forest provided approximately
49 percent of the cubic-foot harvest. The per-
centage is projected to fall to 42 percent during
decade 1, and then to begin to rise slowly to
45 percent of the total cubic-foot harvest in dec-
ade 10.
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Figure 2. Total cubic-foot harvest, by owner. The
broken line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference
harvest
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
The average dbh of harvested trees begins
to fall rapidly as the proportion of trees with
24inch or greater dbh falls.It is projected to
decline from approximately 22 inches to about
16 inches in decade 6 and then to Increase as
second-growth forests mature. The harvestWestern Oregon: Roseburg
schedule rises more uniformly when expressed
In cubic feet (Figure 3a) than when expressed In
board feet (Figure 3b). The board-foot harvest
continues to decline through decade 6 and then
begins to rise slowly.
On public lands, average dbh In decade 1
Is projected to be about 25 inches (Figure 4a). It
declines to 16 inches in decade 6, and then be-
gins to rise. On private lands, average dbh in
decade 1 Is projected to be 17.5 inches (Figure
4b). It declines to about 14,5 inches in decade 3
and then slowly rises to remain between 16 and
17 inches.
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Figure 3. Total harvest in (a) cubic feet and
(b) board feet (Scribner Decimal C, 32-foot log
lengths), by dbh class. The broken line indicates
the 1983-1987 reference harvesL Average dbhis
In parentheses at top.
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Figure 4. Total cubic-foot harvest for (a) public
and (b) private forests, by dbh class. The broken
line indicates the 1983-1987 reference harvesL
How Old Will Harvested Trees Be?
The age of trees that provide the major
part of the harvest volume on public lands Is
projected to fall from the 160- to 210-year
range to less than 100 years over five decades
(Figure 5a). Trees in the 0- to 50-year age-class
contribute little to the harvest until decade 3.By
decade 5. trees In this classmainly fromBLM
landscontribute more than one-third of the to-
tal volume. On private forests, treesmore than
100 years old are projected to provide onlya
small part of the harvest In decade 1(Figure
5b), and a rapidly rising proportion of harvested
trees will be from 50 to 60 years old.-
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Figure 5. Cubic volume harvested from
(a) public and (b) private forests, by age class.
The broken line indicates the 198,3-1987 refer-
ence harvest.
What Species Will Be Harvested?
Alder from the southern part of the Si-
uslaw National Forest Is only a minor compo-
nent of the public forest harvest. Other small
amounts of hardwood are projected to be har-
vested, but not on a scheduled basis.
The hardwood component of the private
harvest (FIgure 6) includes only that from for-
est-industry lands (primarily alder).It is ex-
Western Oregon: Roseburg
Figure 6. Softwood and hardwood harvest from pri-
vate forests. The broken line indicates the 1983-
1987 reference harvest.
pected to provide about 6 percent of the private
harvest. A small amount of hardwood will be har-
vested from nonindustrial lands; however, It Is as-
sumed that noniridustrial owners of stands that
are primarily softwood will continue to use only
the softwood component for timber products.
How Are Harvest and Growth Related?
GrowthIsrapidly increasing on public for-
ests In the timbershed, and by the end of dec-
ade 4, the volume Is projected to exceed that of
harvest (Figure 7a). The inventory on public lands
will decline until decade 4 while slow-growing
older stands are replaced by fast-growing younger
stands. Growth already exceeds harvest on private
forests (FIgure 7b) and will continue to do so un-
less nonindustrial private owners increase their
harvest.
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(b) private forests. The broken line indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
The number of acres clearcuton public
lands is projected to remain fairly constant
through decade 4 and then to decrease slowly
(Figure 8a). Thinning will increase rapidly. In
decade 1, thinned acreage will equal only
20 percent of the acreage clearcut. By decade 5,
more acres will be thinned annually than
clearcut, and by decade 10, almost twiceas
many will be thinned annually as clearcut. The
number of acres clearcut on private forests is
projected to remain fairly constantover the
ten decades. Thinning will increase but will
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Figure 8. Acres harvested on (a) public and
(b) prwate forests. by harvest method.
rarely exceed an amount equal to 30 percent of
the acres clearcut annually (Figure 8b).
What Will the Forest Structure Be?
On public lands at the beginning of dec-
ade 1, almost 40 percent of forestacres have
trees 160 years old and older. Approximately
two-fifths of these acres are unavailable for har-
vest because they are withdrawn for wilderness
or for management purposes. By decade 10,
25 percent of public forest acresare projected to
have trees 160 years old and older, barring cata-
strophic events (Figure 9).I
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Figure 9. Acreage distribution on public lands at
the beginning of decades 1, 5, and 10. by age
class.
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On private lands, virtually all stands are
projected to be composed of trees less than
100 years old by the end of decade 1.
What Management Activities Will Be
Needed?
The harvest projections for public forests
were made with the assumption that manage-
ment will be considerably intensified In the fu-
ture. Thinnlngs will increase, becoming a signifi-
cant part of the overall harvest (Figure lOa).
Thinning Is projected to increase also on private
forests, eventually contributing more than
10 percent to the total harvest (Figure lOb).
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Figure 10. Volume harvested on (a) public and
(b) private forests, by harvest method. The bro-
ken line indicates the 1983-1987 reference har-
vest.
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Genetically Improved stock is forecast tosumed In the baseline projections may bere-
account for almost 90 percent of the plantingserved from timber harvest to protect the habitat
stock on public forests. There will be litfie reli-of the northern spotted owl, or for otherreasons.
ance on natural regeneration. Fertilization pro-Two scenarios for additional reservation have
grams are projected to Increase rapidly on publicbeen assessed.
forests over the ten decades (FIgure 1 la). On
private forests, ferUlization and precommercial
thinning are projected to be relatively constant.
while thinning Increases slightly (Figure 1 ib).
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Figure 11. Cultural treatments on (a)publicand
(b) private forests. (Release is ldentJied onlyon
publicforests.)
Potential Causes of
Decreased Harveston Public
Lands
Over the next few years, an amount of ma-
ture and old-growth timber beyond thatas-
ScenarIo 1.Therecommendations of some
biologists for more andbigger habitatsthan
planned bythe Forest Serviceand BLM are
appllecLFor the National Forests, this could
mean Implementing the Forest Service Interpre-
tation of recommendations of the Audubon Blue-
Ribbon panel on the spotted owl (Alternative M
In the Forest Service Supplemental Environ-
mental Impact Statement on the northern spot-
ted owl). For BLM lands, the BLM-ODFW agree-
ment on owl habitat would be Implemented. Per-
manently reserving the habitats In these two
proposals would reduce the harvest from federal
lands in this timbershed approxImately 93 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baselinepro-
jection for decade 1 and decrease the total tim-
bershed harvest approximately 8 percent.
Scenario 2. Most mature and old-growth
timber at low and mid elevations on National For-
ests and BLMlandsis reservecLPermanently
reserving these acres would reduce harvest from
federal lands in this timbershed at least 284 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baselinepro-
jection and decrease the total timbershed har-
vest at least 26 percent.
(For more discussion of these possibilities,
see the "Summary of Harvest Projections" for the
western tlmbersheds.)
Options for Increasing
Harvest on Public Lands
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the
Allowable Sale Quantity?
The baseline harvest projected for the Na-
tional Forests Is the 'allowable sale quantity"
(ASQ) estimated by the Forest Service. Itac-
counts for dead timber In regular timber sales
but does not include incidental harvest on land
unsuitable for timber production, volume pro-
duced through salvage sales, or submer-
chantable material such as cull logs, According
to Forest Service estimates for the Roseburg
Timbershed, as much as 55 million board feet
per year of Incidental, salvage, and submer-chantable volume may be available above the
ASQ in the first decade, which would increase
the total timbershed harvest about 5 percent
above the baseline projection. Much of this po-
tential increase is associated with the harvestof
old-growth timber, and as the proportion of old-
growth in the total federal harvest decreases In
later decades, this potential contribution to the
harvest will also decrease.
Other public lands have little potential to
offer timber above the ASQ.
(For a more thorough discussion of this
point, see the Summary of Harvest Projections"
for the western timbersheds.)
Can Land Allocations Be Changed?
The Forest Service reduces timber harvest
on the National Forests to meet avariety of legal
requirements for maintaining certain levels of
water quality and wildlife habitat. Beyond those
legal requirements, the Forest Service generally
reduces timber harvest to meet other recrea-
tional, scenic, wildlife, and water-quality objec-
tives. On the National Forests of Oregon. these
objectives reduce the total baseline harvest be-
tween 10 and 30 percent. depending on the par-
ticular forest. The potential for reducing these
impacts on timber harvest were not estimated.
The BLM and state have reduced timber
harvest much less to accommodate other objec-
tives. Little opportunity exists to increase the
baseline harvest substantially on their lands
through land-allocation changes.
Can Management Be Intensified?
The federal agencies have committed
themselves to a high level of management inten-
sity to produce the baseline projections reported
here. Limited opportunities exist, in theory, for
further intensification, with a resulting slight In-
crease In the ASQ: however, the agencies may
have difficulty meeting the management-intensi-
fication commitments already made in these
plans.
(For more discussion of these points and
of the possibilities on state lands, see the "Sum-
mary of Harvest Projections" for the westerntim-
bersheds.)
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Options for Increasing
Harvest on Private Lands
Can the Harvest Schedule Be Changed?
Because of the significant difference be-
tween the reference-period harvest and the
baseline harvest In decade 1, the possibility of
maintaining the reference level for another dec-
ade should be considered. There is sufficient in-
ventory for the forest industry to continue har-
vesting at past levels for another decade. How-
ever, doing so would reduce thebaseline level of
timber production for decades to come because
harvesting above the sustainable level would re-
quire the cutting of rapidly growing stands. Fig-
ure 12 illustrates the projectionfor cutting at
the reference-period level for decade 1, then
shifting to a sustainable cut based upon the in-
ventory at that time. In 1988, the forest Industry
harvested 325 million board feet, 54 percent
less than the 1983-1987 level and 13 percent
less than the baseline level projected for dec-
ade 1, which suggests that the industry will not
continue to harvest more than the baseline level.
If nonindustrial owners continue their
harvest at the 1983-1987 level for decade 1.
they have sufficient inventory to offset forest-
Figure 12. Projection of the baseline harvest on
forest-Uidustry lands with two scenarios for dec-
adel.
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lndustiy reduction In future decades. Even with-moderate Increase In management intensity, the
out a change In management Intensity, harvestpotential exists to almost triple the annual har-
on nonindustrial lands might be approximatelyvest from the baseline 8 mIllion cubic feet (35
tripled (Figure 13). Such a shift might be in- million board feet) to about 24 mIllion cubic feet
duced either by price changes resulting from the(100 million board feet), both in the first decade
reduction of forest-Industry harvestsor by someand later decades (Figure 14). In decade 1.a form of subsidy. significant portion of the Increase Is projectedto
be in hardwoods. Such a change could offset
almost 48 percent of the difference between the
total cubic-foot harvest of 1983-1987 and the
baseline harvest of decade 1. In 1988,nonln-
dustrial private owners harvested 46 million
board feet, an amount 31 percent greaterthan
the 1983-1987 average, and one projected to be
well within their capacity to continue.
Figure 13. Pojectlon of the harvest scheduleon
nonlnduslrtol lands under current management
Intensities, with the 1983-1987 level maintained
through decade 1 and the maximum potential
level through decade 10.
Can Management Be Intensified?
From 1983 through 1987, nonlndustrial
forest lands In the Roseburg Timbershedcon-
tributed approximately 3 percent of the harvest,
mainly In the form of overstory removals from
conifer stands. Even withoutan increase in
management Intensity, sufficient inventoryex-
ists to more than double the harvest. Witha
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Figure 14. Potential harvestfromnonlndustrlal
forests under slightly Increased managementIn
tensity. The broken line Indicates the 1983-1987
reference harvest.Medford Timbershed
In the Medford Timbershed, approximately
67 percent of the forested area is public and
33 percent is private (Table 1). About 37 per-
cent of the public forest is unavailable for timber
production.
From 1983 through 1987. about 68 per-
cent of the total board-foot harvest came from
public forests (Table 2). Harvests In the timber-
Table 1. Forestareaand growing stock, by owner.
Owner
Public
National Forest
Bureau of Land Management
State and other
Forest industty
Nonindustrial
Western Oregon: Medford
shed over the last 20 years have been erratic
but generally dedlinrng. The board-foot harvest
during the reference period for this study was
about 18 percent less than that during the ref-
erence period of the 1976 study; however,the
1988 harvest was approximately equal to the av-
erage annual harvest during the reference period
of the 1976 study (Figure 1).
Forest land
Available Not available
(thousand acres)
Available
growing stock'
(million cubic feet)
381 312 1374
384 153 1413
27 6 150
343 0 466
268 0 545
1403 471 3948
tNational Forest growing-stock data are based on 9-inch dbh to a 6-inch top for natural standsand 7-inch dbh
to a 4-inch top for managed stands. BLM and state data are based on 7-inch dbh to a4-inch top for all stands.
Private data are based on 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top for all stands.
Table 2. Comparison of the harvest in the 1983-1987 reference period with the projected harvest for decade 1
Million board feet per year Percent
Owner 198319871 1991.20002 change
Public
National Forest 192 164 -15
Bureau of Land Management 140 146 +4
State and other 5 20 400
Private
Forest industry 149 109 -27
Nonindustrial 10 10 0
496 449 -10
1lncludes unknown amount of submerchantable material.
2lncludes no submerchantable material.
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Figure 1. Board-foot harvest for the Medford Tim-
bershed from 1968 through 1988. The broken
lines indicate the 1968-1973 and 1983-1987 ref-
erence harvests and the projected harvest In dec-
adel.
Of the 864 million board feet consumed
(processed or purchased for internailonal export)
in 1985. 58 percent had been harvested within
the timbershed (data derived from Howard and
Ward 1988); In 1976, 75 percent of the volume
consumed was harvested within the tlmbershed
(data derived from Howard and Hiserote 1978).
The Medlord Timbershed has been a net Im-
porter of logs from other timbersheds in and out
of state. In 1976, a net of 94 millIon board feet
was Imported. Net imports increased to 294 mil-
lion board feet In 1985.
Projected Harvest and
Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
With the planned management intensities,
the projected baseline harvest Is 95 millioncu-
bIc feet per year in decade 1, rising toa baseline
level in excess of 113 mIllion cubic feetper year
by decade 10. From 1983 through 1987,ap-
proxImately 97 millIon cubic feet were harvested
annually. Thus, the baseline cubic-foot harvest
t,T.:l
in decade us projected to be 98 percent of the
average annual harvest from 1983 through
1987. The board-foot harvest In decade 1 would
drop to 90 percent of the 1983-1987 average be-
cause of the smaller trees being harvested, pri-
marily from private lands (Table 2).
Harvests in the Medford Tlrnbershed ap-
pear to be leveling off; present Inventory and
projected management intensities probably will
permit approximately the same level of cubic-
foot harvest for several more decades, with rising
harvest capability afterward. The baseline har-
vest could be even higher if harvests from nonln-
dustrial forest lands were Increased.
Who Will Grow the Trees?
From 1983 through 1987. private forests
provided approximately 32 percent of the har-
vest. This percentage Is projected to remain be-
tween 30 and 34 percent during the 10 decades
(Figure 2).
. UIllill,'
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Figure 2. Total cubic-foot harvest, by owner.The
broken line indicates the 1983-1987 reference
harvest.
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
The average dbh of harvested trees ispro-
jected to decline slowly from approximately
22 inches to 20 inches over the next 4 decades
and then fall rapidly to about 15 Inches before
slowly increasing as second-growth forestsma-Western Oregon: Medford
ture (Figure 3a). The cubic-foot harvest is pro-4a). Dbh would decline slowly to 23 inches in
jected to remain about the same through dee-decade 4, then fall rapidly to 15 inches in dec-
ade 4 and then increase (Figure 3a). Expressedade 8 before beginning to rise in decade 9. On
in board feet (long-log Scribner Decimal C). theprivate lands, the average dbh In the first decade
harvests in decade 1 and decade 2 would re- is projected to be 14 inches (Figure 4b). It would
main about the same; the board-foot harvestdecline to 12 inches in decade 3 and then
then is projected to decline about 5 percent byslowly rise to remain In the 13- to 15-inch range.
decade 5 and remain level for several decades The small difference between total cubic
before slowly rising (Figure 3b). foot harvest by owner (Figure 2) and total cubic
On public lands, the average dbh is pro-foot harvest by dbh (Figures 3a and 4b) results
jected to be about 25 inches in decade 1 (Figurefrom conversion of some hardwoods smaller
than 8-inch dbh on private lands.
- -
:
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Figure 3. Total harvest in (a) cubic feet and
(b) board feet (Scribner Decimal C. 32-foot log
lengths), by dbh class. The data do riot Include
trees of less than 8-Inch dbh.. The broken line
Indicates the 1983-1987 reference harvesi Aver-
age dbh Is In parentheses at top.
''1
Figure 4. Total cubic-foot harvest for (a) public
and (b) private forests, by dbh class. The data
do not include trees of less than 8-inch dbh. The
broken line indicates the 1983-1987 reference
harvest.
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How Old Will Harvested Trees Be?
The age of most of the trees harvested
from public forests Is projected to be more than
160 years for the next three decades; age of
harvested trees then will start to drop rapidly
toward 90 years (Figure 5a). On private for-
ests. some trees more than 100 years old will
be harvested In decade 1, but this contribution
is projected to fall veiy rapidly. By decade 3.
more than one-hall of the harvest will come
from trees 55 years old or less (Figure 5b).
-!(:'
..I(i,
Figure 5. Cubic volume harvested from
(ci) public and (b) private forests, by age class.
The broken line indicates the 1983-1987 refer-
ence harvest.
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What Species Will Be Harvested?
On public lands in the Medlord Thnbershed,
only conifers are Included In the projected har-
vest. On the Slskiyou National Forest, a substan-
tial amount of tanoak Is available, equal to 7per-
cent of the allowable sale quantity (ASQ) In dec-
ade 1, but it Is not counted In the ASQ. Within
the conifers, the proportion of true fir will Increase
as higher elevations are harvested.
The hardwood component of the private
harvest (Figure 6) Includes only that from forest-
industry lands (primarily alder), projected topro-
vide less than 10 percent of the private harvest.
Some hardwood currently is harvested from non-
Industrial lands; however, It Is assumed that non-
Industrial owners of stands that are primarily
softwood will continue to harvest only softwoods
for timber products.
Figure 6. Softwood and hardwood harvest from pri-
vate forests. The broken line indicates the 1983-
1987 reference harvest.
How Are Harvest and Growth Related?
Growth is Increasing rapidly on public and
private forests. By the end of decade 4, it Is pro-
jected to exceed harvest in the public forests
(Figure 7a). Growth already exceeds harvest on
private forests (Figure 7b). The inventory will con-
tinue to grow unless the nonindustrial owners in-
crease harvests.-
Figure 7. Growth and harvest on (a) public and
(b) private forests. The broken ltne indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
A slow decline In acres clearcut on public
landsIsprojected (Figure 8a). Shelterwood har-
vests will follow a similar trend. Thinned acreage
Is expected to Increase rapidly from an almost
nonexistent amount in decade 1 to an acreage
equal to that of clearcut and shelterwood cuts by
decade 6. To achieve the first-decade harvest
projected for private lands, clearcut acreage will
be substantia1ly higher than In the following
decades (Figure 8b). Thinning Is projected gen-
erally to increase on private forest.
Western Oregon: Medford
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Figure 8. Acres harvested on (a) public and
(b) private forests, by harvest method.
What Will the Forest Structure Be?
On public lands at the beginning of dec-
ade 1. approximately 52 percent of forest acres
have trees older than 160 years. Of these acres.
45 percent are unavailable for harvest, either
withdrawn as wilderness or set aside to meet a
management purpose (Figure 9). By decade 10,
barring catastrophic events, 37 percent of the
total forest land will still have trees older than
160 years.
On private lands, virtually all stands will
be less than 100 years old by the end of dec-
ade 1.
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Figure 9. Acreage distribution on public lands at
the beginning of deca.cles 1,5, and 10, by age
class.
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What Management Activities Will Be
Needed?
The harvest projections for public forests
were made with the assumption that manage-
ment wifi be considerably Intensified In the fu-
ture. Thinning will increase, becoming a signifi-
cant part of the overall harvest (Figure lOa).
Thinning also Is projected to increase on private
forests, eventually contributing from 5 to 10 per-
cent of the harvest (Figure lOb).
On public forests, genetically improved
stock will account for 30 to 50 percent of the
planting stock. There will be no reliance on
E;i
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Figure 10. Volume harvested on (a) public and
(b) private forests, by harvest method. The bro-
ken line indicates the 1983-1987 reference har-
vest.Western Oregon: Medford
natural regeneration. Acres fertilized and Scenario 1. The recommendations of some
thinned will increase on both public and privatebiologists for more and bigger habitats than
forests (Figure 11). planned by the Forest Service and BLM are
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Figure 11. Cultural trealmenis on (a) public and
(b) private forests. (Release is identJIed only on
public forests.)
Potential Causes of
Decreased Harvest on Public
Lands
Over the next few years. an amount of ma-
ture and old-growth timber beyond that as-
sumed in the baseline projections may be re-
served from timber harvest to protect the habitat
of the northern spotted owl, or for other reasons.
Two scenarios for additional reservation have
been assessed.
t.l.jJjJt(CA.. S IdALSSS_11 aLs.,s 1(51£ IdA Lass.,I.'.J LA 11.4
mean implementing the ForestService Interpre-
tation of recommendallons of the AudubonBlue-
Ribbon panel on the spotted owl (Alternative M
in the Forest Service SupplementalEnviron-
mental Impact Statement on the northern spot-
ted owl). For BLM lands, the BLM-ODFW agree-
ment on owl habitat would be Implemented. Per-
manently reserving the habitats in these two
proposals would reduce the harvest from federal
lands In this timbershed approximately 34 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baseline pro-
jection for decade 1 and decrease the total tim-
bershed harvest approximately 8 percent.
Scenario 2. Most mature and old-growth
timber at low and mid elevations on National For-
ests and BIM lands is reserved.Permanently
reserving these acres would reduce harvestfrom
federal lands In this tlinbershed at least 167 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baseline pro-
jection and decrease the total timbershed har-
vest at least 37 percent.
(For more discussion of these possibilities,
see the Summary of HarvestProjections" for the
western timbersheds.)
Options for Increasing
Timber Harvest on Public
Lands
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the
Allowable Sale Quantity?
The baseline harvest reported here for the
National Forests is the ASQ estimated by the
Forest Service. It accounts for dead timber in
regular timber sales but does not include Inci-
dental harvest on land unsuitable for timber
production, volume produced through salvage
sales, or submerchantable material such as cull
logs. According to Forest Service estimates, as
much as 16 million board feet of incidental, sal-
vage and submerchantable volume abovethe
ASQ may be available in the Medford Timber-
shed in each year of decade 1, which would in-
crease total timbershed harvest about 4 percent
above the baseline projection. Much of this po-
tential increase is associated with harvest of old-
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growth timber. As the proportion of old growth
In the total federal harvest decreases in later
decades, this potential contribution to the har-
vest will also decrease.
Other public lands have little potential to
offer timber above the ASQ.
(For a more thorough discussion of this
point, see the "Summary of Harvest Projections"
for the western tlmbersheds.)
Can Land Allocations Be Changed?
The Forest Service reduces timber harvest
on the National Forests to meet a variety of legal
requirements for maintaining certain levels of
water quality and wildlife habitat. Beyond those
legal requirements, the Forest Service generally
reduces timber harvest to meet otherrecrea-
tional, scenic, wildlife, and water-quality objec-
tives. On the National Forests of Oregon. these
objectives reduce the total baseline harvest be-
tween 10 and 30 percent. dependingon the par-
ticular forest. We did not estimate the potential
for reducing these impacts on timber harvest.
The BLM and state have reduced timber
harvest much less to accommodate other objec-
tives. Little opportunity exists to increase the
baseline harvest substantially on their lands
through land-allocation changes.
Can Management Be Intensified?
The federal agencies have committed
themselves to a fairly high level of management
intensity to produce the baseline projectionsre-
ported here. Some opportunities do exist, how-
ever, for further Intensification, with a resulting
increase In the ASQ.
(For more discussion of these points and
of the possibilities on state lands,see the 'Sum-
maiy of Harvest Projections" for the western tim-
bersheds.)
Options for Increasing
Harvest on Private Lands
Can the Harvest Schedule Be Changed?
The baseline harvest by the forest industry
in decade 1 is projected to be approximately
that of the 1983-1987 reference period. On for-
est industry lands, increasing harvests in dec-
ade 1 will decrease potential harvests fordec-
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ades into the future because of cutting in rapidly
growing stands. Because forest-industry lands
can sustain the cubic-foot harvest levels of the
1983-1987 reference period, no alternative har-
vest schedule was examined. In 1988, however,
the forest Industry harvested 174 mIllion board
feet, 17 percent above the board-foot level of the
reference period. This level cannot continue In-
definitely.
Can Management Be Intensified?
During the 1983-1987 reference period.
nonindustrial forest lands in the Medford tim-
bershed contributed only about 2 percent of the
harvest, mainly as overstory removal fromconi-
fer stands. Nonindustrial privateowners have
sufficient Inventory to increase their baseline
harvest by many times. If they would harvest
more of the inventory and increase management
intensity, they could increase the annual harvest
from the baseline level of 2 million cubic feet
(10 mIllion board feet) to 20 millIon cubic feet
(65 mIllion board feet) and maintain this level
Into the future (Figure 12). Such changes could
offset the difference of 48 mIllion board-feet be-
tween the reference-period harvest and the
baseline harvest In decade 1. A relatively small
part of this increase would be hardwoods. In
1988, nonlndustrial private owners harvested
13 mIllion board feet. or 30 percent above the
reference-period harvest, a small Increase rela-
tive to their potential.
Figure 12. PotentIal harvest from nontndustrlal
forests under slightly Increased managementIn-
tensity. The broken line indicates the 1983-1987
reference harvest.South CoastTimbershed
In the South Coast Timbershed, approxi-
mately 49 percent of forest land is public and
51 percent Is private (Table 1). About 31 percent
of the public forest Is unavailable for timber pro-
duction.
From 1983 through 1987, public forest
produced 46 percent of the total board-foot har-
vest (Table 2). Board-foot harvest in thetimber-
Western Oregon: South Coast
shed generally declined during the last 20 years
until alter the 1982 recession. The level of the
1983-1987 reference period was almost 35 per-
cent below that of the 1968-1973 reference pe-
riod (Figure 1).
Of the 871 million board feet consumed
(processed or purchased for international export)
in 1985. 63 percent was harvested withinthe
Table 1. Forest area and growing stock, by owner.
Forest land Available
Available Not available growingstock1
Owner (thousand acres) (million cubic feet)
Public
National Forest 287 170 819
Bureau of Land Management 167 44 642
State and other 59 14 331
Private
Forest industry 551 0 1177
Nonindustrial 218 0 492
Total 1282 228 3461
'National Forest growing-stock data are based on 9-inch dbh to a 6-inch topfor natural stands and 7-inch dbh
to a 4-inch top for managed stands.BLM and state data are based on 7-inch dbh to a 4-inch top for allstands.
Private data are based on 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top for all stands.
Table 2. Comparison of the harvest in the 1983-1987 reference period with theprojected harvest for decade 1.
Million board feet per year Percent
Owner 19831987l 199120002 change
Public
National Forest 100 95 -5
Bureau of Land Management 121 138 +14
State and other 41 43 +5
Private
Forest industry 284 252 -11
Nonindustrial 22 22 0
568 550 -3
'Includes unknown amount of submerchantable material
2lncludes no submerchantable material.
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Figure 1. Board-foot harvest for the South Coast
Timbers hed from 1968 through 1988. The broken
lines Indicate the 1968-1973 and 1983-1987 ref
erence harvests and the projected harvest In dec-
adel.
tlmbershed (data derived from Howard and Ward
1988): In 1976, 79 percent of the volumecon-
sumed was harvested within the timbershed
(data derived from Howard and Hiserote 1978).
The South Coast Timbershed has beena net Im-
porter of logs from other timbersheds and from
out of state: In 1976, 95 million board feet, and
In 1985, 200 million board feet.
Projected Harvest and
Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
With the planned management Intensities,
the baseline harvest level Is expectedto be
113 mIllion cubic feet per year in decade 1 and
in excess of 154 million cubic feet peryear In
decade 10. From 1983 through 1987. approxI-
mately 108 mifilon cubic feetwere harvested
annually; thus, the baseline cubic-foot harvest
In the first decade is expected to be about 5per-
cent greater than the 1983-1987 annualaver-
age. The board-foot harvest In the first decade
will be about 3 percent less than the 1983-1987
average because of the smaller trees being har-
vested, primarily from private lands (Table 2).
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Although the South Coast Timbershed has
had a significant reduction In harvestsince the
1976 study, projections based upon theInven-
tozy and planned management Intensities show
the cubic-foot harvest to be rising. The baseline
cubic-foot harvest could be increasedeven more
If harvest on nonindustrial private forestswere
increased.
Who Will Grow the Trees?
From 1983 through 1987. the private for-
est provided approximately 55 percent of the
cubic-foot harvest. The percentage Is projected
to rise slightly over time (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Total cubic-foot harvest, byowner. The
broken line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference
harvest.
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
The average dbh of trees In the baseline
harvest is projected to fall from approximately
21 Inches to 16 Inches over five decades, and
then to remain In the 16-Inch to 18-Inchrange.
The harvest schedule rises more uniformly when
expressed In cubic feet (Figure 3a) than when
expressed In board feet (Figure 3b). The board-
foot harvest oscillates around the decade-ilevel
until decade 6, when It begins to rise withthe
Increasing tree size.On public lands, average dbh is projected
to be about 25 inches In decade 1 (Figure4a). It
declines to about 16 Inches In decade 6 and
then rises. On private lands, the projected dbh is
17.5 inches In the first decade (Figure 4b). It
declines to 16 inches In decade 5 and then rises
and remains In the 16- to 18-inch range.
rtgure i.zotat narvesc in (a)CUDLCjeec aria
(b) board feet (Scrlbrter Decimal C, 32-foot log
lengths), by dbh class. The broken line indicates
the 1983-1987 reference harvest. Average dbh is
in parentheses at top.
How Old Will Harvested Trees Be?
The age of trees harvested on public lands
is projected to fall from primarily greater than
150 years to a bimodal distribution in which
Western Oregon: South Coast
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Figure 4. Total cubic-foot harvest for (a) public
and (b) private forests, by dbh class. The broken
line indicates the 1983-1987 reference ho.rvesL
trees for several decades alter decade 5 will be
either 50 to 60 years old or more than 90 years
old (Figure 5a), the older trees coming from the
National Forests or state lands and the younger
trees from BLM lands. On private forest, trees
exceeding 100 years old will still be a significant
part of the harvest only In decade 1 (Figure 5b).
Trees that are 50 to 60 years old will constitute
most of the harvest by decade 2 and three-quar-
ters of the harvest by decade 4. Average harvest
age will then rise slightly.
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Figure 5. CubIc volume harvested from (a) public
and (b) private forests, by age class. The broken
line indicates the 1983-1987 reference harvest.
What Species Will Be Harvested?
On public lands In the South Coast Tim-
bershed, only conifers are included In the har-
vest projection. On the Siskiyou National Forest,
a substantial amount of tanoak Is available,
equal to 7 percent of the allowable sale quantity
(ASQ) for decade 1, but it is not considered to be
part of the ASQ.
The hardwood component of the private
harvest (FIgure 6) includes only that from forest-
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Industry lands (primarily alder). It Is projected to
provide 15 percent of the private harvest In dec-
ade 1 and then to decline to 5 to 10 percent In
later decades. A small amount will be harvested
from nonlndustrial lands; however, itis as-
sumed that nonindustrial owners of stands that
are primarily softwood will continue to use only
the softwood component for timber products.
IlL
Figure 6. Softwood and hardwood harvest from
private forests. The broken line Indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
How Are Harvest and Growth Related?
Growth is rapidly increasing on both pub-
lic and private forests In the South Coast Tim-
bershed. By the end of decade 3, growth volume
is projected to exceed harvest volumeon public
forests (Figure 7a). It already exceeds harveston
private forests (Figure 7b).Figure 7. Growth and harvest on (a) public arid
(b) private forests. The broken line Indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
The number of acres clearcut on public
lands is projected to remain relatively constant
between decades 1 and 4 and then to decline
(Figure 8a). Selection and shelterwood systems
will still provide a small part of the harvest.
Thinning acreage is projected to Increase rapidly
from a low level to an amount In decade 6 ex-
ceedIng that harvested by all other methods. The
projected number of acres clearcut on private
lands oscillates over the ten decades. Thinntngs
are projected to Increase on privateforests, but
not to the level of that on public forests
(Figure 8b).
Western Oregon: South Coast
Figure 8. Acres harvested on (a) public and
(b) private forests. by harvest method.
What Will the Forest Structure Be?
On public lands at the beginning of dec-
ade 1, approximately 37 percent of forested
acres have trees 160 years old andolder. Of
these acres, almost hail are unavailable for har-
vest because they are withdrawn for wilderness
or for management purposes. Bydecade 10, the
area occupied by trees 160 yearsold and older
Is projected to occupy 26 percent of public forest
land, barring catastrophic events (Figure 9).
On private lands, virtually all stands are
projected to be composed of trees less than
100 years old by the end of decade 1.
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Figure 9. Acreage distribution on public lands at
the beginning of decades 1,5, and 10, by age
class.
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What Management Activities Will Be
Needed?
The harvest projections for public forests
were made with the assumption that manage-
ment will be intensified in the future. Thinnings
will increase, becoming a significant part ofthe
overall harvest (Figure ba). On private forest,
thinning is also projected to increase, eventually
contributing from 10 to 15 percent of the har-
vest (Figure lob).
Almost all plantings on public landsare
projected to be genetically improved stock. There
will be no reliance on natural regeneration.
Acres fertilized and thinned are projected toIn-
,' 1U'7r
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Figure 10. Volume harvested on (a) public and
(b) private forests, by harvest method. The bro-
ken line indicates the 1983-1987 reference har-
vest.crease on public lands(Figure 1 la) and gener-
allytoIncrease also on private lands
(Figure llb).
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Figure 11. Cultural treatments on(a) public and
(b)private forests. (Release Is Ideniqied only on
publicforests.)
Potential Causes of
Decreased Harvest on Public
Lands
Over the next few years, an amount of ma-
ture and old-growth timber beyond that as-
sumed in the baseline projections may be re-
served from timber harvest to protect the habitat
of the northern spotted owl, or for other reasons.
Two scenarios for additional reservation have
been assessed.
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ScenarIo 1.Therecommendations of some
biologists for more andbigger habitatsthan
planned by theForestService andBLMare
appliecLForthe National Forests, this could
mean implementing the ForestService Interpre-
tation of recommendations of the AudubonBlue-
Ribbon panel on the spotted owl (AlternativeM
in the Forest Service SupplementalEnviron-
mental Impact Statement on the northern spot-
ted owl). For BLM lands, the BLM-ODFW agree-
ment on owl habitat would be Implemented.Per-
manently reserving the habitats In these two
proposals would reduce the harvest from federal
lands in this timbershed approxImately 37mil-
lion board feet per year below the baseline pro-
jection for decade 1 and the totaltimbershed
harvest approximately 7 percent.
Scenario 2. Most mature andold-growth
timberat low and midelevationson NationalFor-
ests andBLMlands is reservecLPermanently
reserving these acres would reduce harvestfrom
federal lands in this timbershed at least 77 mil-
lion board feet per year below the baseline pro-
jection and the total timbershed harvest atleast
14 percent.
two possi-
bilities, see the Summary of Harvest Projec-
tions" for the western tlrnbersheds.)
Options for Increasing
Harvest on Public Lands
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the
Allowable Sale Quantity?
The baseline harvest projected for the Na-
tional Forests is theallowable sale quantity"
(ASQ) estimated by the Forest Service. It ac-
counts for dead timber In regular timber sales
but does not include incidental harvest on land
unsuitable for timber production, volume pro-
duced through salvage sales, or submer-
chantable material such as cull logs. According
to Forest Service estimates for the South Coast
Timbershed, as much as 9 million board feet per
year of incidental, salvage andsubmerchantable
volume may be available above the ASQ in the
first decade, which would increase the total tim-
bershed harvest about 2 percent above the
baseline projection. Much of this potential in-
crease is associated with harvest ofold-growth
timber, and as the proportion of old-growth in
the total federal harvest decreases in later dec-
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ades, this potential contribution to the harvest
will also decrease.
Other public lands have little potential to
offer timber above the ASQ.
(For a more thorough discussion of this
point, see the Summary of Harvest ProJections"
for the western tlrnbersheds.)
Can Land Allocations Be Changed?
The Forest Service reduces timber harvest
on the National Forests to meet a variety of legal
requirements for maintaining certain levels of
water quality and wildlife habitat. Beyond those
legal requirements, the Forest Service generally
reduces timber harvest to meet otherrecrea-
tional, scenic, wildlife, and water-quality objec-
tives. On the National Forests of Oregon, these
objectives reduce the total baseline harvest be-
tween 10 and 30 percent, dependingon the par-
ticular forest. The potential for reducing these
impacts on timber harvest was not estimated.
The BLM and state have reduced timber
harvest much less to accommodate other objec-
tives. Little opportunity exists to increase the
baseline harvest substantiallyon their lands
through land-allocation changes.
Can Management Be Intensified?
The federal agencies have committed
themselves to a high level of management inten-
sity to produce the baseline projections reported
here. Limited opportunities exist, In theoiy, for
further intensification, with a resulting slightIn-
crease In the ASQ; however, agencies may have
difficulty meeting the management-intensifica-
tion commitments already made in these plans.
(For more discussion of these points and
of the possibilities on state lands,see the 'Sum-
mary of Harvest Projections" for the western tim-
bersheds.)
Options for Increasing
Harvest on Private Lands
Can the Harvest Schedule Be Changed?
The baseline cubic-foot harvest for the for-
est Industry In decade 1 was projected to be
3 percent higher than the average level of 1983-
1987. On theselands,increasing the
first-decade harvest could decrease potential
harvests for decades if rapidly growing stands
are cut. Because forest-industxy lands can sus-
tain the harvest levels of 1983-1987.no alterna-
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live harvest schedules were examined. In 1988,
the Industry harvested 278 million board feet,
2 percent less than the 1983-1987 level and
10 percent more than the projected baseline
harvest. Although the Inventory exists forcon-
tinuing at this level, the harvest is projectedto
decline to a sustainable level.
Can Management Be Intensified?
From 1983 through 1987, nonindustrtal
forest lands in the South Coast Timbershedcon-
tributed approxImately 4 percent of the harvest.
mainly in the form of overstory removals from
conifer stands. Sufficient inventoryexists to
more than double the annual harvest from the
baseline level of 5 million cubic feet (22 mIllion
board feet) to 12 million cubic feet (50 mIllion
board feet) In decade 1, and to maintain this
level indefinitely without change Inmanagement
Intensity. If higher management intensitiesare
adopted, the annual baseline harvest couldrise
to 16 mIllion cubic feet (66 millIon board feet)
(Figure 12), and in decade 10 could approach
24 millIon cubic feet (100 million board feet)or
more. A significant part of the first-decade in-
crease would be in hardwoods. Thus, nonindus-
trial private owners have the potential easilyto
offset the board-foot difference betweenthe
1983-1987 average harvest and the first-decade
baseline harvest. In 1988, nonlndustrialprivate
owners harvested 33 million board feet, 50 per-
cent more than the 1983-1987 reference level
and well within their capacity to continue.
Figure 12. Potential harvest from nonlndustrlal
forests under slightly Increased managmentin-
tensity.ThebrokenlineIndicatesthe 1983-1987
reference harvest.WHAT WAS DONE
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Glossary and abbreviations are on pages 18-22WHAT WAS DONE
The Timbersheds
In the 1976 timber availability study (Beu-
ter et al. 1976). Eastern Oregon was divided into
three Umbersheds (Table1) according to the
same criteria as used for Western Oregon.The
same tirnbershed boundaries are usedfor the
current study, although one name has been
changed to avoid confusion: the Eastern Timber-
shed (1976) is now the Blue Mountain Timber-
shed (Figure 1).
FIgure 1. TUnbersheds (those for Eastern Oregon
shaded) used for the current (1989) study. (Note:
For the 1976 study, the Blue Mountain Timber-
shed was called the Eastern TUiibershed, the
name was changed to avoid confusion.)
Table 1. Timbershed composition by county and percentage
of timber consumed (processed for domestic use or
purchased for offshore export) that was harvested within the
timbershed. Data for 1976 from Howard and Hiserote
(1978); data for 1985 from Howard and Ward (1988).
Harvest divided by
consumption x 100
Timbershed 1976 1985
(county) -----(%)-----
Klamath-Lakeview 93 86
(Kiamath, Lake)
Bend-Prineville 87 80
(Deschutes, Crook, Wheeler,
Wasco, Jefferson, Sherman,
Gilliam)
Blue Mountain 96 97
(Morrow, Umatilla, Grant, Union,
Wallowa, Baker, Harney,
Malheur)
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Inventory Data
Four owner classes are recognized: Na-
Uonal Forest, other public, forest industry, and
nonlndustrlal private. We divided privateowners
into forest industry and nonindustrial private
using the same criteria as the Forest Service
(Gedriey et al. 1987).
The basic growth, inventory, and harvest
data are In cubic feet. To convert from cubic feet
to board feet, we have used our own conversion
ratios by dbh class (Table 2). RatIo 1 for Na-
tional Forest lands, from the Blue Mountain Na-
tional Forest, was adjusted to create ratio 2
when we found that it did not fairly represent
the smaller diameter classes on the Winema and
Desehutes National Forests. These ratios track
Table 2. Board foot/cubic foot ratios used to convert volume
(short log).
Conversion ratio
dbh class National Forest All other owners
(inches) 1 2 3 4
<8 3.4 3.4
8.0-11.9 3.9 3.5 3.8 3.6
12.0-15.9 4.8 4.4 4.2 3.9
16.0-19.9 5.4 5.0 4.7 4.3
20.0-23.9 5.8 5.4 5.2 4.9
24-i- 6.1 6.1 --
the board-foot harvest re-
ported by the different Na-
tional Forests within a few
percent during the period over
which exlsUng natural stands
are being harvested (first
5 decades): they do not track
as well on some Forests alter
decade 5. RaUos from other
public and private lands come
from Forest Service survey plot
data and related inlormaUon.
Ratio 3 applies to BLM, state,
and other public lands, while
ratio 4 applies to private
lands.
For public-forest admin-
istrative units that spanned
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timbershed boundaries, the harvest volumepro-
jected from management plans was prorated by
the proportion of acres in the respective Umber-
shed. For National Forest lands, the acreswere
prorated exclusive of established Wilderness Ar-
eas. All board-foot numbers for Eastern Oregon
are Scribner Decimal C, short log (16-foot log
length), as opposed to long log (32-foot log
length) for Western Oregon. On theaverage,
merchantable Umber will have approximately
18 percent more board-foot volume whenmeas-
ured In short, rather than long, logs.
National Forest
Forest Service data come from the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for
each National Forest, post-DEIS analysis,or the
Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).
In all cases we have used information whichwe
believe to most closely reflect Forest Service di-
rection at the time of this study (Table 3).
Our projections may differ from published
Forest Service data (DEIS or FEIS) forone of two
reasons. First, the post-DEIS analyses often lead
to different results. Second, we have appliedour
own board foot/cubic foot ratios (see Table 2) to
the underlying cubic-foot infonnation for public
lands, which may cause slight discrepancies be-
tween our numbers and published Forest Serv-
ice data (Table 3).
Table 3. Sources of inventory data, by National Forest. and comparison ofallowable
sale quantities (ASOs) as published by the Forest Service and projected byus, for
decade 1.
Source ASO (million bd ft/year)
National Forest of projected ASQ Published Projected
Deschutes
Fremont
Maiheur
Ochoco
Umatilla
Wallowa-Whitman
Wine ma
Total
DEIS preferred alternative
Record of Decision from FEIS
Post-DEIS analysis
Record of Decision from FEIS
Post-DEIS analysis
Post-DEIS analysis
Post-DEIS analysis
20212091.2 200/200'
137' 1371
245 214
115 114
154 126
143 144
1991 1871
1202 1122
Includes dead and dying lodgepole pine in a departure from nondecliningyield.
2Decadel/decade 2.Other Public
Unlike In Western Oregon, in Eastern Ore-
gon the other public owner class includes BLM
in addition to state, county, municipal, and Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs ownershipsin aggregate,
522 000 acres, as reported by the Forest Service
(Gedney et al. 1989). Because up-to-date man-
agement plans were not readily available for all
components of this class, we decided to use re-
cent Forest Service plots to develop the basic in-
ventory and then make a single projection for all
of Eastern Oregon, with the following exception.
The 32 000 acres in the BLM's Klainath Master
Unit (part of the Klamath-Lakevlew Tlinbershed)
Is Included in the management plan for the
Medford District of the BLM. Because the har-
vest data for this master unit were available from
the BLM plan, this area was excluded from our
Eastern Oregon projection. Instead, the BLM val-
ues were added to our results for final reporting.
Accordingly, the projection for other public In-
cluded 490000 acres, but final reporting ac-
counts for the entire 522 000 acres.
For decade 1. projected harvest volumes
by timbershed were allocated In proportion to
each timbershed's share of the harvest during
1983 through 1987, the reference period for the
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current study (see later, Reference Per1od). For
subsequent decades, the allocation was based
on a linear transformation from the 1983-1987
harvest proportions to the proportion of other
public acres In each timbershed.
Because the underlying structure of the
projections for other public lands Is closely re-
lated to that of the projections for private lands,
these owner classes subsequently are discussed
together.
Private Lands
In the current study, Forest Service plot
data were used for both forest industxy and non-
industrial private owner classes, as in the 1976
study. The Forest Service stratifies their plots
into two regions: Blue Mountain and Central
Oregon. The Blue Mountain region corresponds
to the Blue Mountain Timbershed used In this
study, so acres and volume also correspond to
statistics published by the Forest Service (Ged-
ney et al. 1989) (Table 4).
Because the Central Oregon region is di-
vided into two of our timbersheds, some adjust-
ments were necessary. There was insufficient
time to restratify Forest Service plots to cone-
Table 4. Area and volume comparisons, by timbershed, for privatelands.1
1989 studies
ForestService2 Current3 1976 study
Owner class, (thousand (million (CuIt! (million (Cuft/ (thousand (million (Cuft/
by timbershed acres)4 cu It) acre) cu It) acre) acres) cu It) acre)
Forest industry
Klamath-Lakeview 802 957 1193 1063 1325 964 1670 1732
Bend-Prineville 295 375 1271 435 1475 286 460 1608
Blue Mountain 426 692 1623 692 1623 380 552 1453
Total oraverage 1523 2024 1329 2190 1438 1630 2682 1645
Nonindustrial private
Klamath-Lakeview 169 219 1296 257 1521 269 312 1600
Bend-Prineville 176 218 1246 185 1049 245 284 1159
Blue Mountain 588 966 1642 966 1642 733 980 1337
Total oraverage 933 1403 1505 1408 1511 1247 1576 1264
tStandard for all volumes is a 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
2Gedney et al. (1989).
3Based on Forest Service plots, with timbershed plot expansion factors derived by dividing published acres (Gedney et al
1989) by the number of plots in the timbershed.
4Applies to both Forest Service published data and the current study.
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spond to timbersheds. Instead, the initial num-utne Is 8 percent higher. No adjustments were
ber of control acres In each timbershed by ownermade to account for these differences In the pro-
class was based on the published Forest Servicejections.
survey report (Gedney et al. 1989). Plot expan- Starting acreage and volume for the cur- slon factors by owner In each timbershed wererent study for Eastern Oregon as a whole are 7 determined by dividing the number of controland 18 percent lower, respectively, than those acres by the number of plots. Volumes were thenreported In the 1976 study. Acreage differences determined by multiplying plot expansion factorswere due entirely to reclassification of land by plot volumes per acre, status between the 1976 and 1989 Forest Serv-
Volumes determined by this procedure dif-
fer from those published by the Forest Service
(see Table 4). In effect, they are based on a dif-
ferent sample. Forest Service estimates are
based on their surveyplotsplus supplemental
aerial photographic sampling. Lacking the time
to restratifr the photo plots, we used fieldplots
alone to approximate a simple random sample
for each owner class by timbershed. Variances
are probably somewhat higher for our samples
than for the Forest Service's, which may account
for the volume differences.
Forest Industry
Starting volumes for the current study in
the Kiamath-Lakeview and Bend-Prineville Tim-
bersheds are 11 and 16 percent higher, respec-
tively, than those reported by the Forest Service.
For Eastern Oregon as a whole, the starting vol-
Key Assumptions
Management Intensities for
Other Public and Private
Lands
Management intensities (MIs) for existing
and future stands for other public and private
lands were derived from interviews with forest-
industiy managers and Oregon State Depart-
ment of Forestry forest-practices officers and
service foresters in each timbershed. Assump-
lions about the age and other characteristics of
stocking for existing stands (Table 5: Table 6.
M12 and M14) differ from those for future stands
(Table 6, M15, M16, and M17). Once existing
stands have been harvested, acres are allocated
to future MIs (Table 7).
Future regimes vary between even-aged
management and a series of overstory removals.
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ice reports used to determine tile control acres
In the two studies. Volume differences were due
to a combination of reclassification and differ-
ences In sampling, as previously explained.
Nonindustrial Private
Unlike for forest industry, starting vol-
umes for the current study were almost Identical
to those reported by the Forest Service (see Table
4). A higher estimate in the Kiamath-Lakeview
Timbershed was roughly offset by a lower esti-
mate in the Bend-Prineville Timbershed.
However, starting acreage for the current
study was about 25 percent lower than that re-
ported for the 1976 study, due entirely to reclas-
sification of land status, Reflective of the low
harvest rates for this owner class, starting vol-
umes for the current study were only 11 percent
lower than those for 1976.
depending on timbershed, owner class, and for-
est type. In the Kiamath-Lakeview and Bend-
Prineville Timbersheds, even-aged management
was used for lodgepole pine for all owner classes.
In the Blue Mountain Timbershed, management
for forest Industry lands was simulated as an
Indefinite series of overstory removals, whereas
management for nonindustrial lands in that tim-
bershed was essentially a perpetuation of cur-
rent harvesting practices, in which the largest
merchantable trees are periodically removed.
The rate of overstory removal in future stands Is
controlled In the projections by a combination of
treating the overstory harvests as thinnings
(with appropriate assumptions) and using yield
tables appropriate to the removals and residuals
of each "thinning."
MIs for the current and 1976 studies can-
not be compared. The 1976 projections wereEastern Oregon: What Was Done
Table 5. Management assumptions, by forest type, for growing existingstands under various owner classes.
Forest type Assumption
Other public
Lodgepole pine Clearcut when eligible, plant, and grow as even-aged stands.
Other softwoods1 Thinning and final harvest:
(1) Thin at ages 45-75 if removal volume >4000 bd ft/acre.
(2) Final harvest oldest age class first, wifh minimum age for harvest at 85 years.
Forest industry
Lodgepole pine Clearcut when eligible, plant, and grow as even-aged stands.
Other softwoods Two-stage overstory removal:
1Cut down to 15-inch dbh, if removal volume 5000 bd ft/acre.
2 Cut down to 7-inch dbh; residuals are nucleus for future stand, subject toMl assumptions
(Table 6).
Nonindustrial private
Lodgepole pine One-stage overstory removal down to 7-inch dbh.
Other softwoods Two-stage overstory removal:
1Cut down to 15-inch dbh, if removal volume 4000 bd ft/acre.
2 Cut down to 7-inch dbh; residuals are nucleus for future stand, subject toMI assumptions
(Table 6).
Other softwoods comprisesponderosa pine and mixed conifer types.
Table 6. Specifications for management intensifies used for existing and future standsfor private lands.
Stand type, by
MI level Specification
Existing stands
M12 Pertains to Forest Service plots classified as having no manageable stand present. If
existing volume >500 Cu ft/acre, stand is harvested and acres allocated to future MIs
(Table 7). If existing volume <500 cu ft/acre, stand is assigned to age class -15, future
MIs; if no recent harvesting, acres go to nonstocked.
M14 Pertains to plots classified as having a manageable stand. Existing stand grown with
PROGNOSIS model1 to reflect current management assumptions (Table 5). Thereafter,
acres are allocated to future MIs (Table 7).
Future stands
M15 Pertains only to Fl lands. Assumes that, following M14, there is high stocking (about 250
trees/acre) of advanced regeneration (natural, planted, or both) of desired species having
age equivalent to that of a managed stand with the same quadratic meandiameter as the
residual stand. Future harvesting is a series of overstory removals of at least 3000 bd ft/
acre of trees at least 7 inches dbh for lodgepole pine, and 7 or 12 inchesdbh for other
softwoods, depending on timbershed and owner class. The only exception is even-aged
lodgepole pine assumed to be thinned and clearcut. M15 is equivalent to M17 except for the
advanced regeneration.
M16 Assumes that, following the current regime (M14 and Table 5), there is a regeneration lag
until restocking (natural, planted, or both) is adequate to meet the minimum forest-
practices standard of 100 trees/acre. Assumes species control for Fl, residual-species
distribution for NIP. Future harvesting the same as described under M15.
M17 For Fl, assumes the same high stocking level of desired species as M15 plus a
regeneration lag. For NIP, assumes stocking equivalent to that of Fl, but species
distribution based on that of the residual stand following the current regime. Future
harvesting the same as described under MI5.
PROGNOSIS growth and yield model (Wykoff et al. 1982).
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Table 7. Allocation of acres to future MIs for private lands,
by timbershed.
Forestindustry Non-
industrial
Timbershed, To 2015After 2015private
by forest type MIlevel1-----(%)-----
Klamath-Lakeview
Lodgepole pine M12 0 0 0
Ml4 0 0 0
M15 90 0 0
M16 10 10 0
M17 0 90 100
Total 100 100 100
Other softwoods M12 0 0 0
M14 0 0 0
MIS 90 0 0
Ml6 10 10 19
M17 0 90 81
Total 100 100 100
Bend-Prineville
Lodgepole pine M12 _2 0
M14 0
M15 0
M16 0
M17 100
Total 100 100 100
Other softwoods MI2 0 0 0
M14 0 0 0
M15 84 0 0
M16 16 16 32
M17 0 84 68
Total 100 100 100
Blue Mountain
Lodgepole pine M12 0 0 0
M14 0 0 0
M15 89 0 0
M16 11 11 0
MI? 0 89 100
Total 100 100 100
made with empirical diameter growth rates. A
higher MI was simulated with an arbitrary 30-
percent increase in growth rates. The allocation
of acres to MIs for the current study is themore
reliable.
Growth and Yield
Other Public and Private Lands
Unlike the 1976 study, which In Eastern
Oregon used stand-table projections basedon
diameter growth rates, the current study used
the PROGNOSIS growth and yield model (Wykoff
et al. 1982) to generate yield tables to reflect
management assumptions. The model was var-
ied by tlrnbershed, as appropriate, but was al-
ways calibrated to current stand conditions and
actual growth from the most recent Inventory.
Each Forest Service plot is a basicre-
source unit In the TREES harvest-scheduling
model (Gourley et al. 1980, Schmidt and Tedder
1980. Tedder et al. 1980a,b); however, because
of the sparse number of trees onsome plots,
they were aggregated according to the following
hierarchy and criteria:
Tiinbershed
Owner class
Forest type: Lodgepole, ponderosa pine,or
mixed conifer.
Manageable stand extsts7 Yes or no. (If
no. and greater than 500 cubic feet per
acre present, stand was assigned as
manageable in M12:ifless than
500 cubic feet per acre present and har-
vested in last 10 years. stand was as-
signed to "age class" -15; if unstocked or
less than 500 cubic feet per acre and not
harvested in last 10 years, stand was as-
signed to nonstocked.)
Other softwoods M12 0 0 0 Site class: I, II, III, IV, V. and VI. (Note:
Ml4 0 0 0 SIte classes correspond respectively to
M15 89 0 0 the following cubic-foot productivity
M16 11 11 18 classes: 225+, 165 through 224, 120
M17 0 89 82 through 164, 85 through 119. 50 Total 100 100 100 through 84, and 20 through 49.)
tSee Table 6 for Ml specifications. Stand size class: Seedlings and sap-
2No lodgepole pine type on forest industry lands in this lirigs, poletimber. small sawtlmber,
timbershed. arid large sawtlmber.
130Stocking class: Based on conifer stock-
ing In main stand plus residual over-
story: For classes 1 through 4, resid-
ual stocking Is greater than 10 percent
of total stocking: main stand stocking
is, respectively, greater than 75 per-
cent, 51 through 75 percent, 26
through 50 percent, or 25 percent or
less. For classes 5 through 8. residual
stocking Is less than 10 percent of to-
tal stocking; main stand stocking Is
the same, respectively, as for classes 1
through 4. These eight classes make it
possible to more precisely allocate har-
vest over time according to specified
criteria for minimum tree diameter and
stand volume per acre.
Plots for existing manageable stands were
aggregated according to forest type, stocking
class, size class, and site class into groups for
use in harvest scheduling. Each aggregation was
grown using the PROGNOSIS model in accor-
dance with current management practices de-
rived from interviews with forest-industry man-
agers, and Oregon State Depariment of Forestry
forest-practices officers and service foresters
(Table 5).
The resulting yield table from PROGNOSIS
was then used to grow the existing stand as rep-
resented by the aggregation of basic resource
units in each grouped resource unit of the
TREES model.
Yield tables for future MIs were also con-
structed using assumptions appropriate to fu-
ture management intentions (Table 6). Following
the harvest of existing stands, the acres were
regenerated and assigned to future MIs (Table
7).
Relationship of Current and Past
Projections
A completely different approach was used
to grow stands In the 1976 study. Empirical di-
ameter growth rates from Forest Service survey
plots were calibrated with stand basal area at
the time diameter growth was recorded. A func-
tion was included to modify the diameter growth
rates over time, depending upon the basal area.
This approach is less readily adaptable to model-
ing specific management practices than are
modern growth simulators, which are driven by
management practices. In the current study, we
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had the advantage of developing yield tables with
locally calibrated versions of PROGNOSIS.
Other Key Assumptions
National Forest
Harvest projections for the National For-
ests were obtained directly from management
plans prepared by the Forest Service. We used
the decade 1 data from the plans for our dec-
ade 1 projections for all National Forests except
the Deschutes, for which we used the decade 2
data instead (see Table 3).
Other Public and Private Lands
Many Important assumptions were made
for these owner classes regarding shifts in land
use: regeneration success: species conversion;
age priority for harvest. sustainabifity criteriafor
volume yields, and utilization standards; and
yield reduction. These assumptions were based
on interviews with foresters workingfor forest
industry and public agencies and the manage-
ment plan for the Warm Springs Indian Reserva-
tion. The following listing Is a cursory overview
details will be available in a supplementary re-
port.
(1) Acreage reductions and other land-use
shifts:
For other public, the number of acres in
the lodgepole pine type only was reduced by
5 percent Initially to account for areas not likely
to be used for timber production. There is no
acreage reduction for the other two softwood
types and no subsequent land-use shifts In ei-
ther case.
For forest Industry, no acreage reducUons
or land-use shifts are assumed.
For nonlndus trial private, the number of
acres used In our projections was reduced by
15 percent initially to account for areas not
likely to be used for Umber production. No sub-
sequent shifts In land use are assumed.
(2) Regeneration:
For other public, the regeneration lag Is
assumed to be 3 years. For growth and yield
simulation of even-aged management, it is as-
sumed that 400 trees per acre would be planted.
Of the acres In the nonstocked backlog each
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decade, 5 percent are assumed to be regener-ing) but, because the projection Is for Eastern
ated. Of the acres regenerated In each decade, Oregon as a whole, does not vary by timbershed.
none are assumed to revert to nonstocked:Minimum age for harvest Is 85 years, and the
stocking level Is accounted for In the MIs,e.g.,length of the harvest sustainabilhty check is 8
M16 and MJ7 (Table 6), and the distribution bydecades. All timber In the last decade ofa cycle stocking Is controlled by allocation ofacres tomust come from ages greater thanor equal to
future MIs (Table 7). 85. The utilization standard for harvest isa 7-
_t. Jtt. L_ - A .1L__ For forest industry, the regeneration lag
is assumed to be 2 to 6 years (varies by timber-
shed). For growth and yield simulation ofeven-
aged silvicultual regimes, it was assumed that
250 trees per acre would be planted. Of the
acres in the nonstocked backlog each decade,
5 percent are assumed to be regenerated.Of
the acres regenerated in each decade,none are
assumed to revert to nonstocked: stocking level
Is accounted for In the MIs, e.g., M16 (Table 6).
and the distribution by stocking is controlled by
allocation of acres to future MIs (Table 7).
For nonlndustrial private, the regenera-
Uon lag Is assumed to be 5 years for eachover-
story removal in all Umbersheds. For growth and
yield simulation of even-aged silvicultualre-
gimes, it was assumed that 250 trees peracre
would be planted. Of the acres in thenon-
stocked backlog each decade, 4 percentare re-
generated in the Klamath-Lakeview Timbershed,
3 percent elsewhere. Of the acres regenerated in
each decade, 3 percent are assumed to revert to
nonstocked In all timbersheds: stocking level is
accounted for in the MIs, e.g., M16 (Table 6). and
the distribution by stocking Is controlled by allo-
cation of acres to future MIs (Table 7).
(3) Species conversion:
For other public, of the currently unman-
ageable types, 100 percent are assumed to be
regenerated to desirable species over 4 decades.
For forest Industry, of currently unman-
ageable types, 5 percent are assumed to bere-
generated to desirable species each decade,ex-
cept in the Blue Mountain Tlmbershed, for
which 100 percent Is assumed to be converted
over 3 decades.
For nonlndus trial private, of the currently
unmanageable types. 4 percent are assumed to
be regenerated to desirable species each decade
In the Klamath-Lakevlew Tlmbershed, 3 percent
elsewhere.
(4) Thinning and harvest age:
For other public, harvest priority Is the
same as for forest industry (see directly follow-
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For forest Industry, harvest priorIty de-
pends on silvlcultural regime (varies by timber-
shed and MI: see Table 6). Overstory removals
and thinnings are triggered by specifiedmini-
mum volumes within a specified range of ages
(varies by thnbershed): priority for even-agedre-
gimes is oldest age class first. Minimum age for
harvest is 65 to 85 years (varies by Umbershed).
The length of the harvest sustainabifity check is
6 decades in the Kiamath-Lakeview Timbershed,
8 decades elsewhere. All timber in the last dec-
ade of a cycle must come from ages greater than
or equal to 65 In Kiamath-Lakeview, 85 else-
where. The utilization standard for harvest Isa
7-inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
For rtonindustrial private, harvest priority
is the same as for forest industry (see directly
preceding). Minimum age for harvest is
95 years, and the length of the harvestsus-
talnablilty check is 10 decades. All timber In the
last decade of a cycle must come fromages
greater than or equal to 95. The utilization stan-
dard for harvest Is a 7-inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
(5) Yield reductions:
For other public, harvest volumes arere-
duced as follows:1 percent to account for un-
stockable acres: 5 percent to account for break-
age and defect for the lodgepole pine type,
11 percent for existing other softwood types,
2 percent for future other softwood types: addl-
tional amounts, as follows, to account for insects
and disease (beyond those implied by the PROG-
NOSIS simulationsbased on interviews wIth
forest-Industry foresters and Oregon State De-
partment of Forestry forest-practices and service
foresters):none In existing stands. 2 percent in
future stands.
For forest industry, harvest volumesare
reduced as follows:1.1 to 1.5 percent to ac-
count for unstockabie acres (varies by timber-
shed): 8 percent to account for breakage and de-
fect in exIsting stands, 2 percentIn future
stands: additional amounts, as follows, toac-count for Insects and disease (beyond those im-
plied by the PROGNOSIS slmulauonsbased on
interviews with forest-industry foresters and
Oregon State Department of Forestry forest-
practices and service foresters):
Lodgepole typeNone.
Ponderosa pine type'One percent In
existing stands, 2 percent in future
stands.
Mixed conifer type:One percent in ex-
isting stands 15 to 45 years old,
5 percent in existing stands older than
45, 1 percent In future stands.
For nonindus trial private, harvest vol-
umes are reduced as follows: 0.8 to 1.6 percent
Harvest Projections
Current Study
A baseline harvest projection was devel-
aped for each owner class In each timbershed.
The baseline projections indicate what is likely
to happen if an assumed set of conditions is
realized. Baseline projections for National For-
ests came directly from their management plans.
Baseline projections for the other public forests
and private forests were developed by us.
Harvest projections for the National For-
ests were obtained directly from management
plans prepared by the Forest Service. We allo-
cated these projections by others to timbersheds
according to the proportion of administrative-
unit acres In each tlmbershed exclusive of Wil-
derness.
We simulated the harvest projections for
other public and private lands with the TREES
model (Gourley et al. 1980. Schmidt and Tedder
1980, Tedder et al. 1980a,b). TREES can deter-
mine sustainable harvest levels over time, while
considering a variety of MIs for existing and fu-
ture stands. For the other public owner class, a
single projection was made for all of Eastern
Oregon and the results then allocated back to
the tlmbersheds. For the private owner classes,
a single projection was made for each timber-
shed to determine the maximum sustainable
harvest, decade to decade, subject to the previ-
ously discussed assumptions.
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to account for unstockable acres (varies by tim-
bershed): 5 percent to account for breakage and
defect: additional amounts, as follows, to ac-
count for Insects and disease (beyond those im-
plied by the PROGNOSIS simulationsbased on
interviews with forest-industry foresters and
Oregon State Department of Forestry forest-
practices and service foresters):
Lodgepole type: None.
Ponderosa pine type: One percent in
existing stands, 2 percent in future
stands,
Mixed conJ'er type: Five percent in ex-
isting stands 15 to 45 years old,
1 percent In existing stands older than
45 and In future stands.
The projections for all owners except the
National Forests began with the decade
1991 through 2000 (decade 1) and proceeded
140 years through the decade 2121 through
2130 (decade 14), to assure that the harvest pro-
jected for decade 10 Is sustainable. The harvest
was maximized each decade In turn, subject to
its sustalnability for approximately one rotation
into the future and an assurance that an ade-
quate age-class distribution would be main-
tained beyond that.It should be emphasized
that these are not supply projectionsthat is,
they do not incorporate forecasts of economic
variables that would affect the supply and de-
mand for timber. Rather, they are estimates of
the volume of Umber that might be harvested
under a specified set of management assump-
tions and the overall objective of sustalnablllty.
The projections forallowners were com-
bined to determine the aggregate harvest over
time for each timbershed, and the timbershed
results combined to obtain the aggregate results
for all of Eastern Oregon.
1976 Study
As was the case for Western Oregon. the
1976 study for Eastern Oregon had two basic
scenarios:
(1) Attempt to maintain the average level of har-
vest of that study's reference period, 1968
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through 1973 (see following section),
400 million cubic feet per year. for 3 dec-
ades and then switch to a policy of maxi-
mum sustainable production. Allowable cuts
on public forests would be taken as given in
the public plans, and those on private forests
would be used to make up the difference be-
tween public harvest and maximum yield
during the first 3 decades. This scenario was
simulated twice, once for low MIs and once
for high MIs.
(2) MaxImize sustainable timber production by
owner on both public and private lands. Al-
lowable cuts are not taken as given in the
public plans. This scenario also was simu-
lated twice, once for low MIs and once for
high MIs.
The 1976 study acknowledged that the
analysis for Eastern Oregon was not nearly so
intensive as that for Western Oregon. partly be-
cause of uncertainty about how to handle the
Eastern Oregon projections and partly because
of difficulty In obtaining certain kinds of Inven-
tozy and management information.
Reference Period
For both the 1976 study and the current
one, relative changes in future harvest are dis-
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cussed with respect to a reference period: 1968
through 1973 for the earlier study, and 1983
through 1987 for this one. For readers wishing
to compare the 1976 projections with occur-
rences since then and with the projections from
this study, we need to emphasize a subtle differ-
ence In how the reference period Is considered.
For the 1976 study, the total projected
harvest for each timbershed was a reflection of
what was harvested during the reference period.
Reference-period volumes for public lands were
their announced annual allowable cuts at the
time of the study, allocated to timbersheds, and
subtracted from the average annual timbershed
total (for the reference period) to determine the
harvest volume needed from private lands to
maintain that total [see harvest simulation (1) in
1976 Study"J. Thus, relative changes over time
were discussed with respect to "allowable cuts"
for public owners and "what was needed to fill
the gap to meet the timbershed total" for private
owners. In some timbersheds, these volumes by
owner class differed significantly from what ac-
tually had been harvested by the respective own-
ers during the reference period.
In contrast, for the current study, the pro-
jections are discussed with respect to the actual
average annual harvest for each owner class
during the reference period.SUMMARY OF HARVEST PROJECTIONS
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In eastern Oregon. 76 percent of the forest
land area is publicly owned (Table 1). By far the
largest public landowner Is the Forest Service
(National Forests), with 71 percent. Other public
agencies, including the BLM, state of Oregon.
and counties, have much smaller holdings and
therefore have been grouped in a combined
"other public" owner class. Approximately
15 percent of the forest land Is owned by the
forest industry and 9 percent by nonindustrial
private landholders. About 27 percent of the
public forest is unavailable for timber produc-
tion.
During 1983-1987, the reference period
("recent past") for the current study, approxi-
mately 388 mIllion cubic feet (1.9 billion board
feet, Scribner short-log scale) was harvested an-
nually from all timberlands In Eastern Oregon.
About 78 percent of the board-foot harvest came
from public forests. The board-foot harvest from
private forests gradually declined over the last
20 years (FIgure 1). The harvest from public land
was stable until its sharp decline during the
1981-1982 recession: since that drop, public
harvest has climbed to historic highs.
Table 1. Forest area and growing stock, by owner class.
Owner class
Forest land
Available Not available
(thousand acres)
Figure 1. Board-foot hcin,est for Eastern Oregon
from 1968 through 1988. Broken lines Indicate
the 1968-1973 and 1983-1987 reference-period
harvests and the projected decade 1 (1991-2000)
harvest.
Available
growingstock1
(million cu it)
Public
National Forest 5271 2135 9572
Other 522 0 1212
Private
Forest industry 1523 0 2190
Nonindustrial 933 0 1408
Total 8249 2135 14382
tNational Forest: 9-inch dbh to a 6-inch top.
All other owners: 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
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Projected Harvest and Growth
What Is the Baseline
Harvest?
With planned management intensities, the
projected baseline harvest equals 345 million
cubic feet per year in decade 1, declining about
4 percent over 5 decades and then rising to a
sustainable yield of 350 million cubic feet per
year by decade 10. From 1983 through 1987,
approxImately 388 mIllion cubic feet were har-
vested annually. Thus, the baseline cubic-foot
harvest in decade 1 would be about 11 percent
lower than the average annual harvest from
1983 through 1987. The projected board-foot
harvest In decade 1 is about 12 percent less
than the average for 1983 through 1987 (Table 2).
The public-forest contribution is estimated
to be about 72 percent of this total, or 248 mu-
lion cubic feet per year, although it varies some-
what by decade. The reference-period harvest
averaged 292 million cubic feet per year. Thus,
the new plans propose a decade 1 reduction 15
percent below the reference-period level.
Beyond the immediate reduction of
15 percent, the aggregate cubic-foot harvest for
the public forests Is projected to decline an addi-
tional 6 percent over the next 4 decades. This
decline is expected, in part, because of the an-
ticipated completion of salvage of beetle-infested
timber on the Winema, Deschutes, and Fremont
National Forests.
Table 2. Comparison of the harvest in the 1983-1987
reference period with the projected harvest for decade 1.
Million bd ft/year Percent
Owner class 198319871199120002 change
Public
National Forest 1357 1148 -15
Other 144 137 -5
Private
Forest industry 338 324 -4
Nonindustrial 86 86 0
1925 1695 -12
119831987 values include an unknown amount of
submerchantable material.
219912000 values include no submerchantable material.
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The baseline harvest for forest industry is
projected to decline about 5 percent over a simi-
lar period.
For decades 1 through 8 (1991 through
2070). the projections from the 1976 study gen-
erally were higher than those from the current
study on public and private lands (Figure 2a, b).
In retrospect, we feel that the earlier study over-
estimated harvest possibilities.
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FIgure 2. Cubic-foot harvest projected by the cur-
rent (1989) and past (1976) studies (1976 projec-
tions varying according to management intensity
and harvest policy) for (a) public and (b) private
owners.Who Will Grow the Trees?
The public forests will contribute about
72 percent of the total cubic-foot harvest, with
the National Forests providing the lion's share
about 90 percent of the public harvest (Figure
3). Both public and private harvests are ex-
pected to fluctuate somewhat over time but not
more than 10 percent between decades 1 and
10.
Figure 3. Total cubic-foot harvest, by owner class.
The broken line Indicates the 1983-1987 refer-
ence-period harvest.
How Big Will Harvested
Trees Be?
Average size of trees harvested over the
next 2 decades is expected to remain about
18 Inches dbh and then slowly decline toward
15 inches.
Trees greater than 20 inches dbh are ex-
pected to provide a proportionately smaller part
of the harvest such that, by decade 8. trees less
than 16 inches dbh will make up more than half
of it (Figure 4a).
Expressed In short-log Scrlbner Decimal
C, the expected board-foot harvest declines by a
Eastern Oregon: Summary of Harvest Projections
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Figure 4. Total (a) cubic-foot harvest and (b)
board-foot harvest (Scribner Decimal C, 16-foot
log lengths) for all owner classes combined, by
dbh class. The broken tine indicates the 1983-
1987 reference-period harvest. In (a,). average
dbh of harvest is in parentheses.
greater proportion than does the cubic-foot har-
vest because of (1) the Increasing proportion of
smaller diameter trees and (2) the bias In the
Scribner log rule that underestimates product
yield for smaller logs (Figure 4b). The difference
between actual product yield and yield calcu-
lated with the Scribner rule is called "overrun." If
the cubic-foot harvests are translated directly
Into lumber In board feet, the product yield over
time follows a similar pattern to the cubic-foot
yield (Figures 3 and 5).
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Figure 5. Total board-foot harvest calculated wiilh
the Scribner log rule and the resulting overrun"
(difference between actual product yield and
Scribner yield).
How Old Will Harvested
Trees Be?
The age at harvest in stands under even-
aged management Is available for National For-
est lands (FIgure 6). but not for other public and
private forest lands.
On National Forest lands, for the next 2
decades the harvest from even-aged stands is
projected to be about evenly divided among trees
in the 110 to 150, 160 to 200, and 210+ year
age classes. Thereafter, the volume from older
trees is expected to decline, with almost 50 per-
cent coming from trees younger than 100 years
of age by decade 7. After decade 8, most of the
volume harvested in even-aged stands will be
over 100 years of age.
The harvest age of stands under uneven-
aged management (selection harvest) is not
available.
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Figure 6. CubIc-foot harvest for National Forest
lands managed as clearcut and shelterwood, by
age class.
What Species Will Be
Harvested?
The planned harvest comes from conifers
of three forest types: ponderosa pine, lodgepole
pine, and mixed conifer (especially true fir and
Douglas-fir). Approximately 40 percent of the
decade 1 harvest is expected to be ponderosa
pine, the rest a combination of lodgepole pine
and mixed conifer. In the future, the proportion
of ponderosa pine will decrease slightly and that
of mixed conifer increase; the proportion of
lodgepole pine will decline rapidly over the next
3 decades before rising (Figure 7).
During the reference period, the National
Forests harvested about 700 million board feet
per year of ponderosa pine. For decade 1, we
expect the ponderosa pine harvest to be a little
less than 500 millIon board feet per yeara de-
cline of almost 30 percent from the reference
period. The availability of lodgepole pine is cycli-
cal. We assumed that much of the mature lodge-
pole pine, green or standing dead, would be har-
vested within the next 2 decades. Substantial
amounts of lodgepole pine will not be available
again for harvest until decades 6 to 8.Figure 7. Total cubic-foot harvest for 5 decades,
by forest type.
How Are Harvest and
Growth Related?
Typical of the transition from older, slower
growing stands to younger, faster growing
stands, the Inventory on public lands will de-
cline as projected harvest exceeds projected
growth (Figure 8). By decade 6. however, growth
will exceed harvest and then approach equilib-
rium.
The transition from older to younger
stands Is much farther along on private lands,
which in aggregate have projected growth that
exceeds projected harvest.
How Many Acres Will Be
Cut?
For public lands, the number of acres
clearcut per decade is expected to Increase from
decade 1 to decade 2 and then decline (Figure
9a). The proportion of acres thinned, including
overstory removal, is projected to rise rapidly af-
ter decade 4, and the number of acres harvested
by the selection system will remain fairly con-
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Figure 8. Growth and harvest on (a.) public and (b)
private forests. The broken line Indicates the
1983-1987 reference-period harvest.
stant. The number of acres thinned is expected
to Increase alter decade 5 as the number of
acres clearcut declines. Information about the
number of acres harvested by different methods
is not available for private lands.
Clearcutting is stifi expected to contribute
more to the total cubic-foot volume than any
other harvest method on public lands (Figure
9b), and we anticipate this to be the case for all
owners in aggregrate.
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Figure 9. (a) Acres and (b) volume harvested on public forests, by harvest methocL
Options for Increasing Timber
Availability
Can Timber Be Offered
Beyond the Allowable Sale
Quantity?
Timber volume In addition to the baseline
harvest volume might be available. The baseline
harvest reported here for National Forest lands
is the ASQ estimated by the Forest Service plus
the anticipated salvage volume from lodgepole
pine dead and dying from the beetle epidemic. It
does not Include volume from other salvage sales
or submerchantable material from regular tim-
ber sales.
Salvage harvest volume comes from spe-
cial timber sales aimed at the sporadic mortality
that occurs across the National Forests. In the
new forest plans, salvage harvest generally does
not include the volume from possible major
catastrophic eventsmost of that volume is al-
ready counted In the ASQ. According to the For-
est Service, salvage harvest other than thatas-
sociated with the lodgepole pine beetle epidemic
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could contribute an amount equivalent toap-
proxImately 2 percent of the ASQ.
Submerchantable volume In Eastern Ore-
gon comes largely from cull logs, which can be a
significant resource in old-growth forests. Most
of this harvest occurs as part of regular timber
sales, with the material often sold on a "per
acre" basis. Submerchantable volume Is espe-
cially plentiful in National Forests In the Blue
Mountains, where substantial amounts of white
fir are defective. It also comes from harvest of
veiy small material for posts, poles, and other
uses and from small dead or dying timber In the
Blue Mountains.
The 1983-1987 harvest reported in Table
2 contains incidental volume (from land unsuit-
able for timber production but on which timber
is occasionally cut) and salvage volume, as well
as estimates of cull volume for most years. We
do not know how much of this timber volume
above the ASQ will find its way to the market-
place In the future. The Forest Service's primarycommitment in its timber sale program Is to pro-
viding the ASQ. With the emerging emphasis on
'new forestry" and its focus on leaving standing
live and dead trees and fallen trees, the amount
of salvage and cull material offered for sale may
rapidly dwindle. Still. incidental, salvage, and
cull volume could augment the harvest volumes
specified in the baseline harvest for Eastern Ore-
gon by up to 6 percent (Table 3).
Table 3. National Forest volume that may be available
above the baseline level, by timbershed.
Additionalvolume1
Timbershed (million bd ft/year)
Klamath-Lakeview 28
Bend-Prineville 25
Blue Mountain 49
Total 102
'Additional volume is salvage and submerchantable
material excluding fuelwood.
The Forest Service reduces timber harvest
on the National Forests to meet a variety of legal
requirements for maintaining certain levels of
water quality and wildlife habitat. Beyond those
legal requirements, the Forest Service generally
reduces timber harvest to meet other recrea-
tional, scenic, wildlife, and water-quality objec-
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tives. On the National Forests of Oregon, these
objectives reduce the total baseline harvest be-
tween 10 and 30 percent, depending on the par-
ticular forest. The potential for reducing these
impacts on timber harvest was not estimated.
Can Management Be
Intensified?
In addition to the possibility of adding to
timber volumes specified in agency or other for-
est plans, management Intensity might be In-
creased to enhance yields, especially in the case
of nonindustrial private owners. These owners
contributed approxImately 4 percent to the har-
vest during the reference period. In aggregate.
they hold about 40 percent of the private inven-
tory volume, but have only been providing about
20 percent of the harvest. II nonindustrial pri-
vate owners were to harvest closer to their ca-
pacity and also slightly intenslIr management,
theycould increase the decade 1 harvest by as
much as 70 percentan increase of about 60
million board feet per yearand maintain that
level through decade 10.
We did not evaluate the possibility of in-
creasing management intensity on National For-
ests and other public lands.
Possible Impacts of Northern Spotted
Owl Management onTimber
Availability
The spotted owl alternatives discussed for
Western Oregon affect primarily the lands there.
Therefore, we anticipate little impact from these
alternatives on timber availability in Eastern
Oregon. See Table 5 and the discussion In the
Western Oregon "Summary of Harvest Projec-
tions.
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In assessing the current and potential fu-
ture role of the timber industries in thelocal
economies of Eastern Oregon. four fundamental
questions are addressed:
1. What contributions do the timber industries
make to employment and Income?
2. How much do the timber industries contrib-
ute to local government revenues?
3. What level of support do the timber indus-
tries provide to the other sectors of the econ-
omy?
4. What changes can we expect In the contribu-
tions of the timber industries?
This assessment is narrowed to primary
and secondary industries that utilize timber as a
raw material, namely: Logging, Sawmilling,Ply-
wood and Veneer preparation, Pulp and Paper
processing, and the manufacture of Other Wood
Products. This compilation understates contri-
butions of forests to Eastern Oregon's economy
because it fails to account for employment and
income related to forest recreation, nontradi-
tional forest products (e.g., mushrooms), and
forestry services (e.g., contract trucking, tree
planting, and fertilization).
Discussions of employment and income
focus on 1988 data, with projections compared
to that year. The use of the 1988 comparison
period differs from the rest of the study, where
the 1983 through 1987 average Is used. A differ-
ent base was chosen because lags Inherent in
the economic system suggest that the impacts of
the 1983 through 1987 harvest on employment
are best addressed in the year after that period.
Changes in the industry structure following the
timber recession of the early 1980s also make
the most recently available data the most rele-
vant for impact discussions.
What Contributions Dothe Timber
Industries Make to Employment
and Income?
The timber industries in Eastern Oregon
employed 14 500 wage and salary workers in
1988; this flgure accounted for approximately
12.2 percent of the wage and salary employ-
ment.' Payrolls for these workers are estimated
to be $310 million and to account for 12.3 per-
cent of the payrolls. In 1988, wage and salary
employment within Eastern Oregon timber in-
dustries and within the total nonfarm sector was
8 percent higher than in the 1983 through 1987
period.
The employment and Income figures are derived fmm sta-
tistics compiled by the State of Oregon Employment Division
(1983-1986, unpublished), the U.S. Department of
Commerce's Bureau of Economic AnalysIs, (1982, 1983-
1986). and Howard and Ward (1988). Reporting is such that
owners of firms cannot be segregated by industiy; thus, the
reported figures do not include pmprietors or their Income.
Logging and sawmilhtng payrolls could not be segregated.
Employment within timber industries in
Eastern Oregon Is weighted heavily towards
Sawmflhlng (40 percent) and Other Wood Prod-
ucts (28 percent). Other Wood Products includes
the manufacturing of moulding and millwork,
products that are prevalent In the central part of
the state. Plywood and Veneer accounts for
12 percent of the employment within the timber
industries while Logging comprises the remain-
ing2l percent.
In terms of levels of employment and pay-
rolls. the three Eastern Oregon timbersheds are
fairly homogeneous (Figures la and b). Wage
and salary employment ranges from 4100 to
6000, while payrolls range from $91 to 127 mil-
lion. The timber Industries in the Bend-Prineville
Timbershed are bolstered by the Other Wood
Products sector, which includes the secondary
manufacturing industries.
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Figure 1. 1988 () wage and salary employment
and (b) payroll In timber Industries for Eastern
Oregon timbersheds.
In terms of percentages, the timber indus-
tries' contribution to the economies of the three
Eastern Oregon timbersheds ranges from 8 to
19 percent of wage and salary employment and
from 8 to 20 percent of payrolls (Figures 2a and
b). The Kiamath-Lakeview Tlmbershed shows the
greatest reliance on timber industries, while the
Blue Mountain region shows the least. Theper-
centage contributions of timber industries to the
Eastern Oregon timbersheds are similar to those
shown for the southwestern Oregon timbersheds
(Western Economic Impacts, Figures 2a and b).
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Figure 2. 1988 (cU wage and salary employment
and ib) payroll in the timber industries asa per-
centage of total employment and payroll, respec-
tively, for Eastern Oregon timbers heds.
How Much Do the TimberIndustries
Contribute to Local
Government Revenues?
In 1983 through 1987, timber Industries
contributed over $46 million per year to the
county governments and miscellaneous taxing
districts in Eastern Oregon (estimated from
Hackworth and Greber (1988) with adjustment
148
for harvest level). Revenue sourceswere the
same as in Western Oregon.
The timber contribution was primarily
from Forest Service lands and privatepropertyEastern Oregon: Economic Impacts
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Figure 3. Source of local government funds, 1983 through 1987. (a) In dollars and (b) as a percentageof
total Income for Eastern Oregon timbersheds.
taxes. The timber sources accounted for
12.5 percent of the local government receipts
during the period. In this region, federal contri-
butions represented 9.6 percent of the total re-
ceipts (1.1 percent from BLM and 8.5 percent
from nationalforests).2State and county forests
accounted for less than 0.2 percent of the total
receipts. The private sector contributed 2.8 per-
2The figures for the Bureau of Land Management Includes
In-lieu-of-tax lands that are not necessarily timberlands.
cent of total receipts (0.5 percent from severance
taxes and 2.3 percent from property taxes.).
The contribution of timber Industries to
local governments varied from $12.2 million
(9.4 percent) in the Bend-Prineville Timbershed
to over $18.7 mIllion (27.8 percent) In the Kia-
math-Lakeview Timbershed (Figures 3a and b).
Within the timbersheds, the variation between
taxing districts is apt to be far greater. The East-
ern Oregon timbersheds show most variability in
the BLM contribution.
What Level of Support Do the Timber
Industries Provide to the Other Sectors
of the Economy?
Support for local economies by the timber
industries goes beyond their immediate contri-
butions, but it is difficult to address this support
on a timbershed-by-timbershed basis. Log-flow
data from 1982 and 1985 indicate that a lower
percentage of logs is shipped out of timbersheds
In eastern than In Western Oregon (Figure 4 and
Western Economic Impacts. Figure 4) (Howard
1984: Howard and Ward 1988). However, other
business and personal purchases are commonly
made across timbershed boundaries.
In Eastern Oregon, from 7.4 to 13.4 per-
cent of the gross log flows in the timbersheds
was shipped out in 1982 and 1985. Gross log
flow is the sum of logs harvested within and logs
transported into a timbershed. Log shipments
into the timbersheds ranged from 2.9 percent to
16.1 percent of the gross log flows in the timber-
sheds (Figure 5). The net results of the simulta-
neous shipments out of and into timbersheds
were that Klamath-Lakeview and Blue Mountain
shipped more logs out than they shipped in,
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while Bend-Prineville shipped in 9.1 percent
more logs than it shipped out.
Analyses of the 1988 Eastern Oregon
economy Indicate that 12.2 percent of the wage
and salary employment and 12.3 percent of pay-
rolls were in the timberindustries.3The percent-
ages of timber-supported wage and salary em-
ployment and payrolls supported by them were
19.6 and 13.6. respectively (Figure 6a and b).
Figure 4. Logs shipped outofEastern Oregon tim-
bersheds as a percentage of 1982 and 1985
grosstoyflows.
Supported employment and Income were assessed with the
assistance of the IPASS model (Olson et al. 1984).
Figure 5. Logs shipped Into Eastern Oregon tbm
bersheds as a percentage of 1982 and 1985
gross log flows.
Figure 6. Source of 1988 (a) wages and salary
employment and (b) payroll b-i Eastern Oregonas
a percentage of total employment and Income. re-
spectively.for that region..
What Changes Can We Expect inthe
Contributions of the Timber
Industries?
Three factors that influence the role of
timber in the Eastern Oregon economy are
changing: (1) technologies within the Industry:
(2) growth In other sectors of the economy; and
(3) timber availability. In this section we will ad-
dress how the economy Is expected to be affected
by the baseline harvestprojection.4The impacts
on employment and Income are discussed rela-
Appendix 1 summarizes economic Impacts of maintaining har-
vest levels through the year 2000 at levels ranging from 70 per-
cent to 120 percent of 1983-1987 reference period. The tables
presented In the appendix can be used to analyze Umber availa-
bility trajectories that differ from those reported here by interpo-
lating between tabulated values.tive to the 1988 base year, while the Impacts
upon the local government revenues arebased
on 1983 through 1987 averagecontributions.
Wage and salary employment in the timber
industries Is expected to decline by 7.4 percent
(1100 Jobs) by 1995 relative to the 1988 employ-
ment level (Figure 7). This reflects a loss of 1600
jobs in the primary industries and a gain of 500
Jobs In Other Wood Products.
Of the 1600 Jobs lost in the primary indus-
tries, 500 will be due to changing technologies
and 1100 to changing timber availability from
the late 1980s level, if 1983 through 1987 har-
vest levels were to be maintained, the number of
jobs lost due to timber availability would be 200.
This lower estimate is because 1983 through
1987 harvest levels were lower than those of the
late 1980s.
In absolute terms, Logging and SawmIllIng
are the most impacted sectors of the Eastern
Oregon timber economy, with a projected decline
of 1100 jobs (13 percent by 1995). In percentage
terms, Plywood and Veneer is expected to be the
most heavily affected sector, with a decline of
(20 percent). In Other Wood Products,
wage and salary employment is forecast to rise
by over 500 jobs (12 percent).
Although the impact on individual timber-
sheds Is difficult to estimate due to the openness
of the timber economy, some generalizations are
possible. Timber availability and industry make-
up are such that little change Is expected In total
employment in the forest industries for the Kla-
math -Lakeview and Bend- Prineville Timber-
sheds. There will, however, be a shift in employ-
ment towards Other Wood Products. The Blue
Mountain Timbershed, on the other hand, which
is confronted with substantial declines in timber
availability, is structured almost solely on Log-
ging, Sawmilling. and Plywood and Veneer
manufacture. The Blue Mountain Timbershed
could thus see employment declines of as high
as 20 percent In the timber industries.
Overall, little growth is anticipated in the
relatively stagnant Eastern Oregon economy,
with an annual increase In wage and salary em-
ployment of less than 1 percent, resulting in
1995 employment levels that are 1.3 percent
higher than the 1988 level (Figure 7). The major
sector of growth will focus on nonmanufacturing,
where increases of 2 percent are likely (0.2 per-
cent per year). Manufacturing, inclusive of the
Eastern Oregon: Economic Impacts
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Figure 7. Forecast changes In the employment
structure for 1995. based on 1988 data,for East-
ern Oregon.
timber Industries, is forecast to grow by less
than 1 percent by 1995 (less than 0.1 percent
per year). The growth is centered In the Kla-
math-Lakeview and Bend-Prineville Timber-
sheds. The Blue Mountain Timbershed could see
declines as high as 5 percent in overall employ-
ment. MaintaIning 1983 through 1987 harvest
levels throughout Oregon could add 4600 jobs.
improving overall job growth from 1.3 percent to
5.2 percent. This could allow growth In the Blue
Mountain Timbershed.
The changing structure of the economy In-
dicates that the contribution of timber industries
to wage and salary employment will decline from
12.2 percent In 1988 to 11.2 percent In 1995.
The share of the timber industry in wage and
salary employment within manufacturing would
decrease from 58.3 to 54.1 percent. Wage and
salary employment In manufacturing within the
region is estimated to hold at approximately
20.7 percent of total wage and salary employ-
ment.
Real average wages per worker in Eastern
Oregon are forecast to decline through 1995 be-
cause of the changing industrial mix. Total wage
and salary income is expected to increase by a
smaller percentage than the 1.4 percent in-
crease in employment.
Minor changes In timber contributions to
local governments are foreseen if the stated pub-
lic-sector forest plans hold true. Assuming no
major changes in property assessments, timber
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prices, or Intergovernmental revenue sources,How Will the Stated then no timbershed In the 1990's would experi-
ence more than a 1.5 percent decline in localAlternatives for the
government revenues (relative to the 1983Protection of the Northern through 1987 levels) due to changes In timber
availability. Individual taxing districts may. how-Spotted Owl Change the
ever, feel much greater Impacts. Economic Outlook?
Three fundamental questions remain con-
cerning the changing contributions of Umber In-
dustries to the Eastern Oregon economy.
How Will Changes in Wood
Characteristics Influence
Industrial Makeup?
Unlike Western Oregon, the makeup of the
harvest in the first decade of the baseline projec-
lion is markedly different from the recent past.
In the 1990s the ponderosa pine component of
the harvest Is anticipated to fall 30 percent from
1983-1987 levels. This could have resounding
impacts on the manufacture of Other Wood
Products because this sector relies on ponderosa
pine for a competitive advantage in the market
place. Our projections of growth in Other Wood
Products Is contingent upon these manufactur-
ers being able to utilize other softwoods.
While the size of trees at harvest is not apt
to change In the next decade, by the middle of
the next century average tree diameter will drop
from 18 to 16 inches dbh and continue to de-
cline through to the end of the 100-year projec-
tion period. The percentage of harvest from trees
over 20 inches dbh will drop from 30 to 12 per-
cent by the middle of the next century.
In the long term, smaller tree diameters
and changes In species compostlon will further
impact the supply of wood to the high value-
added products associated with the Other Wood
Products manufacturers. Technological ad-
vances, such as those in the veneering proc-
esses, will be needed if we are to have a competi-
tive wood products industry in that region.
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The spotted owl alternatives discussed in
the prior section prImarily concern Western Ore-
gon and so we anticipate little impact upon the
Eastern Oregon economy, unless Western Ore-
gon mills, faced with Umber shortages at home,
sucessfully bid away federal stumpage In East-
ern Oregon.
How Will Changes in
Nonindustrial Private
Harvesting Practices
Influence the Economy?
If nonindustrial private owners were tore-
alize their highest potential harvest and moder-
ately improve their management intensities, the
resulting increase In timber could allow there-
covery of 200 (27 percent) of the displaced tim-
ber Industry jobs. Also, 300 additIonal jobs
could be gained In other sectors of the economy.
The increased economic activity would result In
an increase in wage and salary income of $25
million throughout the region.
The Eastern Oregon timber industry is apt
to remain a strong component of the economic
base. Changing availabilites of timber In the
various timbersheds will have disparate effects.
The industry will have to deal with changIng
species composition and the Other Wood Prod-
ucts sector may require greater volumes of wood
from sources outside the Eastern Oregon region.
Growth In the nonmanufacturing sectors will
likely keep the overall health of the Bend-Prine-
ville Timbershed strong, but the Blue Mountain
Tlmbershed may be faced with economic decline
unless It can find new sources of economic
growth.EASTERN TIMBERSHEDS
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The topics below are discussed within each timbershed section:
Projected Harvest and Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
Who Will Grow the Trees?
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
How Old Will Harvested Trees Be?
What Species Will Be Harvested?
How Are Harvest and Growth Related?
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
Options for Increasing Timber Availability
Can Management Be Intensified?
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the Allowable Sale Quantity?
Glossary and abbreviations are on pages 18-22.I
EASTERN TIMBERSHEDS
Kiamath-Lakeview Timbershed
In the Kiamath-Lakeview Timbershed, ap-
proximately 71 percent of total forest land Is
public and 29 percent is private (Table 1). About
19 percent of public forest Is unavailable for tim-
ber production.
From 1983 through 1987, approximately
68 percent of the total board-foot harvest came
from public forests (Table 2). Harvests in the
timbershed have declined over the last 20 years
because of the large reductions in forest Indus-
try harvest, even though public harvests have
risen significantly (Figure 1). The average har-
vest over the last 15 years has been about
20 percent lower than during the reference pe-
Table 1. Forest area and growing stock, by owner.
Forest land Available
Available Not available growingstock1
Owner (thousandacres) (million cubic feet)
Public
National Forest 1802 453 2984
Other 131 0 356
Private
Forest industry 802 0 1063
Nonindustrial 169 0 257
2904 453 4660
1National Forest growing stock data are based on 9-inch
dbh to a 6-inch top. Data for other all owners are based
on 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
Table 2. Comparison of the harvest in the 1983-1987
reference period with the projected harvest for decade 1.
Million board feet per year Percent
Owner 1983198711991200O2 change
Public
National Forest 406 384 -5
Other 29 42 +45
Private
Forest industry 196 178 -9
Nonindustrial 6 6 0
637 610 -4
1lncludes unknown amount of submerchantable material
2lncludes no submerchantable material.
Ytgure1.boara-joot rtarvest jor me Ktamatrr-
Lakeview Timbershed from 1968 through 1988.
The broken lines indicate the 1968-1973 and
1983-1987 reference harvests and the projected
harvest In decade 1.
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dod of the 1976 study (1968-1973). The average
harvest of the recent past (1983-1987) has been
about 22 percent less than that from 1968
through 1973.
Of the 486 mIllion board feet consumed
(processed or purchased for internaUonal export)
In 1985, 86 percent (418 millIon board feet) had
been harvested within the timbershed (data de-
rived from Howard and Ward 1988): In 1976,
93 percent of the volume consumed was har-
vested within the timbershed (data derived from
Howard and Hlserote 1978). The Kiamath-
Lakeview Timbershed has been a net exporter of
logs to other timbersheds. In 1976, a net of
40 mIllion board feet was exported to other Urn-
bersheds: In 1985. a net of 44 mfflion board feet
was exported.
Projected Harvest and
Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
With the planned management Intensities,
the projected baseline harvest equals 126 mil-
lion cubic feet per year in decade 1, declines
about 10 percent over five decades, and then
rises to a sustainable yield of 130 million cubic
feet per year by decade 10. Much of the decline
over the next few decades results from comple-
tion of accelerated harvest of insect-damaged
lodgepole pine on public land. From 1983
through 1987, approximately 131 mifilon cubic
feet were harvested annually. Thus, the baseline
cubic-foot harvest in decade 1 would be about
4 percent lower than the average annual harvest
from 1983 through 1987. The projected board-
foot harvest In decade 1 also is about 4 percent
less than the average for 1983 through 1987
(Table 2).
Who Will Grow the Trees?
The proportion of the harvest from public
and private lands Is expected to remain relatively
constant (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Total cubic-foot harvest., by owner. The
broken line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference
harvest.
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
Average dbh of harvested trees is projected
to decline slowly from 18 Inches to 16 Inches
over six decades and will then fall sharply to
14 inches before Increasing (Figure 3a). Ex-
pressed in board feet (short-log Scribner
Decimal C) (Figure 3b), the harvest declines
slowly from about 96 percent of the 1983-1987
average In decade 1 to about 80 percent of the
1983-1987 level In decade 5, partly as a result
of declining average tree size. The decline incu-
bic-foot volume Is not as great, reaching 86 per-
cent of the 1983-1987 level in decade 5 (Figure
3a).
On public lands, the average dbh of har-
vested trees Is projected to be 19 to 20 inches
for several decades before declining to 16 inches
in decade 8 (Figure 4a). On private lands, the
average dbh of harvested trees is projected to be
about 18.5 inches In decade 1 (Figure 4b). Av-
erage dbh would rapidly decline to about
13 inches In decade 3 and to as low as
10 Inches in decade 7, before rising to
13 inches in decade 10.
The expected decline in harvest primarily
results from reduced harvest from National For-Eastern Oregon: Kiamath-Lakeview
ades (FIgure 5). After decade 4, projected age
at harvest drops rapidly: by decade 5 most of
the volume will be coming from stands less
than 100 years old. Data on age at harvest for
stands under uneven-aged management are
not available, nor are data on volume classified
by age for other public owners and private for-
ests.
FIgure 5. Cubic volume ho.rvested from National
Forests, by age class, for all harvest systems
except selection.
What Species Will Be Harvested?
The planned harvest comes from three
types of conifer: ponderosa pine, lodgepole
pine, and mixed conifer (especially true fir and
Douglas-fir). Approximately 48 percent of the
harvest in decade 1 is expected to be ponder-
osa pine: the rest, a combination of lodgepole
pine and mixed conifer. In the future, the pro-
portion of ponderosa pine will decrease slightly
and that of mixed conifer increase: the propor-
lion of lodgepole pine will decline rapidly over
the next three decades before rising (Figure 6).
During the reference period, the National
Forests harvested about 244 mIllion board feet
per year of ponderosa pine. For decade 1, we
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expect the ponderosa pine harvest to be a little
less than 196 mIllion board feet peryeara de-
cline of almost 20 percent from the referencepe-
riod. We assumed that much of the mature lodge-
pole pine, green or standing dead, would be har-
vested within the next two decades. Substantial
amounts of lodgepole pine will not be available
again for harvest until after decade 5.
I: .i:
Ftgure 6. Cubic volume harvested per decade on
public and private forests, by forest type.
How Are Harvest And Growth Related?
As is typical of the transition from older,
slower-growing stands to younger, faster-growing
stands, the inventory on public lands will con-
tinue to decline for a number of decades, until
growth catches up with harvest (Figure 7a).
Growth Is projected to exceed harvest on private
forests in the Kiamath-Lakeview Timbershed by
decade 5 (Figure 7b). By decade 9, the private
forests will be able to support a higher sustain-
able cubic-foot harvest than during the 1983-
1987 reference period.FIgure 7. IJrowtlt and harvest on (a) public and
(b) private forests. The broken line Indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
Acres clearcut, thinned, and cut by selec-
tion on public lands will remain fairly stable over
the next several decades, although acres
clearcut and thinned will trend downward (Fig-
ure 8). After decade 5, thinnIng harvests will in-
crease, while acres clearcut will decrease. Acres
projected to be thinned or to have an overstory
removal have been combined under the thinning
category in Figure 8. Within this category, the
planned acreage In overstory removals Is only
significant In decade 2. comprising about 15
percent of the combined acreage. Data on acres
Eastern Oregon: Kiamath-Lakeview
cut classified by harvest method are not avail-
able for private forests.
Volumes by harvest method are shown In
Figure 9.
Yigure .Acres tiarves tea onpubuc jorests, by
harvest method
:iij
KZI.
I
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Figure 9. Volume harvested on public forests, by
harvest methocL The broken line Indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
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Options for Increasing
Timber Availability
Can Management Be Intensified?
In the recent past (1983-1987), nonindus-
trial forest lands In the Klamath-Lakeview Tim-
bershed have contributed only about 1 percent
of the board-foot harvest, mainly in the form of
overstory removals from conifer stands. Suffi-
cient inventory exists to permit nonindustrial
owners to more than triple their harvest. In-
creasing management Intensity could raise the
harvest still further. In total, nonindustrial own-
ers could increase annual harvest from the
baseline projection of 6 mIllion board feet to 27
million board feet and sustain It at that level In
the long run. Such a change could more than
offset about 75 percent of the difference between
total harvest of the recent past and the baseline
board-foot harvest projected for decade 1. In
1988, nonlndustrial owners harvested 13 mil-
lion board feet - double the harvest of the re-
cent past, but well within their capacity to main-
tain indefinitely.
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the
Allowable Sale Quantity?
On the National Forests, the baseline har-
vest reported here Is theallowable sale quan-
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tity (ASQ) estimated by the Forest Service. It ac-
counts for dead timber encountered in regular
timber sales but does not include incidental har-
vest from land unsuitable for timber production,
volume produced through salvage sales, or sub-
merchantable material such as cull logs. Accord-
ing to the Forest Service, up to 28 mIllion board
feet per year of these products may be available
above the ASQ.
The 1983-1987 harvest reported in
Table 2 includes incidental volume and salvage
sale volume and also includes estimates of sub-
merchantable material (cull) for most years. We
do not know how much of this timber volume
above the ASQ will find Its way to market In the
future. The primary commitment of the Forest
Service in Its timber-sale program Is providing
the ASQ. With the emerging emphasis onnew
forestry and its focus on leaving standing live
and dead trees and down trees, the amount of
salvage and cull material offered for salemay
dwindle rapidly. Nevertheless, incidental, sal-
vage, and cull volume offer the potential for a
higher harvest volume from the National Forests
than shown by the ASQ.Eastern Oregon: Bend-Prineville
Bend-Prineville Timbershed
In the Bend-Prineville Timbershed, ap-
proximately 79 percent of total forest land is
public and 21 percent Is private (Table 1). About
23 percent of public forest Is unavailable for tim-
ber production.
From 1983 through 1987, approximately
89 percent of the total board-foot harvest came
from public forests (Table 2). Although the aver-
age board-foot harvest over thelast 15 years
has been about 5 percent more than In the ref-
erence period of the 1976 study, harvestsfrom
1983 through 1987 have been substantially
above this level. Board-foot harvests from 1983
through 1987 were almost 10 percent higher
than those during the reference period of the
1976 study (Figure 1).
Table 1. Forest area and growing stock, by owner.
Forest land Available
Available Not available growingstock1
Owner (thousand acres) (million cubic feet)
Public
National Forest 1103 417 2373
Other 298 0 653
Private
Forest industry 295 0 435
Nonindustrial 176 0 185
1872 417 3646
1National Forest growing stock data are based on 9-inch dbh to a 6-inch top. Datafor all other owners are based
on 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
Table 2. Comparison of the harvest in the 1983-1987
reference period with the projected harvest for decade 1.
Million board feet per year Percent
Owner 1983-1987 199120002 change
Public
National Forest 322 271 -16
Other 107 88 -18
Private
Forest industry 42 57 +36
Nonindustrial 11 11 0
481 427 -11
1lncludes unknown amount of submerchantable material.
includes no submerchantable material.
iigure1.BoarcI-Joot tiarvest Jor ttLe Benci-Prine-
yule Timbershed from 1968 through 1988. The
broken lines indicate the 1968-1973 and 1983-
1987 reference harvests and the projected har-
vest in decade 1.
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Of the 507 million board feet consumed
(processed or purchased for International export)
In 1985, 80 percent (406 mIllion board feet) had
been harvested within the tlmbershed (data de-
rived from Howard and Ward 1988); In 1976.
82 percent of the volume consumedwas har-
vested within the tJmbershed (data derived from
Howard and Hlserote 1978). The Bend-Prineville
Timbershed has been a net importer of logs from
other tlmbersheds. In 1976, the net Import from
other tlmbersheds was 154 mIllion board feet; In
1985, the net Import from other timbersheds
was 58 millIon board feet.
Projected Harvest and
Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
With the planned management Intensities,
the projected harvest Is 88 millIon cubic feetper
year In decade 1, declinIng slowly to a baseline
level of 81 mIllion cubic feet per year by dec-
ade 10. From 1983 through 1987, approxI-
mately 100 mifilon cubic feet were harvested
annually. Thus, the baseline cubic-foot harvest
in decade 1 would be approximately 12 percent
less than the average annual harvest from 1983
through 1987. The projected board-foot harvest
in decade 1 is about 11 percent less than the
average for 1983 through 1987 (Table 2).
Who Will Grow the Trees?
The contribution of public lands to the
harvest will decrease from approximately
88 percent in the 1983-1987 reference period to
about 82 percent of the cubic-foot harvest In
decade 1 and then remain at this level (Fig-
ure 2).
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
Under the baseline harvest projection, av-
erage dbh of harvested trees will remain In the
18- to 19-Inch range for the next four decades
before declining, slowly approaching 16 Inches
(Figure 3a). The cubic-foot harvest Is projected to
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FIgure 2. Total cubic-foot harvest, by owner. The
broken line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference
harvest.
decline steadily from about 87 mIllion cubic feet
in decade 1 to about 81 millIon cubic feet in
decade 10 (FIgure 3a). Expressed In board feet
(short-log Scrlbner Decimal C). the harvest
could rise above the first-decade level In dec-
ade 2 because of the larger average dbh of trees
on public lands, resulting from decreasing har-
vests in small-diameter lodgepole pine, and then
slowly decline (Figure 3b).
On public lands, the average dbh of har-
vested trees Is projected to be about 18 inches
In decade 1, rIsing then to 19 to 20 Inches for
several decades before declining to 16 inches
(Figure 4a). On prIvate lands, the projectedaver-
age dbh Is also about 18 Inches in decade 1 but
declines toward 14 Inches In decade 4 before
rising to remain In the 15- to 16-Inch dbh range
(Figure 4b).Eastern Oregon: Bend-Prineville
from trees 110 to 150 years old (Figure 5). Av-
erage age at harvest wifi increase In decade 3
and will then decrease rapidly: by decade 7,
trees less than 100 years old will make up
most of the harvest from stands under even-
aged management. After decade 7, average har-
vest age will increase. Age of harvest in stands
under uneven-aged management Is not avail-
able, nor are data on volume classified by age
for other public owners and private forests.
iF I
_zI,IF
Figure 5. CubIc voh.trne harvested from National
Forests, by age class, for all harvest systems
except selection.
What Species Will Be Harvested?
The planned harvest comes from three
types of conifer: ponderosa pine, lodgepole
pine, and mixed conifer (especially true fir and
Douglas-fir). Approximately 38 percent of the
harvest in decade 1 Is expected to be ponder-
osa pine; the rest, a combination of lodgepole
pine and mixed conifer. In the future, the pro-
portion of ponderosa pine will decrease slightly
and that of mixed conifer increase: thepropor-
tion of lodgepole pine will decline rapidlyover
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the next three decades and will not rise until dec-
ade 5 (Figure 6).
During the reference period, the National
Forests harvested about 150 million board feet
per year of ponderosa pine. For decade 1, we ex-
pect the ponderosa pine harvest from the National
Forests to be a little less than 108 million board
feet per yeara decline of almost 28 percent from
the reference period. We assumed that much of
the mature lodgepole pine, green or standing
dead, would be harvested within the next two dec-
ades. Substantial amounts of lodgepole pine will
not be available again for harvest until decade 5.
I.
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Figure 6. CubIc volume harvested per decadeon
public and private forests, by forest type.
How Are Harvest and Growth Related?
As is typical of the transition from older,
slower-growing stands to younger, faster-growing
stands, the inventory on public lands willcon-
tinue to decline for a number of decades until
growth catches up with harvest (Figure 7a).
Growth Is projected to exceed harveston private
forests for all decades except decade 6 (Figure
7b).:i
r C .VWU(A L14I UAJ UC.L UI I (UJUULLL UI U2
(b) private forests. The broken line Indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
Acres clearcut on public lands are pro-
jected to remain fairly constant over the next
several decades (Figure 8). Beginning In dec-
ade 3, an aggressive Increase in thinning Is
planned, with a rapid Increase In acres thinned.
Eastern Oregon: Bend-Prineville
Acres clearcut decline after decade 5, and shel-
terwood acres are projected to Increase. Acres
projected to be thinned or to have an overstory
removal have been combined under the thinning
category In Figure 8. within this category, the
planned acreage In overstory removal declines
rapidly to a low level by decade 3 and comprises
less than 30 percent of the combined acreage in
decades 1 and 2. Data on acres cut classified by
harvest system are not available for private for-
ests.
The Information shown here suggests that
selection harvest will play only a minor role on
National Forest lands in this timbershed. The
largest National Forest in the timbershed (the
Deschutes) Is currently reanalyzing the harvest
methods that will be applied on Its land. A large
increase in selection harvest, along with a corre-
sponding decrease In clearcutting and thinning,
is expected to result from this reassessment.
Volumes associated with harvest methods
are shown In Figure 9.
Figure 8. Acres hczrvestect on public forests, by
harvest methocL
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Figure 9. Volume harvested on public forests. by
harvest method. The broken line Indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
Options for Increasing
Timber Availability
Can Management Be Intensified?
In the recent past (1983-1987), nonlndus-
trial private forest owners In the Bend-Prineville
Timbershed have contributed only about 2 per-
centofthe board-foot harvest, even though they
control 5 percent of the Inventoxy. If they were to
harvest closer to their capacity and also Inten-
sify management slightly, nonindustrial owners
could increase harvest from 11 millIon to
19 mIllion board feet per year In decade 1 and
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maintain It at about that level. Such a change
could offset about 15 percent of the difference
between total harvest In the recent past and the
baseline board-foot harvest projected for dec-
ade 1. In 1988, nonlndustrial owners harvested
about 16 mIllion board feet, 45 percent above
the recent past but within their capacity to
maintain.
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the
Allowable Sale Quantity?
On the National Forests, the baseline har-
vest reported here Is the "allowable sale quan-
tity- (ASQ) estimated by the Forest Service. Itac-
counts for dead timber encountered in regular
timber sales but does not include incidental har-
vest from land unsuitable for timber production.
volume produced through salvage sales, or sub-
merchantable material such as cull logs. Accord-
Ing to the Forest Service, up to 25 mIllion board
feet per year of these products may be available
above the ASQ.
The 1983-1987 harvest reported in
Table 2 includes incidental volume and salvage
sale volume and also includes estimates of sub-
merchantable material (cull) for most years. We
do not know how much of this timber volume
above the ASQ will fInd its way to the market-
place in the future. The primary commitment of
the Forest Service In its timber-sale program is
providing the ASQ. With the emerging emphasis
on "new forestry" and its focus on leaving stand-
inglive and dead trees and down trees, the
amount of salvage and cull material offered for
sale may dwindle rapidly. Nevertheless, Inciden-
tal, salvage, and cull volume offer the potential
for a higher harvest volume from the National
Forests than shown by the ASQ.Eastern Oregon: Blue Mountain
Blue Mountain Timbershed
In the Blue Mountain Timbershed, ap-
proximately 79 percent of total forest land is
public and 21 percent Is private (Table 1). About
34 percent ofpublic forest is unavailable for
timber production.
From 1983 through 1987, approximately
79 percent of the total board-foot harvest came
from public forests (Table 2). Although the aver-
Table 1. Forest area and growing stock, by owner.
age board-foot harvest in the timbershed over
the last 15 years has been about 5 percent less
than during the reference period of the 1976
study, harvests from 1983 through 1987 were
substantially above this level. Board-foot har-
vests from 1983 through 1987 were almost 8
percent higher than those during the reference
period of the 1976 study (Figure 1).
Forest land Available
Available Not available growingstock1
Owner (thousand acres) (million cubic feet)
Public
National Forest 2366 1265 4215
Other 93 0 203
Private
Forest industry 426 0 692
Nonindustrial 588 0 966
3473 1265 6076
1National Forest growing stock data are based on 9-inch dbh to a 6-inch top.Data for all other owners are
based on 5-inch dbh to a 4-inch top.
Table 2. Comparison of the harvest in the 1983-1987
reference period with the projected harvest for decade I
Million board feet per year Percent
Owner 198319871199120O02 change
Public
National Forest 628 493 -21
Other 8 7 -12
Private
Forestindustry 100 89 -11
Nonindustrial 69 69 0
805 658 -18
'Includes unknown amount of submerchantable material.
2lncludes no submerchantable material.
ngure1.iioara-Jool flarvest jor me tilue Moun-
tain Timbershed from 1968 through 1988. The
broken lines indicate the 1968-1973 and 1983-
1987 reference harvests and the projected har-
vest In decade 1.
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Of the 641 million board feet consumed
(processed or purchased for lnternaUonal export)
in 1985, 97 percent (621 million board feet) had
been harvested within the timbershed (data de-
rived from Howard and Ward 1988): In 1976, 96
percent of the volume consumed was harvested
within the timbershed (data derived from How-
ard and Hlserote 1978). The Blue Mountain Tim-
bershed has been a net exporter of logs to other
timbersheds. In 1976. a net of 90 millIon board
feet was exported to other timbersheds: in 1985.
a net of 44 million board feet was exported.
Projected Harvest and
Growth
What Is the Baseline Harvest?
With the planned management intensities,
the projected baseline harvest is 131 million cu-
bic feet per year in decade 1, rising to a baseline
level in excess of 139 million cubic feet peryear
by decade 10. From 1983 through 1987, ap-
proxImately 157 million cubic feet were har-
vested annually. Thus, the baselIne cubic-foot
harvest in decade 1 would be about 17 percent
less than that of the 1983-1987 referencepe-
riod. The board-foot baseline harvest in dec-
ade 1 also would be approximately 18 percent
less than the average for 1983 through 1987
(Table 2).
Who Will Grow the Trees?
The contribution of public lands to the
harvest will decrease from approximately 75per-
cent of the cubic-foot harvest in the 1983-1987
reference period to about 70 percent In decade 1
and then rise slowly (FIgure 2).
How Big Will Harvested Trees Be?
Average dbh of harvested trees under the
baseline harvest projection will decline fromap-
proxImately 19 inches to 16 inches over three
decades, and then vary between 14 and 16
inches (Figure 3a). The cubic-foot harvest re-
mains constant for four decades and then In-
creases to about 6 percent above the first-decade
level in decade 10 (Figure 3a). Expressed In
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Figure 2. Total cubic-foot ho.rves& by owner. The
broken line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference
harvest.
board feet (short-log Scribner Decimal C). the
harvest schedule declines through decade 4 be-
fore rising, but does not recover to first-decade
levels (Figure 3b).
On public lands, the average dbh of har-
vested trees Is projected to be about 19 inches
in decade 1, declinIng to 17 inches In decade 3
and then vaiying between 16 and 17 inches for
several decades (Figure 4a). On private lands.
the average dbh of trees harvested in decades 1
and 2 Is projected to be about 17 inches,rap-
idly declining thereafter to 14 to 15 inches
(Figure 4b).
The major source of the expected decline
in harvest Is the National Forests. The private
board-foot harvest projected for decade 1 Is 11
percent below the 1983-1987 level, and change
in haj-vest from other public lands Is negligible.
Although the projected harvest from National
Forests in decade 1is 21 percent below the
board-foot average from 1983 through 1987, It Is
only 9 percent less than the 20-year average.:
rtyuit.3.lUtUL ItUIU,L Ut (U/ L.UULL.
(b) board feet (Scrtbner Decimal C, 16-foot log
lengths), by dbh class. The broken line indicates
the 1983-1987 reference harvest. Average dbh is
In parentheses at top.
How Old Will Harvested Trees Be?
The age of stands harvested on National
Forest lands under even-aged management Is
projected to remain fairly constant for the next
four decades, although the proportion of har-
vested trees more than 210 years old will de-
Eastern Oregon: Blue Mountain
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Figure 4. Total cubic-foot harvest for (a) public
and (b) private forests, by dbh class. The broken
line Indicates the 1983-1987 reference harvest.
clime somewhat and the proportion of harvest
volume from trees 160 to 200 years old will In-
crease (Figure 5). By decade 10. the majority of
trees harvested from stands under even-aged
management will be 110 to 150 years old. Data
on age of stands harvested under uneven-aged
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management (selection harvest) are not avail-
able, nor are data on volume classified by age
for other public owners and private forests.
'z
I
I..
FIgure 5. CubIc volume harvested from National
Forests, by age class, for all harvest systems
except selection..
What Species Will Be Harvested?
The planned harvest comes from three
types of conifer: ponderosa pine. lodgepole
pine, and mixed conifer (especially true fir and
Douglas-fir). Approximately 34 percent of the
harvest in decade 1 Is expected to be ponder-
osa pine: the rest comes mainly from mixed
conifer. In the future, the proportion of ponder-
osa pine will decrease slightly and that of
mixed conifer increase (Figure 6).
During the reference period, the National
Forests harvested about 297 millIon board feet
per year of ponderosa pine. For decade 1, we
expect the ponderosa pine harvest to be a little
less than 187 mIllion board feet per yeara
decline of almost 37 percent from the reference
period.
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Figure 6. Cubic volume harvested per decade on
public and privateforests, by forest type.
How Are Harvest and Growth Related?
As Is typical of the transItion from older,
slower-growing stands to younger, faster-growing
stands, the inventory on public landswillcon-
tinue to decline for a number of decades until
growth catches up with harvest (Figure 7a).
Growth already exceeds harvest on private forests
and will continue to exceed harvest In most peri-
ods If nonindustrial private owners do not in-
crease harvest levels above the 1983-1987 level
(Figure Th).
How Many Acres Will Be Cut?
Acres clearcut on public lands are projected
to Increase after decade 1 to 20 to 40 percent
above first-decade levels (FIgure 8). For the fol-
lowing five decades, the projected shelterwood-
harvest acres increase before decreasing. Acres
projected to be thinned or to have an overstory
removal have been combined under the thinning
category In Figure 8. Within this category, the
planned acreage in overstory removal declinesFigure 7. Growth and harvest on (a) public and
(b) private forests. The broken line Indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
rapidly from about 60 percent of the combined
acreage to zero over five decades. Acres har-
vested by selection are projected to remain at
about the first-decade level over the ten decades.
Data on acres cut classified by harvest system
are not available for private forests.
The harvest volumes associated with the
cutting methods are shown in Figure 9.
Eastern Oregon: Blue Mountain
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Figure 8. Acres harvested on public forests, by
harvest method.
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_____di
Figure 9. Volume harvested on public forests, by
harvest method. The broken line indicates the
1983-1987 reference harvest.
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Options for Increasing
Timber Availability
Can Management Be Intensified?
In the recent past (1983-1987), nonlndus-
trial forest owners have contributed about 9 per-
cent of the board-foot harvest in the Blue Moun-
tain Timbershed while holding 16 percent of the
Inventory. II they were to harvest closer to their
capacity and also intensify management slightly,
nonindustrial owners could Increase harvest
from 69 mIllion board feet (16 mIllion cubic feet)
to about 100 mIllion board feet (23 mIllion cubic
feet) per year In decade 1 and maintain it at
about that level Indefinitely. Such a change
could offset about 20 percent of the difference
between total timbershed harvest of the recent
past and the baseline board-foot harvest pro-
jected for decade 1. In 1988, nonlndustrial pri-
vate owners harvested about 110 millIon board
feet, somewhat higher than the level we project
they could maintain Indefinitely at the moder-
ately increased management intensity we as-
sumed In our projections.
Can Timber Be Offered Beyond the
Allowable Sale Quantity?
On the National Forests, the baseline
harvest reported here is the "allowable sale
quantity" (ASQ) estimated by the Forest Service.
It accounts for dead timber encountered In regu-
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lar timber sales but does not Include incidental
harvest from land unsuitable for timber produc-
tion, volume produced through salvage sales, or
submerchantable material. According to the For-
est Service, up to 49 million board feet per year
of these products may be available above the
ASQ.
Submerchantable volume from two
sources makes up most of this volume In the
Blue Mountains: 1) Cull logsthe useable vol-
ume In logs less than 1/3 sound. These volumes
are especially plentiful In National Forests in the
Blue Mountains, where substantial amounts of
defective white fir occur. Most of thIs harvest
occurs as part of regular timber sales, with the
material often sold on a "per acre basis. 2) Dead
and dying timber resulting from epidemic insect
attack. This material is often chipped in the field
for use in pulp.
The 1983-1987 harvest reported in
Table 2 includes incidental volume and salvage
sale volume and also includes estimates of sub-
merchantable material (cull) for most years. We
do not know how much of this timber volume
above the ASQ will find its way to market in the
future. The primary commitment of the Forest
Service Is providing the ASQ. With the emerging
emphasis on "new forestry" and its focus on
leaving standing live and dead trees and down
trees, the amount of salvage and cull material
offered for sale may rapidly dwindle. Neverthe-
less, Incidental, salvage, and cull volume offer
the potential for a higher harvest volume from
the National Forests than shown by the ASQ.LITERATURE CITED
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APPENDIX I
The ORegon Economic Opportunities
(OREO) model was developed for projecting
changes In the Oregon economy. This multisec-
tor model permits employment within forest In-
dustries to be dependent upon timber harvest
levels. Employment In 21 other industrial sec-
tors is then solved on the basis of national eco-
nomic indicators and changes in the timber In-
dustries sector. Details of OREO may be found
In Appendix II.
The tables in this appendix summarize
some of the runs conducted with OREO for In-
vestigating short-, Intermediate-, and long-term
sensitivities of Oregon's economy to changes In
harvest levels. Impacts are expressed relative to
1983 through 1987 harvest averages and are
based on the assumption that national economic
Indicators would change at rates summarized In
Appendix II.
The short-, intermediate-, and long-term
(1992. 1995, and 2000, respectively) impacts of
harvest levels are portrayed in Tables 1-8. Table
1 summarizes harvest levels, total employment
(Including proprietors and farm employees), total
wage and salary employment, wage and salary
employment within the timber industry, and
wage and salary payroll for harvest trajectories
from 70 to 120 percent of the 1983 through
1987 average harvest level. In addition, Table 1
gives actual 1988 values for these economic
variables.
Table 2 shows employment and income
within sectors of the timber industries and also
for the nonmanufacturing and manufacturing
sectors. (Manufacturing includes wage and sal-
ary employment within the timber industries).
Tables 3 and 4 show the differences be-
tween the projection using 100 percent of 1983
through 1987 harvest average and the individual
projections for each variable In 1992, 1995, and
2000. Tables 5 and 6 express the differences in
Tables 3 and 4 as percentage deviations from the
projection using the 1983-1987 harvest aver-
ages. These percentages are relative to the
baseline in the forecast year, not to 1988 levels.
From Table 5, for example, it can be read that
OREO projected 5.9 percent less employment
within the timber Industries in 1992 if harvests
were at 90 percent of their historic level, I.e.,
7215 million board feet per year compared with
8017 million board feet per year (Table 1).
Tables 7 and 8 translate the economic Im-
pacts into estimates of jobs and income per mil-
lion board feet. Impacts vary with the economic
conditions in the year In which the change Is
being analyzed. These tables can be used to infer
potential impacts of different harvest levels. For
example, for the year 2000, a 10 percent decline
in harvest would reduce wage and salary em-
ployment per million board feet by 11.7 employ-
ees. Corresponding factors for 80 and 70 per-
cent harvest levels would be 12.0 and 12.3, re-
spec tively.
FIgure 1 portrays the historic data for 1970
through 1987 and forecasts for 1988 through
2000 for several wage and salary employment
and income variables given the study's baseline
harvest projection (7375 million board feet).
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Table 1. Harvest, employment, and income projections for different harvest levels basedon 1983-1987 averages.
Harvest (1989-2000) Employees (thousands) Income (1988 $millions)
Percent of Total2Timber Industry Payroll
1983-87 Millions of board Wage and Wage and Wage and
Year harvest feet (Scribner) TotaF' Salary Salary Salary
1988 (actual) 107 8615 1477.9 1152.2 77.4 21 389
1992 70 5612 1628.7 1242.8 61.8 21 853
80 6414 1640.3 1254.1 66.8 22221
90 7215 1651.3 1264.7 71.3 22568
100 8017 1661.8 1274.8 75.8 22894
110 8819 1671.8 1284.5 80.0 23203
120 9620 1681.4 1293.8 83.7 23501
1995 70 5612 1773.1 1333.7 62.3 22609
80 6414 1785.9 1345.5 67.2 23081
90 7215 1787.9 1356.7 71.8 23525
100 8017 1809.4 1367.4 76.3 23945
110 8819 1820.4 1377.7 80.5 24341
120 9620 1831.0 1387.5 84.4 24722
2000 70 5612 2031.7 1485.2 63.0 24167
80 6414 2043.8 1495.5 67.9 24708
90 7215 2055.3 1505.4 72.6 25208
100 8017 2066.4 1514.8 77.0 25 683
110 8819 2077.1 1523.9 81.3 26127
120 9620 2087.4 1532.8 85.5 26554
'Includes Wage and SalaJy and farm employees and proprietors.
ZDoes not includeproprietors and farm employees.
Table 2. Sectoral employment projections for differenttimber harvest levels based on 1983-1987averages.
Wage andsalary employees (thousands)
Percent
1983-87 Plywood& Sawmill& Pulp& Other WoodNon-manu- Manu-
Year harvest Veneer Logging Paper Products facturingfacturing'
1988 (actual) 107 17.2 35.1 8.7 16.4 937.9 214.3
1992 70 12.2 25.8 8.3 15.4 1033.6 209.3
80 13.2 28.6 8.5 16.5 1037.9 216.3
90 14.2 31.2 8.5 17.4 1041.9 222.9
100 15.1 33.8 8.6 18.3 1045.7 229.2
110 15.9 36.2 8.7 19.2 1049.5 235.1
120 16.7 38.6 8.8 20.0 1053.0 240.8
1995 70 11.5 25.7 8.3 16.8 1115.1 218.7
80 12.4 28.5 8.4 17.9 1119.0 226.5
90 13.3 31.1 8.5 18.9 1122.8 233.9
100 14.1 33.7 8.6 19.9 1126.5 241.0
110 14.9 36.1 8.7 20.8 1130.1 247.6
120 15.6 38.5 8.7 21.6 1133.6 254.0
2000 70 10.3 25.5 8.1 19.1 1249.3 235.9
80 11.1 28.2 8.2 20.4 1251.3 244.2
90 11.9 30.9 8.3 21.5 1253.4 252.0
100 12.6 33.4 8.4 22.6 1255.4 259.4
110 13.3 35.8 8.5 23.7 1257.5 266.5
120 14.0 38.2 8.6 24.7 1259.6 273.2
'Indusive of timber industries
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Table 3. Employment and income changesassoc;ated with percentage changes in 1983-1987 harvest averages.
Harvest (1 989-2000) Employees (thousands) Income (1988 $millions)
Percent of Total2Timber Industry Payroll
1983-87 Millions of board Wage and Wage and Wage and
Year harvest feet (Scribner) Total1 Salary Salary Salary
1992 70 -2405 -33.1 -32.0 -14.0 -1041
80 -1603 -21.5 -20.7 -9.0 -673
90 -802 -10.5 -10.1 -4.5 -326
110 802 10.0 9.7 4.2 309
120 1603 19.6 19.0 8.2 607
1995 70 -2405 -36.3 -33.7 -14.0 -1336
80 -1603 -23.5 -21.9 -9.1 -864
90 -802 -11.5 -10.7 -4.5 -420
110 802 11.0 10.3 4.2 396
120 1603 21.6 20.1 8.1 777
2000 70 -2405 -34.7 -29.6 -14.0 -1516
80 -1603 -22.6 -19.3 -9.1 -975
90 -802 -11.1 -9.4 -4.4 -475
110 802 10.7 9.1 4.3 444
120 1603 21.0 18.0 8.5 871
1lncludes Wage and Salary and farm employees and proprietors.
2Does notinclude proprietors andfarm employees.
Table 4.Sectoral employment changes associatedwith percentage changes in 1983-1987 harvest averages.
Wage and salary employees (thousands)
Percent
1983-87 Plywood& Sawmill& Pulp& Other WoodNon-manu- Manu-
Year harvest Veneer Logging Paper Products facturing facturing1
1992 70 -2.9 -8.0 -0.3 -2.8 -12.1 -19.9
80 -1.9 -5.2 -0.1 -1.8 -7.8 -12.9
90 -0.9 -2.6 -0.1 -0.9 -3.8 -6.3
110 0.8 2.4 0.1 0.9 3.8 5.9
120 1.6 4.8 0.2 1.7 7.3 11.6
1995 70 -2.6 -8.0 -0.3 -3.1 -11.4 -22.3
80 -1.7 -5.2 -0.2 -2.0 -7.5 -14.5
90 -0.8 -2.6 -0.1 -1.0 -3.7 -7.1
110 0.8 2.4 0.1 0.9 3.6 6.6
120 1.5 4.8 0.1 1.7 7.1 13.0
2000 70 -2.3 -7.9 -0.3 -3.5 -6.1 -23.5
80 -1.5 -5.2 -0.2 -2.2 -4.1 -15.2
90 -0.7 -2.5 -0.1 -1.1 -2.0 -7.4
110 0.7 2.4 0.1 1.1 2.1 7.1
120 1.4 4.8 0.2 2.1 4.2 13.8
1lnclusive of timber industriesAppendix I
Table 5. Employment and income changes associated withdifferent harvest levels, as a percentage of projections
based on 1983-1987 harvest averages.
Harvest (1989-2000) Employees (percent) Income (percent)
Percent of Total2 Timber Industry Payroll
1983-87 Wage and Wage and Wage and Year harvest Total1 Salary Salary Salary
1992 70 -2.0 -2.5 -18.4 -4.5
80 -1.3 -1.6 -11.9 -2.9
90 -0.6 -0.8 -5.9 -1.4
110 0.6 0.8 5.5 1.3
120 1.2 1.5 10.9 2.7
1995 70 -2.0 -2.5 -18.3 -5.6
80 -1.3 -1.6 -11.9 -3.6
90 -0.6 -0.8 -5.9 -1.8
110 0.6 0.8 5.5 1.7
120 1.2 1.5 10.6 3.2
2000 70 -1.7 -2.0 -18.2 -5.9
80 -1.1 -1.3 -11.8 -3.8
90 -0.5 -0.6 -5.7 -1.9
110 0.5 0.6 5.5 1.7
120 1.0 1.2 11.0 3.4
'Includes Wage and Salary and farm employees and proprietors
2Does not include proprietors and farm employees.
Table 6. Sectoral employment changes associated withdifferent harvest levels, as a percentage ofprolections based on 1983-1987 harvest averages.
Wage and salary employees (percent)
Percent
1983-87 Plywood& Sawmill& Pulp & Other WoodNon-manu- Manu- Year harvest Veneer Logging Paper Products facturingfacturing'
1992 70 -19.2 -23.7 -3.6 -15.3 -1.2 -8.7 80 -12.6 -15.4 -1.2 -9.8 -0.7 -5.6 90 -6.0 -7.7 -1.1 -4.9 -0.4 -2.7 110 5.3 7.1 1.0 4.9 0.4 2.6 120 10.5 14.2 1.9 9.3 0.7 5.1
1995 70 -18.4 -23.7 -3.5 -15.6 -1.0 -9.3 80 -12.1 -15.4 -2.3 -10.1 -0.7 -6.0 90 -5.7 -7.7 -1.2 -5.0 -0.3 -2.9 110 5.7 7.1 1.2 4.5 0.3 2.7 120 10.6 14.2 1.2 8.5 0.6 5.4
2000 70 -18.3 -23.7 -3.6 -15.5 -0.5 -9.1 80 -11.9 -15.6 -2.3 -9.7 -0.3 -5.9 90 -5.6 -7.5 -1.1 -4.9 -0.2 -2.9 110 5.4 7.2 1.0 4.9 0.2 2.7 120 11.1 14.4 1.9 9.3 0.3 5.3
'Inclusive of timber industries
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Table 7. Changes in employment and income per million boardfeet associated with percentage changes in harvest
from 1983-1987 averages.
Year
Harvest (1989-2000)
Percent of
1983-87
harvest Total1
Employees (number)
Total2 Timber Industry
Wage and Wage and
Salary Salary
Income (1988 $thousands)
Payroll
Wage and
Salary
1992 70 -13.8 -13.3 -5.8 -433
80 -13.4 -12.9 -5.6 -420
90 -13.1 -12.6 -5.6 -407
110 12.5 12.1 5.2 385
120 12.2 11.8 5.1 379
1995 70 -15.1 -14.0 -5.8 -555
80 -14.7 -13.7 -5.7 -539
90 -14.3 -12.6 -5.6 -523
110 13.7 12.8 5.2 493
120 13.5 12.5 5.1 485
2000 70 -14.4 -12.3 -5.8 -630
80 -14.1 -12.0 -5.7 -608
90 -13.8 -11.7 -5.5 -593
110 13.3 11.3 5.3 554
120 13.1 11.2 5.3 543
tlncludes Wage and Salary and farm employees and proprietors
2Does not include proprietors and farm employees.
Table 8. Changes in soctoral employment per million board feetassociated with percentage changes in harvest from
1983-1987 averages.
Wage and salary employees (number)
Percent
1983-87 Plywood& Sawmill& Pulp& Other WoodNon-manu- Manu-
Year harvest Veneer Logging Paper Products facturing facturing1
1992 70 -1.2 -3.3 -0.1 -1.2 -5.0 -8.3
80 -1.2 -3.2 -0.1 -1.1 -4.9 -8.0
90 -1.1 -3.2 -0.1 -1.1 -4.7 -7.9
110 1.0 3.0 0.1 1.1 4.7 7.4
120 1.0 3.0 0.1 1.1 4.6 7.2
1995 70 -1.1 -3.3 -0.1 -1.3 -4.7 -9.3
80 -1.1 -3.2 -0.1 -1.2 -4.7 -9.0
90 -1.0 -3.2 -0.1 -1.2 -4.6 -8.9
110 1.0 3.0 0.1 1.1 4.5 8.2
120 0.9 3.0 0.1 1.1 4.4 8.1
2000 70 -1.0 -3.3 -0.1 -1.5 -2.5 -9.8
80 -0.9 -3.2 -0.1 -1.4 -2.6 -9.5
90 -0.9 -3.1 -0.1 -1.4 -2.5 -9.2
110 0.8 3.0 0.1 1.4 2.6 8.9
120 0.9 3.0 0.1 1.3 2.6 8.6
1lnclusive of timber industries
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Figure 1. Historic (pre-1988) and forecast (post-
1988) levels for (a) total wage and salary employ-
ees, (b) wage and salary employees in manufac-
turing, and (c) total income.Forecast data are
based on baseline harvest projection.
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The ORegon Economic Opportunities
model, OREO, is a simulation model based on a
series of statistical estimates of the relationships
among Oregon's industrial sectors. Estimates
were derived from 1960 through 1988data.
Inputs to OREO comprIse (1) estImates of
the harvest (inclusive of cull volume) in board
feet and off-shore log export levels for the cur-
rent and two previous years; (2) a series of na-
tional Indicator variables (Table 9); and (3) a
summary of demographics for the previous year
that includes sectoral employment and wage lev-
els, population, and the number of people In the
labor force (FIgure 2). Actual values were used
for all years prior to 1989. National Indicators
for 1989 through 2000 were derived from either
the Second Quarter 1989 Wharton Economic
Forecasting Associates (WEFA)forecast
(Behravesh et al. 1989) or trend extrapolation.
For 1990 through 2000, demographics for the
previous year were based on simulation results
for that year.
OREO uses the economic Input variables
to estimate the current year's size of the labor
force, employment and payrolls in the timber in-
dustries, and employment and payrolls in the
rest of Oregon. Data are then summarized for
reporting purposes and to provide demographic
input for the next year's simulation.
Labor force Is estimated to be a function of
the previous year's labor force and unemploy-
ment level, and year. This estimate allows for
losses from the labor-force when unemployment
rises and gains when employment opportunities
Increase.
Employment in the timber industries is a
function of the harvest for the current and two
previous years, and off-shore log export levels,
as well as year. In the case of secondary manu-
facturing, employment is also related to the na-
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tional Index of Industrial Production. The struc-
ture of the timber industries module does not
imply that timber harvest causes" employment,
but rather that certain employment levels are
associated with the observed harvest levels.
Employment and wages in the nontimber
sectors are estimated from a system of labor
supply-and-demand equations. The sectors rec-
ognized are summarized in Table 10. The basic
forms of the regression models used for estimat-
ing the sectoral supply and demand for labor are
Demand equation:
WSE1= fIWR1, WSE1, NI1, WSE1(n-1)J
Supply equation:
WR, = fIRAW, XLF, WR1(n-1)1,
where
WSE1is wage and salary employment in
sector I,
WR1is wage rate in sector I,
WSE1is wage and salary employment In
sectors influencing sector I,
NI
Iis national indicators Influencing sec-
tor 1,
RAW is real average wages In the state.
XLF is unemployment, and
(n-i) denotes data for the previous year.
Proprietor employment and income are es-
timated from the same regression models as
wage and salary employment. Employment in
mining and agricultural are estimated by ex-
trapolating past trends.
A more detailed description of OREO is
beyond the scope of this report, but is available
from the authors on request.
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Table 9. National indicators used in OREO with actual dollar values for 1988 and forecast values.
Indicator Source 1988 1990 1995 2000
Price Indices (1967=1.00) Trend
Metals 1.063 1.0711 1.084 1.098
Machinery 0.934 0.9292 0.921 0.911
Electrical Equipment 0.742 0.71 57 0.675 0.636
Transportation Equipment 0.801 0.7820 0.752 0.723
Food&Kindred Products 0.850 0.8283 0.793 0.759
Index of Industrial Production WEFA 1.896 2.000 2.296 2.257
(1967=1.00)
Gross National Product ($ billions) WEFA 4863 5046 6902 10971
U.S. Housing Starts (millions) WEFA' 1.634 1.657 1.682 1.674
U.S. Population (millions) WEFA 246.3 251.2 262.3 272.3
Consumers Price Index (1967=1.00)WEFA 3.512 3.8710 4.170 5.907
1WEFA growth rate used.
Table 10. Sectors reugnized when modelling employment andwage forecasts, summarized by form of the equations.
Labor Supply&Demand
Durables: Services:
Primary Metals
Fabricated Metals Communications
Electrical Equipment Transportation
Transportation Equipment Finance, Insurance
Machinery Manufacturing Real Estate
Other Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Nondurables: Government
Food&Kindred Products Other
Printing
Other Nondurables Proprietors
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Trend Extrapolation
Mining
Timber (Wages):
Logging & Sawmilling
Veneer & Plywood
Pulp & Paper
Other Wood Products
Correlation with Timber Harvest
Timber (Employment):
& Sawmilling
Veneer & Plywood
Pulp & Paper
Other Wood ProductsAppendix II
Demographics
Year(N=1)
Year N
Inputs HarvestExports Lti0na1
I
Indicators
I
Modules Timber indus Employment Labor Force
&Wages
Accounting&Reporting
H_Demographics
Year (N+1)
Inputs HarvestExports [National
I
Indicators
I
Modules Timber Indues Employment Labor Force
&Wages
- A::unting& Reporting
Demographics
9gure 2.Structure of the ORegon Economics Opportuntties (OREO)model.
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